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This dissertation introduces and explains the “Victim Satisfaction 

Model of the Criminal Justice System.” This model proposes that one of the 

primary purposes of the criminal justice system is to attempt to achieve 

victim satisfaction during the course of the prosecution. The utility of the 

“Victim Satisfaction Model” is then compared to Packer’s traditional Crime 

Control and Due Process Models and to the newer victim participation 

models.  The Victim Satisfaction Model is then used to explain the reality of 

criminal prosecutions of victim-involved crimes.  The last chapter discusses 

the implication of the “Victim Satisfaction Model” for criminal justice policy. 
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CHAPTER ONE – INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW  

PURPOSES OF THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

For many years, we have been taught that the two basic purposes of 

the Criminal Justice System are assuring a ‘true finding’ of guilt and 

controlling crime. In theory, a true finding of guilty is accomplished by 

guaranteeing that the defendant is dealt with in a just manner with the justice 

system protecting the defendant’s Constitutional Rights – commonly referred 

to as ‘Due Process.’  In theory, crime is controlled through the imposition of 

the criminal sanction against the convicted defendant – commonly referred to 

as ‘Crime Control.’  In other words, the criminal justice system assures the 

defendant is guilty and then punishing the guilty defendant controls crime.   

One of the perceived problems with the due process and crime control 

theories of the criminal justice system is the lack of victim involvement in the 

prosecution and the justice system.  Most people would agree that victims 

should participate in the criminal justice system.  We understand that the 

victim is the person directly injured by the crime and realize that the justice 

system should be responsive to the victim’s needs.  However, determining 

how the crime victim should participate in the prosecution is one of the 

emerging dilemmas in criminal justice policy and procedure.   

The extent of the victim’s participation in the prosecution is the 

subject of much debate.  On one extreme, a traditional view of criminal law 
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and procedure sees the victim’s participation being limited to that of a mere 

witness.  On the other extreme, victims’ advocates see the victim as having 

complete and total control over the prosecution.  However, common sense 

would indicate that the victim’s participation in the justice system should fall 

somewhere between the extremes – in other words, the victim should 

participate more than a mere witness but not have complete and total control 

over the prosecution. 

VICTIM INVOLVEMENT IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

During the last several years, theorists have included accommodations 

such as fairness, respect, and dignity for victims in discussions about the 

purposes of the Criminal Justice System (Cellini, 1997).  These writers 

contend that criminal defendants have all the rights in the justice system 

while the victims have little or no rights.  The argument is then made that this 

preferential treatment is not fair to the victim since the victim is the person 

injured by the crime while the defendant is the one that violated the law.  

These writers also urge that the preferential treatment of defendants often 

results in victims being forgotten during the prosecution to the extent that 

victims can be ‘re-victimized’ during the trial and excluded from discussions 

about the case. One solution for these inequities could be to provide victims 

the right to participation in the prosecution and the right to be actively 

involved in important decisions about the prosecution.  
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Criminal justice policy and procedure is changing to address victims’ 

issues, and victim input has become a significant part of all aspects of the 

criminal justice system.  For example, many states have enacted victim rights 

legislation that provides victims an opportunity to participate in a prosecution 

through attending hearings and discussing the case with the prosecutor.  This 

type of legislation would suggest that the victims’ issues have become 

important in the justice system since their status is recognized through 

legislation. 

An example of victims’ issues being recognized through legislation is 

the Texas Victims’ Rights Act (Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Art. 56.02, 1985).  In 

addition, Texas law requires each prosecuting attorney and law enforcement 

to designate a person to serve as the victim services coordinator for that 

jurisdiction (Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Art. 56.04, 1985).   The duties of the 

victim services coordinator include ensuring that “a victim, guardian of a 

victim, or close relative of a victim is afforded the rights granted victims” in 

the Texas Victims’ Rights Act (Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Art. 56.04, 1985).   

This statute guarantees that victims have access to the criminal justice system 

from the time of arrest through the appeals process. 

Not every prosecutor’s office accomplishes the requirement for a 

victims’ services coordinator the same way.   For example, Travis County has 

four district courts with a victims’ rights coordinator’s office for each court. 

Conversely, Hays County has three district courts but one victims’ rights 

coordinator’s office for the entire county.    
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No matter how the prosecutor’s office meets the requirement for a 

victims’ rights coordinator, the consistent factor among the various victims’ 

rights coordinators is they work closely with the prosecutor’s office.  This is 

important because it provides the victim with almost direct access to the 

prosecutor and indirect access to the court system.  Thus, the victim has a 

person who can lobby his or her position with the prosecutor and can provide 

advice about how to provide information to the judge either directly or 

through other avenues, such as the probation officer. 

In addition to statutory recognition, there are several attempts to 

amend the U.S. Constitution to grant specific constitutional rights to victims 

(Lochhead, 1997).  In announcing the proposed amendment, Senator 

Feinstein stated that the U. S. Constitution did not give enough protection to 

crime victims.  Feinstein reasoned, “the Constitution contains 15 specific 

inalienable rights for persons accused of crimes in this country, but it 

recognizes no rights as fundamental to the victims of crime.” This proposed 

Constitutional Amendment would change the perceived inequity between the 

rights of criminals and the rights of victims by constitutionally guaranteeing 

minimum rights to victims. 

One of the ways victims become involved in the prosecution is 

through presenting victim impact statements and victim impact evidence. 

This type of evidence is testimony presented by the crime victim detailing the 

effects of the crime on the victim and the victim’s family. Victim impact 

evidence is important in criminal trials and sentencing decisions because 
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judges and juries are extremely sympathetic to the harm caused by the 

criminal act and are often swayed by this evidence.  Victim impact evidence 

is of such importance that the U. S. Supreme Court has limited its use in 

capital murder prosecutions where the death penalty is an option (Payne v. 

Tennessee, 1991).  

A concern with victim impact evidence is whether it could deprive the 

defendant of a fair hearing as required by the Fifth and Fourteenth 

Amendments to the U. S. Constitution. For example, in State v. Stahl, the 

Texas Court of Criminal Appeals determined that an extremely emotional 

outburst by the murder victim’s mother tainted the defendant’s conviction to 

the extent that the defendant did not receive a fair hearing as required by the 

constitution  (Stahl v. State, 1988).  In another case, the Texas Court of 

Criminal Appeals recognized that victim impact evidence was so powerful 

that it could only be introduced in capital murder trials after the defendant 

introduced mitigation evidence (Mosely v. State, 1998)(For a discussion of 

mitigating evidence in capital murder trials, see Appendix I).  

One of the central issues in the discussion of the Constitutionality of 

victim impact evidence is the recognition that this type of evidence tends to 

help the prosecution and harm the defendant.  This raises the issue of whether 

victim participation in ways other than through victim impact evidence could 

result in a violation of the defendant’s right to a fair trial.  In effect, the 

Courts recognized that victim’s issues are not just about the victim, but also 

about the balance between sides in the adversarial justice system. 
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Most people view the criminal justice system as an adversarial system 

where the prosecutor tries to convict a defendant and the defense attorney 

tries to keep the defendant from being convicted with the judge serving as an 

unbiased arbitrator of the law.  The U. S. Constitution and court procedure 

are seen as protections for the defendant, and the prosecutor must overcome 

these protections in order to obtain a conviction.  These protections help 

assure a true finding of guilt so that people feel confident that a guilty 

defendant was convicted and an innocent defendant was not.   

An additional concept associated with the criminal justice system is 

the theory of controlling crime through punishment.  There are many theories 

of punishment; however, most people recognize that the criminal justice 

system punishes defendants for two primary purposes: retribution and to 

control crime.    Retribution is generally viewed as punishing the person for 

violating the law.  On the other hand, controlling crime with punishment is 

seen as either specific or general deterrence.  Specific deterrence controls 

crime by punishing a specific defendant while general deterrence controls 

crime by ‘sending a message’ to others that crime will not be tolerated.   

Many writers have discussed these perceptions of the criminal justice 

system.  In particular Herbert Packer, 1964, introduced the “Due Process” 

and “Crime Control” models of the criminal justice system.  Briefly, Packer’s 

Due Process Model is based on the concept that the purpose of the criminal 

justice system is to insure a true determination of guilt while Packer’s Crime 

Control Model is based on the concept that the purpose of the criminal justice 
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system is to control crime. These two models have served as the standard 

foundation for understanding and discussing the criminal justice system and 

criminal justice policy (Packer, 1964). 

One of the common factors between Packer’s Due Process and Crime 

Control Models is they focus on the defendant with little thought given to the 

victim.  For example, the Due Process Model focuses on determining whether 

the defendant violated the law and insuring a true finding of guilt while the 

Crime Control Model focuses on determining the appropriate punishment for 

the particular defendant. In other words, there is little opportunity for the 

victim to participate in the prosecution under these models of the criminal 

justice system.  

Increased victim participation in criminal trials has introduced pro-

prosecution and anti-defendant features to victims’ issues.  For example, one 

of the rights contained in the Texas Victims’ Rights Act is the right to 

provide information to the probation department during the pre-sentence 

investigation about the impact of the crime on the victim and the victim’s 

family (Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Art. 56.01 (a-6), 1998).  Another is the right to 

have the victim impact statement considered by the prosecutor and judge 

before a plea bargain is accepted (Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Art. 56.01 (a-13), 

1998).  This gives the judge and the prosecutor notice of the victim’s 

opinions about a plea offer and provides the victim the opportunity to 

convince the judge or the prosecutor not to accept the plea offer if the victim 

does not approve it.   
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The victim’s opportunity to provide an opinion about a plea offer 

could be important if judges and prosecutors are reluctant to accept a plea 

agreement objected to by the victim.  In some instances, the prosecutor might 

not make a plea offer, and the judge might not approve a plea agreement the 

victim does not like.  Thus, the judge and the prosecutor may be in the 

position of making decisions that appear to favor the victim since the judge 

and the prosecutor may not want to upset the victim by approving a plea 

agreement the victim does not like.    

The judge and prosecutor, however, are not required to follow the 

victim’s wishes concerning a plea offer and have the option of doing what 

they think is appropriate given the facts and circumstances of the case.  For 

example, the prosecutor may realize the facts of the case may not support a 

conviction for a more serious offense, such as capital murder, but will 

support a lesser offense such as voluntary manslaughter.  In this situation, 

despite the fact the victim may demand the death penalty for the defendant, 

the prosecutor realizes the death penalty is not an option and proceeds 

according to what the law allows.  However, even in this situation, the 

prosecutor and the victim coordinator will work closely with the victim to try 

to ‘satisfy’ the victim given the available options.   

The victim’s opportunity to give his or her opinion about a plea offer 

is just one example of how victims could actively participate in the justice 

system.  In other instances, the victim could participate in the prosecution by 

testifying, working with the prosecutor, or lobbying against bail or parole.  
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However victims might participate, the ultimate question is what kind of 

relationship exists between the victim and the trial participants since this 

relationship could have a considerable impact on the character of a criminal 

trial.    

WOULD VICTIM INVOLVEMENT CHANGE THE CHARACTER CRIMINAL 
JUSTICE SYSTEM? 

Criminal punishment is a coercive sanction imposed by society 

against a person who has been convicted of a crime.   In theory, society 

receives some type of benefit from punishing convicted defendants.  This 

benefit is weighed against the harm caused to the defendant, and society 

imposes the criminal sanction as long as the benefit outweighs the harm.  As 

long as the prosecution is managed and decisions made that benefit society 

and not an individual, the justice system would appear to treat all concerned 

parties equally.  However, if the victim has authority to manage the 

prosecution and make decisions for his or her own benefit, the question 

becomes whether society is punishing the defendant or whether the victim is 

using his or her decision-making authority in the justice system to achieve 

some type of “personal” result in punishing the defendant.   

If crime victims might make use of his or her decision-making 

authority in the criminal justice system to exact personal punishment against 

a criminal defendant, this would raise some interesting questions.  For 

example, one question may be whether society’s perceptions of the criminal 

justice system would change if the crime victim were exacting personal 
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punishment against a criminal defendant.  Another question may be whether 

society would accept this “personal result” of punishment as being a proper 

use of the criminal justice system and see nothing wrong with it.  However, 

before these questions could be asked, it would be necessary to determine 

whether the victim has any decision-making authority in the criminal justice 

system. 

The question of whether the victim has some influence during the 

prosecution can be addressed by determining the victim’s ‘role’ in the 

prosecution.  In this sense, role denotes whether the prosecution favors the 

victim, favors the defendant, or is neutral.  Thus, the process of determining 

the victim’s role in the criminal justice system could begin by determining 

how the victim ‘fits into’ a criminal prosecution and how the justice system 

responds to victims participating in the criminal justice system. 

ALTERNATIVES TO DEFENDANT FOCUSED MODELS 

What if the primary purpose of the criminal justice system is 

something other than administering due process and controlling crime or 

seeking retribution through punishment?   What if the justice system is 

focused more on the victim than the defendant where satisfying the victim 

became as important, or even more important, than administering due process 

and controlling crime or seeking retribution through punishment?  Would 

these differences change people’s perceptions about the criminal justice 

system? 
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This dissertation explores the role of victims in the criminal justice 

system and examines whether the focus of the system has evolved from one 

that focuses on the defendant to one that focuses on the victim.  Based on this 

examination, this dissertation proposes a new model of the criminal justice 

system.  Under this model, the criminal justice system is no longer solely 

focused on the personal culpability and the appropriate punishment for a 

specific defendant.  Instead, this model proposes that the criminal justice 

system seeks to satisfy the victim through the course of the prosecution and 

relegates the defendant to a secondary status.   

One way to determine whether this new model is supported by 

practice would be to study the relationship between the prosecutor and the 

victim.  If the following circumstances are found to exist in this relationship, 

it could be proposed that the criminal justice system seeks to satisfy the 

victim through the course of the prosecution and relegates the defendant to a 

secondary status.  
 
If the Prosecutor advocates the victim’s position in the 
prosecution 
AND  
If the Prosecutor seeks to satisfy the victim in the 
prosecution 
THEN 
The Criminal Justice System is focused more on 
satisfying the victim and less on the Defendant allowing 
the victim manages and directs the prosecution. 
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If these factors exist, then the “Victim Satisfaction Model of the 

Criminal Justice System” would have the three following basic 

characteristics: 

 
1. The crime victim has become a de facto party to the 

prosecution and takes an active role in the criminal 
case. 

2. The prosecutor assumes the role of representing the 
victim and makes decisions to satisfy the victim’s 
interests. 

3. The attempt to satisfy the victim’s interests becomes 
the primary determinant of the criminal justice 
system. 

 

IMPORTANCE OF VICTIM SATISFACTION 

The concepts discussed in this dissertation are important if criminal 

justice policy and procedure is changing to address victims’ issues.  As a 

result, victim input may become a significant part of all aspects of the 

criminal justice system.  For example, the case of United States v. Russell 

Erxleben illustrates the importance of victims’ issues.  In this case, the 

Federal Government convicted Erxleben of conspiracy and securities fraud 

for defrauding investors out of millions of dollars (Pletz, 2000).  The Court 

sentenced Erxleben to seven years in prison and ordered him to pay $28.5 

million in restitution to defrauded investors as required by the Federal 

Victims’ Rights Act. In announcing the sentence, Federal District Judge 

Nowlin recognized the importance of victims’ by saying:  
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“In a perfect world, the most just result would 
be to put you into some type of position where, 
for the rest of your days, you would have to 
work every hour of every day to repay these 
people.  Your being in the penitentiary is not 
going to help these people get their money 
back.  It may give them some satisfaction, 
however.” (Pletz, 2000).   

This quote is a typical example of the “Victim Satisfaction Model of 

the Criminal Justice System” in practice.  In this quote, the Judge recognized 

that the victims of this crime had an interest in the prosecution – that being to 

recover money stolen from them.  The Judge attempted to satisfy that interest 

– he ordered Erxleben to repay the money as restitution.  However, the Judge 

recognized that he could not make the victims whole because he could not 

make Erxleben work to repay the money.  However, he could give them some 

satisfaction by sending Erxleben to prison.   

The utility of this example is not that the judge satisfied the victims 

by obtaining restitution and confining Erxleben in prison.  Instead, its utility 

is that the Judge recognized that the victims had an interest in the outcome of 

the case and sought to satisfy this interest.  Even though he may have been 

unsuccessful, it is the attempt to satisfy the victim that has become important 

in criminal cases.  In addition as explained in this dissertation, this attempt to 

satisfy the victim has become the primary determinant of what happens in the 

criminal justice system in a victim involved crime – a crime that harms 

another person, such as homicide, assault, or theft. 
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VICTIM SATISFACTION BLENDS THE CRIMINAL AND CIVIL SYSTEMS 

The goal of achieving victim satisfaction in the criminal justice 

system could blur the traditional distinctions between the civil and criminal 

systems if  the attempt to satisfy the victim through the prosecution is similar 

to the way a civil attorney conducts a civil trial.  In effect, the criminal justice 

system could be used to resolve a prosecution in a way that satisfies the 

victim.  This would be similar to the way the civil system is used to try to 

satisfy the Plaintiff. 

The findings of this dissertation demonstrate that in almost all cases 

involving a victim, in Texas, a state that elects prosecutors and judges, the 

prosecutor manages the criminal case with the goal of achieving victim 

satisfaction.  This conclusion is a natural extension of the findings that the 

victim has evolved into a de facto party to the prosecution and that the 

prosecutor represents the victim during the prosecution.  In reality, the 

results, findings, and conclusions presented in this dissertation demonstrate 

that the attempt to satisfy the victim is the common factor that drives 

prosecutions of crimes involving victims.  

Qualitative research methods are used to study and analyze how 

victims influence the criminal justice system and how the goal of victim 

satisfaction influences the criminal justice system.  Qualitative methods are 

used because they stress the socially constructed nature of reality and enable 

the researcher to analyze how social experience is created and given 

meaning.  Using qualitative research methods allowed the researcher to 
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understand the actors’ points of view, their relation to society and each other, 

and their relation to the world. 

Based on the research, the reality of the criminal justice system is 

explained within the context of the “Victim Satisfaction Model” of the 

criminal justice system.  This dissertation also explains why the traditional 

due process and crime control models of the criminal justice system are not 

valid.  Finally, the implications of victim satisfaction on public policy are 

discussed. 

The next section, Chapter Two, contains a review of the relevant 

literature.  This Chapter focuses on the history of victim participation in the 

justice system and reviews theories of punishment.  In addition, this chapter 

discusses and critiques the various theories of the criminal justice system, and 

examines some of the modern victim participation aspects to the justice 

system.   

The following section, Chapter Three, is the methods section.  This 

Chapter explains why qualitative methods are the most appropriate to 

examine the issues in this dissertation.  This Chapter describes the two and 

one-half years of fieldwork necessary for gathering the data and includes an 

explanation of the types of data, and an explanation of how the data were 

accumulated.  This Chapter also includes an in-depth discussion of the 

methods used to analyze the data.    

Chapters Four, Five, and Six are the results, findings, and conclusions 

sections of this dissertation.  These chapters introduce, explain, and discuss 
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the victim satisfaction model of the criminal justice system and show how 

this model is applicable to current criminal justice policy and procedure. 

Chapter Four discusses the finding that the victim has become a party to the 

prosecution, Chapter Five discusses the finding that the prosecutor represents 

the victim during the course of the prosecution, and Chapter Six discusses the 

finding that the attempt to satisfy the victim is the primary determinant of the 

criminal justice system.   

Chapter Seven contains the conclusions and implications of the 

“Victim Satisfaction Model” for criminal justice policy. The two primary 

conclusions in this chapter concern the primary purpose of the criminal 

justice system, and one conclusion discusses how victim satisfaction impacts 

the definition of crime.  The first conclusion proposes that criminal procedure 

appears to have changed from one that focuses primarily on the defendant to 

one that focuses primarily on the victim.  The second conclusion proposes 

that the criminal justice system has become pseudo-civil with the authority of 

the state on the side of the victim.  Finally, the victim satisfaction model 

proposes a new theory of crime – more classes of victims result in more 

crime. 

These three conclusions highlight the importance of victim 

satisfaction in the criminal justice system.   The authority of the state is 

awesome, especially when it is focused in criminal court against a single 

defendant, with the goal of rendering a conviction against that defendant.  If 

the victim is aligned with the state, and if the prosecutor uses the state’s 
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authority to seek to satisfy the victim, then is the criminal justice system 

seeking justice, or exacting revenge?  In addition, if society is exacting 

revenge, is this what we expect from the justice system? 
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CHAPTER TWO – HISTORY OF VICTIM 
PARTICIPATION IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

History and Evolution of Victim’s Rights 

This discussion of the evolution of victim’s rights in the American 

Judicial System begins in England with the collapse of the Roman Empire. 

When the Roman Empire collapsed in England and the rest of Europe, it left 

a vacuity of political authority that included the disintegration of the criminal 

justice system.  Since no political authority remained to administer justice, 

the crime victim, or in the case of a homicide, the victim’s family, exacted 

justice from the perpetrator by demanding restitution, remuneration, or 

revenge from the perpetrator or the perpetrator's family.  The perpetrator, his 

or her relatives, and supporters rescued the perpetrator by paying 

compensation to the victim or the victim’s family.  This victim - driven 

justice system developed into the practice of the blood feud, where families 

of the victims and the perpetrator resolved their differences either through 

compensation or violence (Johnson, 1988).  

As English society became more organized, feudal lords began to 

assert control over the people living on the land around them, and the law of 

the blood feud became subordinate to the interest of the public.  It became 

unlawful to begin a blood feud without trying to settle the dispute between 

the victim or the victim's family and the perpetrator or the perpetrator's 

family by seeking restitution.  During this time period, the blood feud 
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declined as the primary method of enforcing criminal law, and the payment 

of monetary compensation in the form of restitution to the victim or a fine to 

the victim’s lord became the preferred method of making the perpetrator pay 

for the crime.  The payment to the victim was called “bot,” and the payment 

to the lord was called “wite”. This developed into a complicated system of 

tariffs and payment that set a value on every injury from rape to murder.  The 

system of “bot” and “wite” appeared to benefit the victim because the 

payment seemed to go to the victim.  However, in practice the victim rarely 

received compensation because the payment, as a type of fine, went to the 

victim’s lord who then used these payments to become richer and more 

powerful  (Pollock & Maitland, 1895).    

As English kings increased and solidified their authority, the system 

of bot and wite evolved into the concept of “The King’s Peace.”  The King’s 

Peace was a special protection that applied to the people within the presence 

of the king or in the area where the king's protection had been extended.  It 

applied to all types of crime and exacted a fine from the perpetrator to the 

king as a sanction for the wrongdoing.  In particular, The King’s Peace 

attempted to further control the blood feud by requiring the aggrieved party 

to seek redress from the king’s courts before resorting to revenge.  This 

approach was successful, and by the eleventh century the blood feud was 

considered the last resort of a victim after exhausting the opportunity of 

redress in the king’s court (Johnson, 1988). 
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After the Norman invasion of 1066, the successors of William the 

Conqueror introduced the practice of appeal into the legal system.  An appeal 

consisted of an accusation to the king’s court by a victim, or the victim's 

family, accusing a person of committing a crime.  The appeal system required 

the victim or the next of kin to bring the perpetrator to justice by making an 

allegation that a crime had occurred, proving the allegation to the king's 

representative, and having punishment assessed.  At that time, all 

responsibility for prosecuting a wrongdoer lay with the victim (Westbrook, 

1998). 

This system of private prosecution was one of the most remarkable 

aspects of the English common law during the seventeenth century.  During 

this period, English legal systems lacked a public prosecutor.  Instead, the 

crime victim managed the entire prosecution in the same manner as if it were 

a civil case.  The victim prosecuted and bore the cost of the prosecution but 

was entitled to receive restitution in the event of a successful prosecution. 

Other instances of successful prosecution resulted in money awards that were 

often shared with the government (Cardenas, 1986).  The government aided 

the victim by enforcing the judgment through forced sales of assets, 

involuntary indenture, or debtor’s prison (Johnson, 1988). 

As English law became more complex, the need for a coherent system 

of laws transformed criminal law from a loose mixture of private 

prosecutions to a new system of laws called “common law crimes” 

(Henderson, 1985).  Common-law crimes were crimes based on unwritten 
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rules that originated in the community customs and judicial traditions of 

England and eventually became incorporated into court decisions.  These 

court decisions became the English common law and were enforced by 

private prosecutions (Friedman, 1993).   

The English who settled the North American colonial frontier during 

the seventeenth century brought the English common law with them 

(Friedman, 1993).  The colonists also imported the English tradition of 

private prosecutions.  As in England, the victim had the obligation to initiate 

and prosecute a criminal case against a perpetrator (Cassell, 1994).  

The practice of private prosecutions continued in the colonies until 

the time of the revolution and existed when the U.S. Constitution was drafted.  

After the Constitution was enacted, the Bill of Rights was adopted because 

our Founding Fathers were concerned with the mistreatment of accused 

persons under the authority of the Crown and not because they were 

concerned about victims’ rights.  As a result, “[i]t seems plausible that the 

institution of private prosecutions explains why drafters of the bill of rights of 

the colonies and the United States Constitution saw no need for including 

rights for crime victims” (Cassell, 1994, at 1380).   

The Ninth Amendment to the Constitution was believed to provide for 

victims’ rights (Cellini, 1997, at 846).  This Amendment acknowledges the 

Founding Fathers’ views that powers of the government are limited by the 

rights of the people and that it was not intended to grant the government 

unlimited power to usurp the other rights of the people (Cellini, 1997).  For 
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example, in Griswold v. Connecticut, the Supreme Court used the Ninth 

Amendment as justification for recognizing various rights not specifically 

delineated in the Constitution and for broadly interpreting those that are 

recognized (Griswold v. Connecticut, 1965).  In Griswold, the Supreme Court 

found that the Ninth Amendment to the Constitution protected an individual’s 

right to privacy (Griswold, 381 U.S.at 484, 85 S.Ct. at 1681, 14 L.Ed.2d at 

514). 

 The Ninth Amendment, combined with the practice of private 

prosecutions, could plausibly have been thought to adequately protect the 

rights of victims. As with the right to privacy, the Founding Fathers could 

have intended that the Ninth Amendment preserve the practice of private 

prosecutions.  Therefore, no specific constitutional protection was included in 

the Constitution or the Bill of Rights (Cellinni, 1997).   

This failure to delineate victims’ rights in the Constitution has 

resulted in difficulties when victims attempt to assert any right to participate 

in the prosecution.  States that adopted constitutions long after the Federal 

Bill of Rights simply followed the federal approach to the criminal justice 

system and omitted any references to rights for victims while guaranteeing 

rights to criminal defendants (Cassell, 1994).  For example, the Texas 

Constitution contains language that is almost identical to the rights granted to 

criminal defendants in the Federal Bill of Rights while omitting any reference 

to the rights of victims (Tex. Const. Art. I).  
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Over time, public prosecutors gradually replaced the private 

prosecutor until the criminal justice system evolved to a point where the 

victim’s role changed from being a fully participating party in the prosecution 

to the limited role of being a witness (Cassell, 1994).  This limited role of the 

victim evolved because criminal offenses were recognized to have been 

committed primarily against society, thereby subjugating the role of the 

victim to the role of society (Cassell, at 1380, n. 26, citing Pickett, W.M. 

(1927) The Office of the Prosecutor in Connecticut, 17 J. Crim. L. & 

Criminology 348, 356-57).  Thus, the victim gradually lost the opportunity to 

direct the prosecution and became just another witness.  

The recognition that a crime was an offense against society follows 

the principles of Jean Jacques Rousseau’s theory of the general will contained 

in the social contract.  Under the theory of the general will, an individual is a 

person with only a single will.  A society, on the other hand, is a group of 

persons with a set of individual wills, and the conflict between these 

individual wills is a universal fact.  The social contract brings society into 

being because it unites individuals so that individual rights become 

subordinate to public rights-the general will.  The general will then furthers 

the public, common, or national interest even though it may conflict with 

personal interest (Rousseau, 1762). 

Rousseau described the social contract as an association of citizens 

that has a moral and collective personality.  As described by Rousseau: 
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The social order is a sacred right which is the 
basis of all other rights (Rousseau, 1762, at I, 
i). 

The problem is to find a form of association 
which will defend and protect the whole 
common force the person and goods of each 
associate, and in which each, while uniting 
himself with all, may still obey himself alone, 
and remain as free as before (Rousseau, 1762, 
at I, vi). 

The general will represents a distinctive fact about a community: that 

a community has a collective good that is not the same thing as the private 

interests of the citizens.  In effect, the community has a will of its own, the 

“general will.”  According to Rousseau: 

If the state is a moral person whose life is in the 
union of its members, and if the most important 
of its cares is the care for its own preservation, 
it must have a universal and compelling force, 
in order to move and dispose each part as may 
be the most advantageous to the whole  
(Rousseau, 1762, at II, iv). 

The rights of the individuals are, in reality, the rights of citizens.  

Citizens become equal, according to Rousseau, “by convention and legal 

right.”   

The right which each individual has to his own 
estate is always subordinate to the right which 
the community has over all  (Rousseau, 1762, 
at I, ix). 
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In exchange for rights as citizens and protection of the government, 

individuals allow themselves to be governed:  

Each of us puts his person and all his power in 
common under the supreme direction of the 
general will, and, in our corporate capacity, we 
receive each member as an indivisible part of 
the whole (Rousseau, 1762, at I, vi). 

The social compact gives the body politic 
absolute power over all its members (Rousseau, 
1762, at I, vii). 

The theory of the social contract serves as the foundation of modern 

criminal justice.  By being a member of society, an individual agrees to live 

according to the rules of society.  If an individual violates one of these rules, 

he or she is punished by society, since it is society that was harmed.  As 

explained by Rousseau: 

In order then that the social compact may not 
be an empty formula, it tacitly includes the 
undertaking … that whoever refuses to obey 
the general will shall be compelled to do so by 
the whole body.  This means nothing less than 
that he will be forced to be free …. This alone 
legitimizes civil undertaking, which, without it, 
would be absurd, tyrannical, and liable to the 
most frightful abuses  (Rousseau, 1762, at I, 
vii) 

With the recognition that crimes were committed against society 

rather than against an individual, the role of the crime victim changed from 

being in control of the prosecution to a limited role consisting of reporting 
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crimes, assisting in the investigation, and testifying at trial.  Thus, the victim 

who once controlled the entire process of prosecuting criminal acts was 

relegated to the role of a passive participant (Cassell, 1994).  It was this role 

as a passive participant, combined with the perception that defendants were 

favored by the justice system that created the political climate in the late 20th 

Century that gave rise to the ,development of victims’ rights. 

The Development of Victims’ Rights in the Late 20th Century 

The current victims’ rights movement can be traced to the late 1960s 

and early 1970s when several factors combined to make the public aware of 

the disparity between the rights of victims and the rights of criminal 

defendants.  In the 1960s, criminal defendants’ rights increased as the U. S. 

Supreme Court liberally interpreted federal constitutional protection for 

defendants.  A few Supreme Court decisions, such as Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 

643 (1961),  Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335 (1963), and Miranda v. 

Arizona, 384, U. S. 436 (1966) attracted an enormous amount of attention 

and highlighted the public perception that the criminal justice system was 

more concerned with releasing defendants based on legal technicalities than 

on the administration of justice.  These decisions also underscored the 

perceived imbalance between the rights of criminal defendants and the lack 

of enforceable rights for victims (Westbrook, 1998).  

Because there were no constitutional bases for victims’ rights, as there 

were for defendants, the court system lacked authority to recognize or grant 
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rights to victims.  In addition, the significant rise in violent crime during the 

late 1960s, the 1970s, and the 1980s, combined with the increase in paroles, 

highlighted the public’s perception that criminals were treated better by the 

criminal justice system than were crime victims (Barajas & Nelson, 1997).  

This lack of court protection for victims motivated several movements 

that increased awareness of the lack of protections for victims in the criminal 

justice system.  Crime victims began to form ”consciousness raising” and self 

help groups that engaged in education and lobbying activities. The goal of 

these groups appeared to be to create a positive environment for crime 

victims within the criminal justice system so that future crime victims would 

not suffer as they had in the past (Karmen, 1992).  These factors combined to 

create a political climate in Congress and various state legislatures that forced 

lawmakers to address victims’ rights issues. 

One of the first movements to challenge the perceived mistreatment 

of victims was the women’s liberation movement which examined the way 

the male-dominated criminal justice system handled domestic violence cases.  

The women’s liberation movement educated the public about the problems 

encountered by the victims of domestic violence and the lack of adequate 

responses by the system.  This movement was also instrumental in 

establishing rape crisis centers, procedural safeguards, such as ‘rape shield 

laws,’ and shelters for battered women (Karmen, 1992).  

The educational and lobbying efforts began by the women’s liberation 

movement created a greater awareness of crimes against women.  As a result, 
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many states have enacted statutes specifically aimed at protecting spouses 

and children from abuse.  For example, Texas has relaxed the procedure for 

law enforcement officers to arrest a person suspected of committing family 

violence  (Tex. Code Crim. Proc 14.03(d), 1995) and has enacted special 

rules to protect family members from future violence (Tex. Code Crim. Proc. 

17.292, 1997)   

Another victim-oriented movement focused on crimes against 

children such as assault crimes, child abuse, and child neglect (Karmen, 

1992).   These efforts resulted in new laws aimed at protecting minors both in 

and out of court.  For example, many jurisdictions enacted procedural rules 

such as ‘rape shield laws’ and videotaping requirements designed to protect 

children during a criminal investigation and during trial (Tex. Code Crim. 

Proc. Art. 38.071, 1995).   

A third movement increased awareness of the human and social costs 

of driving-while-intoxicated offenses (Karmen, 1992).  One of the most 

active organizations in this area was Mother’s Against Drunk Driving 

(MADD).  Because of the education and lobbying efforts of MADD, many 

states have enacted laws aimed at intoxicated drivers, such as lowering the 

legal limit for intoxication, tightening probation requirements, and increasing 

punishment options (Tex. Penal Code Chapter 49,1993). 

One of the first governmental attempts to investigate the feasibility of 

changing the status of victims’ rights occurred in 1982 with President 

Reagan’s Task Force on Victims’ Rights.  This Task Force Report served as 
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the impetus for Congress to pass the Federal Victim and Witness Protection 

Act of 1982.  The purpose of this Act was to change the status of the victim 

of a criminal act from a person who merely identifies the perpetrator and 

testifies in court to the role of an active participant in the criminal justice 

system.  Victims were allowed to provide Victim Impact Statements to the 

court describing their experiences and costs of being a crime victim and were 

guaranteed the right to claim restitution.  Two years later, Congress also 

enacted the Victims of Crime Act of 1984 that created a matching grant 

program to encourage states to create victim compensation programs and 

create local programs to assist crime victims  (Barajas & Nelson, 1997). 

Several states have passed Victims’ Rights Acts that attempt to define 

victims, and provide various rights and opportunities to participate in a 

criminal prosecution.  For example, the Texas Victims’ Rights Act includes 

surviving spouses and parents of a deceased, guardians of victims, and “the 

person who is the victim of a sexual assault, kidnapping, or aggravated 

robbery or who has suffered bodily injury or death as a result of the criminal 

conduct” (Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Art. 56.01).  Some of the rights afforded 

victims in this statute include the right to protection from harm, the right to 

be notified of court proceedings, the right to be notified about bail, the right 

to be informed of parole hearings, and the right to the prompt return of 

property (Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Art. 56.02). 

One of the most important statutory rights of a victim includes the 

right to provide a victim impact statement.  This type of statement is 
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regularly used by the judge when deciding whether to accept or reject a plea 

agreement and is often used by the Board of Pardons and Paroles in 

determining whether to grant parole  (Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Art. 56.03).  

Another important, but non-statutory, right is the opportunity to provide 

testimony at the punishment phase of the trial in the form of victim impact 

testimony (Stickels, 2001). 

THE THEORY OF PUNISHMENT IN THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

The theory of punishment is central to a discussion of the criminal 

justice system because one of the ultimate goals of the system is to assess a 

penal sanction against a person who has been convicted of a crime. The 

importance of punishment is demonstrated in a discussion of the purposes of 

the criminal justice system where punishment is used a method of crime 

control or as retribution. Thus, the reason that society punishes criminal 

defendants justifies using the authority of the government to convict 

defendants and inflict punishment. 

Theories of punishment have been traditionally divided into two 

general categories.  One category is centered on a retributive approach which 

theorizes that inflicting punishment on convicted individuals is permissible 

because that person has violated a rule of society and deserves to be punished 

for the violation.  The second category is based on a utilitarian approach and 

believes that punishment is inherently wrong and can only be justified if there 
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is some greater good to society such as rehabilitation, restitution, or to control 

crime (Christopher, 2002).  

Retribution is viewed as correcting a wrong by punishing the actor for 

violating the law.  In general, retribution is an unpleasant consequence 

resulting from an offense against a penal rule that is administered by the legal 

authority against the person who broke the rule (Von Hirsch,1976). Thus, 

there are two elements to the retributive approach: first, society has the right 

to enforce its laws by assessing punishment, and second, the criminal 

deserves to be punished for committing the illegal acts.  Retribution is 

different from revenge because revenge is personal and vindictive while 

retribution is impersonal because it is administered by the legal authority and 

is balanced by the legal system (Fogel and Hudson, 1981).    

The utilitarian approach seeks to justify punishment because of the 

benefits society receives from the punishment.  In general, the utilitarian 

approach theorizes that society receives a benefit from punishment because it 

incapacitates the offender, rehabilitates offenders, acts as a deterrent to other 

offenders, or restores proper social relations and structures.  Thus, even 

though punishment harms an individual, society receives the greater benefit 

from the punishment, and the benefit to society outweighs the harm to the 

individual (Murphy, 1995). 

Both the retributive and utilitarian theories of punishment recognize 

that society has the obligation to enforce the law.  This recognition is based 

on the social contract that people freely and willingly form a society by 
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giving up part of their individual freedom in exchange for various benefits, 

such as public works, defense, and protection from crime.  If a person 

violates the social contract by violating the law, then society has the 

obligation to enforce the law by punishing the individual.  Thus, society and 

not individuals, enforces the criminal law and assesses the penal sanction 

(Mickunas, 1990). 

In recent years, the process by which a punishment decision is 

rendered  has included input from crime victims.  For example, victim impact 

evidence has become extremely important in the punishment decision, and 

the United States Supreme Court has recognized the significance of victim 

impact evidence in capital murder trials (Stickels, 2001).  In addition, several 

states and the U.S. Government have afforded crime victims an opportunity 

to be heard during the sentencing phase of the trial.  For instance, Texas gives 

crime victims “the right to provide pertinent information to a probation 

officer conducting a pre-sentence investigation concerning the impact of the 

offense on the victim…” (Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Art. 56.02§5, 1989). 

The emergence of victim participation in the punishment decision has 

raised the issue of whether crime victims are motivated by some goal other 

than retribution or utilitarianism in the punishment decision.  Bohm (1992), 

investigated this question in the context of support for the death penalty.  In 

this study, Professor Bohm determined that support for the death penalty was 

based on “vindictive revenge,” which he described as retribution “with a 

strong visceral component” (Bohm, 1992, at 264).   
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In another study, Orth (2003) investigated crime victims’ subjective 

punishment goals to determine whether victims’ punishment goals were 

different from third-party observers (Orth, 2003).  This study determined that 

crime victims have punishment goals, such as recognition of victim status, 

and victim security that include emotional feelings such as revenge, fear, and 

guilt (Orth, 2003).  These goals were not found to be important to third-party 

observers and are not considered in the traditional theories of punishment 

(Orth, 2003).  However, increased victim participation in the punishment 

decision often results in the sentencer considering the victim’s goals along 

with society’s goals. 

Increased victim participation in the punishment decision has led to 

writers advocating that one of the purposes of punishment should be to 

address the victim’s concerns.  For example, Whiteley (1998) urged that one 

of the justifications for assessing punishment should include the victim’s 

concerns as well as the concerns of society and the individual defendant 

factors.  According to Whiteley, there are at least two good reasons for giving 

the victim a role in the punishment decision.  First, the victim’s justified 

resentment and the reasons for it may provide significant information to both 

the community and the wrongdoer. Second, the community would have the 

opportunity to influence the victim to moderate the resentment to an 

appropriate level (Whiteley, 1998).  In conclusion, Whiteley urges that the 

“victim’s justified resentment should be reflected in sentencing and 

acknowledged as a justifying reason for punishment” (Whiteley, 1998). 
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THE ROLE OF MODELS IN SOCIAL SCIENCE  RESEARCH 

A model is a representation of how something works.  In ordinary 

usage a model is a description or analogy used to help visualize something 

that cannot be directly observed.  In social science, a model is often used to 

visualize interactions in society based upon data gathered from a sample of 

the society (Williamson, Karp, Dalphin and Gray, 1982).  

The two general categories of models are normative and theoretical 

models.  A normative model describes or explains the behavior of a particular 

social group.  A theoretical model exists when a particular pattern or behavior 

is described as a set of postulates with the relations among the parts clearly 

specified.  Both normative and theoretical models have become an important 

part of social science research since they are used as patterns to which the 

real world is compared when gathering or analyzing data (Williamson, et. al., 

1982). 

  Models are most useful in social science research in identifying 

significant variables or decision points within a social system.  Model 

construction, therefore, is based on theory, research, and significant junctures 

of a specific system.  There are four basic rules that apply to constructing all 

models: 

1. The system to be modeled must be 
understood as completely as possible. 

2. Only the important parts of a system, or 
their controls, can be modeled. 
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3. Relationships in the model must be based 
on data and not taken from the literature. 

4. The modeling exercise and the resulting 
simulation are tools to increase the 
understanding of how the system works.   

(Williamson, et. al.,  1982). 

MODELS OF THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

An examination of the purposes of the criminal justice system begins 

with the “Two Models of the Criminal Justice System” identified by Herbert 

Packer in 1964.  In this Article, Packer introduced the “Crime Control 

Model” and the “Due Process Model” of the Criminal Justice System.  The 

purpose of the Crime Control Model is to suppress crime while under the Due 

Process Model, the purpose of the Criminal Justice System is to deal with 

criminal defendants in a just manner and according to constitutional 

standards.  These two models have served as the foundation for 

understanding the competing purposes of the criminal justice system seen to 

control crime while protecting the defendant’s constitutional rights (Packer, 

1964). 

The primary utility of the justice system, according to Packer’s Due 

Process Model, is to protect the individual defendant from the government’s 

authority over its citizens (Packer, 1964).  Using the Due Process Model, 

Packer described the criminal justice system as “an obstacle course.”  Each of 

its successive stages is designed to present formidable impediments to 

carrying the accused any further along in the process.  The aim of the process 
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is “at least as much to protect the factually innocent as to convict the 

factually guilty” since a defendant’s constitutional rights limit the 

governments’ ability to convict a defendant.   The ultimate purpose of the 

justice system, according Packer’s due process model, is to insure a reliable 

determination of guilt (Packer, 1964). 

The primary utility of the justice system, according to Packer’s Crime 

Control Model, is the efficient suppression of crime.  Packer used the Crime 

Control Model to describe the criminal justice system as “an assembly-line 

conveyor belt which moves an endless stream of cases, never stopping, 

carrying the cases to workers who stand at fixed stations and who perform on 

each case … the same but small essential operations that bring it one step 

closer to being a finished product” (Packer, 1964).  The finished product of 

the justice system, according to the Crime Control Model, is the conviction of 

a guilty defendant with crime being controlled  in the process (Packer, 1964). 

Packer’s due process model has been the subject of much criticism 

because it does not describe the reality of the justice system, is not 

economically practical, cannot be empirically validated, and could lead to 

ethical lapses by law enforcement personnel and prosecutors.  For example, 

Feeley (1982) argued that due process is generally irrelevant in the modern 

criminal justice system because the cost of invoking Constitutional rights is 

frequently greater than the loss of the rights (Feeley, 1982).  According to 

Feeley, the cost of hiring an attorney, financing a defense, and contesting the 

government’s evidence is often prohibitive since the chances of a sentence 
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lower than the plea offer or a not guilty verdict are low. This is why many 

defendants accept a guilty plea without a battle  (Feeley, 1982).   

Under this “cost/benefit analysis,” after being charged with a crime, 

defendants often weigh the cost of retaining an attorney and vigorously 

defending the case against the benefits of accepting the plea offer and quickly 

disposing of the case.  Criminal trials are expensive and time consuming, and 

the chances of an acquittal or dismissal are slim. In many cases, the cost of 

defending a criminal charge and the slim chance of an acquittal result in the 

defendant quickly entering a guilty plea with as good as terms as possible and 

not vigorously defending against the charges (Feeley, 1982).   

Other writers have noted that the due process model is not empirically 

valid because due process has not been shown to be a true consideration in 

the judicial process.  Defense attorneys often recommend plea agreements in 

order to obtain the best deal they can negotiate for their client thereby quickly 

disposing of a case without investigating the facts, challenging evidence, or 

appealing the conviction (Bottoms & McClean, 1976; Baldwin & 

McConville, 1977).  Thus, due process is often a façade that hides reality of 

the criminal justice process – most defendants quickly plead guilty in order to 

receive the best deal they can.   

Due process works for defendants who have nothing to lose by a trial. 

Often, the cases that proceed to jury trial are the ones with the most heinous 

facts or those where the plea offer was near the maximum range of 

punishment.  These cases are tried since the prosecutor has little or no chance 
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of losing and the defendant cannot do much worse at trial.  Oddly enough, 

defendants who find themselves in this situation receive the most protection 

from the justice system, since the most experienced attorneys are often 

appointed to represent them and the attorneys work harder because of the 

potential for a ‘bad’ result.   

Due process general does not work for the defendant charged with an 

average non-aggravated crime.  The reality of the justice system is that most 

defendants are going to be found guilty if the case proceeds to trial. Because 

of this, most defense attorneys and defendants want to dispose of the case as 

quickly as possible upon the best terms as possible. This results in a 

significant portion of criminal cases being disposed of with a guilty plea and 

the defendant’s constitutional rights become an afterthought.  In these 

situations, making a good deal as quickly as possible becomes the goal of the 

justice system, not protecting the defendant’s rights.  

Due process often works for those defendants who can afford it.  

There is an old saying in the justice system that “justice may be blind but it 

can be rented.”  This refers to defendants who can afford to retain competent 

legal counsel who can ‘work’ the justice system to receive a better deal.  In 

these situations, the defendant often still pleads guilty, but he or she is 

convicted of a lesser offense, receives less punishment, or may not be 

convicted at all. 

Packer’s Crime Control Model has also been criticized as not being 

empirically valid because crime control has not been shown to be a factual 
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consideration in the judicial process.  For example, Arenella (1983) argued 

that the crime control model assumes that an arrested and indicted person is 

guilty and the function of the criminal justice system is to confirm that guilt 

thereby controlling crime by conviction and punishment. However, the moral 

culpability component of American jurisprudence limits the state’s capacity 

to deter future criminal acts because the amount of punishment is not 

dependent on how much punishment will deter the defendant from 

committing future crimes.  Instead, the amount of punishment is related to the 

defendant’s moral culpability, and this limits the severity of punishment, 

regardless of whether more punishment is needed for deterrence.  Thus, the 

underlying assumption of the crime control model is erroneous because the 

legal system self-limits the amount of punishment that can be assessed 

against a defendant – whether or not more is needed to deter future crimes 

(Arenella, 1983). 

Choongh (1997) also criticized Packer’s “Crime Control Model” 

because it fails to explain the individuals who are arrested but not charged 

when the police choose not to file charges.  In these situations, the goal of the 

arrest is not to enforce the criminal law, but to achieve some other goal, such 

as controlling a ‘problem’ person or enforcing a general respect for officers.  

Often, a person is arrested to send a message that the failure to cooperate with 

officers yields immediate punishment, even if the punishment is merely a trip 

to jail.  Thus, the goal of this informal system of police punishment is driven 
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by police-defined goals and is not connected to the official criminal justice 

system (Choongh, 1997). 

Critics have also criticized Packer’s “Crime Control Model” because 

the objective of controlling crime could lead to ethical lapses by the people 

charged with apprehending criminals and enforcing criminal laws.  For 

example, Pollock 1998 writes that once the police are viewed as a crime 

control force, criminals become the enemy (the bad people) constituting a 

group that is “fundamentally different” from the rest of society (the good 

people). The police then become soldiers in the “War on Crime” and have the 

duty of protecting the good people from the bad people.  The role of police 

officers as fighters in the war on crime justifies ethical lapses because: “drug 

addicts are crazed,…individuals beaten must have deserved it, (and)…all 

defendants must be guilty” (Pollock, 1999).   

Finally, both the “Crime Control Model” and the “Due Process 

Models” have been criticized because judicial policy cycles from seeming to 

favor the defendant to seeming to favor the prosecution.  One of the primary 

examples of these cycles can be seen by examining opinions of the U. S. 

Supreme Court from the Warren Court years to recent times. The high point 

of the “Due Process Model” arrived when the Warren court imposed then 

revolutionary constraints on prosecutorial and police powers.  Conversely, 

more recent Courts have retreated from these constraints and toward crime 

control by issuing case law that supports a crime control purpose of the 

criminal justice system (Weisberg, 1999).  The cyclical nature of Supreme 
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Court case law illustrates the conflict in Packer’s Models: neither model can 

sustain itself in the face of social and political change, and both models 

cannot fully exist at the same time.  

EMERGING MODELS THAT ADDRESS THE VICTIM’S ROLE IN THE 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

During the last several years, discussants have urged that 

accommodations, such as fairness, respect, and dignity for victims, should be 

included in discussions about the purposes of the criminal justice system.  

Several authors have offered opinions about the extent that victim 

participation influences the criminal justice system (Beloof, 1999; Roach, 

1999; Whitehead, 1992).  In addition, increased victim participation in 

criminal trials through victim impact statements and victim impact evidence 

has introduced pro-prosecution and anti-defendant features to victims’ issues 

(Sullivan, 1998).  More importantly, many judges and prosecutors consider 

the victim’s position when resolving criminal cases thereby increasing the 

victim’s influence on the outcome of the prosecution.   

Beloof (1999) proposed a victim-oriented theory of the criminal 

justice system when he authored “The Third Model of the Criminal Justice 

System: The Victim Participation Model” (Beloof, 1999).  Beloof expanded 

on Packer’s assembly line analogy and included a participatory role for 

victims in the judicial system where victims would follow their own case 

down the assembly line, consult informally with the police and prosecutor, 

and address the court in formal proceedings.  Thus, the victim’s role in the 
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judicial system, according to Beloof, was extended beyond that of a mere 

witness to a more active participant. 

Beloof’s model, however, limited the victim’s participation to 

influencing a criminal case by discussing procedure with governmental actors 

but left victims unable to control the decisions of prosecutors, judges, or 

jurors because of “the value of the primacy of the individual defendant 

(Beloof, 1999, at 296).  Thus, Beloof’s model of the criminal justice system 

can be described as a “victim influence model.”   

Roach (1999) introduced two victim-oriented models of the criminal 

justice system based on punitive and non-punitive purposes of the criminal 

justice system.   The purpose of the justice system, according to Roach’s 

punitive model, is to assess the criminal sanction and punish a guilty 

defendant for retributive purposes.  Conversely, Roach’s non-punitive model 

illustrates skepticism about the ability of the justice system to control crime 

and views its purpose as administering restorative justice (Roach, 1999). 

Roach’s punitive model is based on the assumption that the rights of 

victims are worthy of respect and then pits the rights of victims against the 

due process rights of the defendant.  As in the crime control model, the 

purpose of the justice system, according to Roach’s punitive model, is to 

assess the criminal sanction to reduce crime.  However, Roach adds to 

Packer’s Crime Control Model by making the victim equal to the defendant 

and using the victim’s rights to defeat the defendant’s due process rights 
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(Roach, 1999).  In effect, the victim would have more rights that the 

defendant.   

The problem with Roach’s punitive model of the criminal justice 

system is that it would require a Constitutional Amendment for victims to 

have any enforceable rights.  As seen in several U.S. Supreme Court cases, 

the Constitutional rights of the defendant are enforceable while the rights of 

the victim are not.  For example, in the case of Timothy McVay, the court 

determined that the defendant’s constitutional right to a fair trial defeated the 

victims’ statutory right to attend the trial (United States v. McVeigh, 106 F.3d 

325).  This superiority of the defendant’s rights is the dilemma associated 

with not only Roach’s punitive model, but any attempts to elevate victim’s 

rights to the same status as the defendant’s rights.   

Roach’s non-punitive model approaches the criminal sanction from a 

different starting point.  This model is skeptical about the ability of the 

criminal sanction to control crime.  In addition, the non-punitive model 

realizes that the victim’s rights cannot defeat the defendant’s rights but 

allows victims to have some decision making power in the judicial process 

through the process of restorative justice (Roach, 1999) 

Restorative justice relies on a non-punitive approach to prevent and 

control crime that turns the criminal justice system into a healing process 

rather than a retributive or revengeful process.  According to restorative 

justice theorists, most people in an offender-victim relationship know each 

other and were related in some way before the crime.  Instead of treating the 
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offender as a criminal deserving punishment and the harmed person as victim 

deserving preferential treatment, it is more productive to address the issues 

that produced the conflict than to assess punishment.  Therefore, instead of 

taking sides and punishing the offender, society should attempt to reconcile 

the parties (Stephens, 1996).  

Restorative justice also views crime as a social problem and not a 

legal problem and attempts to address the social problems that cause the 

crime. In a typical restorative justice situation, the offender would be diverted 

from formal court proceedings to a mediation program where the offender, 

the offender’s family, the victim, the victim’s family, and the prosecutor’s 

office would agree to a sanction that would address the needs of each party 

(Daly and Immarigeon, 1998). Roach urges that a restorative approach is 

more favorable for victims than the punitive approach because it gives 

victims the opportunity to be heard during the course of a prosecution.   
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 

Qualitative Research Design 

This dissertation uses qualitative and naturalistic research methods.  

Qualitative research emphasizes processes and meanings that are not 

measured in terms of quantity, amount, intensity, or frequency (Denzin & 

Lincoln, 1998).  Instead, qualitative research stresses the socially constructed 

nature of reality and analyzes how social experience is created and given 

meaning.  Ultimately, the goal of qualitative research is to understand the 

actors’ points of view, their relation to life and each other, and their relation 

to the world (Athleide & Lohnson, 1998).  In other words, qualitative 

research examines subjects in context of their relationships. 

Context is important to qualitative research because the subjects of 

the inquiry are bound together within the context in which they interact.  This 

interaction creates a complex web of unique interrelationships that result in 

the simultaneous shaping of events and reality.  This complex web of 

interrelationships both extends and restricts the applicability of qualitative 

research.  First, full generalization of results is not possible because no two 

contexts are the same.  However, the way subjects interact within one context 

is the best predictor of how subjects interact in other similar contexts.  A 

comprehensive understanding of how subjects act in one context allows 
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researchers to make useful judgments about how they might act in a similar, 

but different, social contexts (Erlandson, Harris, Skipper and Allen, 1993).  

Another possible limitation on the findings outlined in this 

dissertation is the fact that judges and prosecutors are elected in Texas.  It is 

plausible that elected judges and elected prosecutors are more responsive to 

victims than officials in states where they are not elected.  In other words, 

non-elected prosecutors and non-elected judges may change the context of 

how participants in the criminal justice system interact with each other to the 

extent that the findings outlined in this dissertation may not predict how those 

jurisdictions.  However, even in jurisdictions where prosecutors and judges 

are appointed, such as the Federal System, victims have significant input into 

the criminal justice process (42 U.S.C. 10606, 1990).  It is recommended that 

this study be replicated in jurisdictions where the prosecutor and judges are 

not elected to see if the findings herein are consistent. 

Participants in social settings experience reality in many different 

ways, and the construction of all social reality, from the simplest to the most 

complex, is the product of these experiences. This dissertation introduces and 

explains the social realities of ‘The Victim Satisfaction Model of the 

Criminal Justice System’ through an interpretive analysis of the experiences 

of its participants (Hailn, 1996).  This interpretive analysis organizes and 

orders the flow of information that explains multiple realities through 

multiple layers of information that create multiple viewing depths and 

multiple viewing angles (Tufte, 1983).  
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Data 

The data analyzed by this dissertation consists of detailed, context 

extensive, and locally informed field notes.  This type of data yields 

numerous insights that could not be revealed by using any statistical methods 

(Gertz, 1973).  In addition, thick descriptions enable the development of new 

understandings from the data without imposing categories on the data.  This 

allows theories to be generated naturally from the data instead of being 

imposed on the data.  For instance, one of the issues examined in these pages 

involves whether the victim has become a de facto party to the prosecution.  

This issue is new in the criminal justice field, was generated from the data, 

and was not an existing category imposed on the data. 

My fieldwork consisted of collecting data in Travis, Hays, and 

Williamson counties in Central Texas from January 2000 to February 2003.   

I collected three types of data for this dissertation: observational data, 

interview data, and a review of various documents relating to victim 

participation in the Criminal Justice System.  My fieldwork was documented 

with field notes and interview transcripts.  These, and other items, such as 

court records, other official records, and public media material, constitute the 

accumulated data.   

Observations: This data source consists of 
observations collected during court proceedings 
and at prosecutors’ offices.  The unit of data 
collection is field notes documenting the 
interaction between victims and the victims’ 
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rights coordinators, prosecutors, defense 
attorneys, and court personnel.  Special 
attention was given to the emotions, motives, 
concerns, and interests of both victims and 
court personnel, observe, and document how 
the system adapts to victim participation. 

Interviews: This data source consists of 
interviews with prosecutors, judges, defense 
attorneys, and victims, including families.  As 
suggested by Yin, the interviews were 
conducted through semi-structured, open-ended 
conversations that allowed the interviewees to 
both describe events and offer their own 
insights into the occurrences in question (Yin, 
1984).  The interviews focused on the feelings, 
motivations, and goals of victims, courtroom 
participants, and other court personnel as they 
participate and interact in the criminal court 
system.   

Content Analysis of Documents: The third 
category of data includes written language used 
by courts, prosecutors, defense attorneys, and 
court personnel when discussing victims and 
victims’ issues.  Documents range from media 
articles and interviews, to published cases.   A 
list of the examined documents is included in 
Appendix II. 

Data Analysis 

As reflected in the research questions, this dissertation examines the 

pervasive role and influences of victim participation at the junctures in the 

Criminal Justice System.  These goals were accomplished through prolonged 

examination of the criminal justice process and through documenting and 
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analyzing whether similar actions by victims elicit similar responses by the 

criminal justice participants.  This process corroborated the results and helped 

determine whether they were consistent across several criminal cases or 

whether the results are merely accidental (Greene, 1994).  

The principal method of analyzing the observational data is through 

identification and analysis of critical incidents.  As defined by Tripp (1993, 

1994) critical incidents are “straightforward accounts of very commonplace 

events that occur in routine professional practice which are critical in the 

rather different sense that they are indicative of underlying trends, motives, 

and structures” (Tripp, 1993, at 24-35).  Thus, critical incidents “are not 

things which exist independently of an observer and are awaiting discovery 

… but like all data, critical incidents are created.  Incidents happen, but 

critical incidents are produced by the way we look at a situation a critical 

incident is an interpretation of the significance of the event” (Tripp, 1993, at 

8).  In other words, critical incidents may be minor everyday events with their 

critical quality being based on the justification, significance, and meaning 

given to those events by the participants as documented by the researcher 

(Greene, 1994). 

The researcher determined which incidents were critical based 

extensively on his 20 years of experience as both a prosecutor and a criminal 

defense attorney.  Incidents were determined to be critical if, in the 

researcher’s opinion based on his experience, a judge, prosecutor, or defense 

attorney made a decision affecting an outcome based on specific victim input 
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or victim participation.  This event would be considered critical because the 

course of the prosecution adjusted as a result of the victim’s input. 

A straightforward example of a critical incident would occur if a 

judge rejected a plea agreement because the victim objected to it.  In this 

situation, the judge usually tells the prosecutor and defense attorney that the 

plea agreement is being rejected because of the victim’s objections.  On the 

other hand, if a plea agreement is rejected for other reasons, the judge will 

usually tell the prosecutor and the defense attorney the reasons. In a large 

majority of cases, the judge’s rejection of a plea agreement because of victim 

input can be distinguished from those situations where the judge rejects a 

plea agreement because he or she does not does not think it is appropriate 

based upon the facts and circumstances of the case.   

The judge rejecting a plea agreement because of the victim’s 

objections would be critical because, based upon the researcher’s experience, 

prosecutors and defense attorneys understand the complexities of court 

proceedings and enter into plea agreements after analyzing the strengths and 

weaknesses of the entire case.  In the usual course of the plea bargaining 

process, the judge is reluctant to reject a plea agreement because the judge 

understands that each case is unique and that the lawyers have a better 

understanding of the facts, circumstances, and negotiations that resulted in 

the plea agreement.  In other words, the judge relies on the lawyers’ ability to 

“hammer out” a plea agreement that is equitable to the defense and the 

prosecution based on the facts and circumstances of each case.  When the 
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judge’s rejects the plea agreement because the victim does not like it, the 

judge is changing the course of the prosecution and the way criminal cases 

are generally conducted because of the victim’s input. 

The method of data analysis is categorical analysis.  Categorical 

analysis is the process of analyzing data by sorting it on a line-by-line basis 

while coding it into categories that emerge during the sorting process 

(Merriman, 1988). The sorting process is done without pre-assigned 

categories to allow the researcher’s background and experience to interact 

with the data, thereby allowing categories to emerge from the data (Lincoln 

& Guba, 1985).  

The technique used in a categorical analysis is a five-step process 

described by Greene (Greene, 1994).  These steps are: 

 
1. Read the first unit of the data and set it aside as the 

first entry in the first category. 
2. Read the second unit of data and if it has the same 

content as the first unit, enter it in the same category.  
If not, start a new category. 

3. Proceed in the same fashion until all data units are 
assigned into categories. 

4. Develop category titles or descriptions. 
5. Start over and continue the process until satisfied that 

the categories reflect the truth of the events. 
    

Sampling Methods 

Qualitative research does not aspire to the type of transferability 

generally associated with quantitative methods.  Therefore, random sampling 
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is not used in most qualitative research.  Instead, qualitative research uses 

‘purposive’ sampling that allows the researcher to purposively select 

participants on the basis of their uniqueness, their commonness, convenience, 

or for their maximum variation (Patton, 1980).  Because a qualitative inquiry 

is fluid, researchers can identify additional data sources as the investigation 

develops through such methods as asking previous participants for future 

participants, select additional observational sites as the data develop, or 

specifically including outliers or other unique sources of data (Barbour, 

2001).  

This dissertation uses purposive sampling to accumulate data.  The 

observational sites of Travis, Hays, and Williamson Counties were chosen 

because of their proximity to Austin and the researcher’s familiarity with the 

court personnel, the prosecutors, the criminal defense bar, and the local court 

procedure.  In addition, these counties were chosen because they represent 

the traditional range of political philosophies from the more conservative 

Williamson County to the more liberal Travis County with Hays County 

falling somewhere in the political center.  

The scheduling of criminal courts in the three counties is important to 

the selection process and criteria.  Travis County holds felony and 

misdemeanor non-jury court every day of the week and conducts jury trials 

almost every week.  Hays County uses an alternating calendar with felony 

non-jury court one week and jury trials the next.   Non-jury misdemeanor 

cases in Hays County are held on Thursday and other selected times 
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throughout the week while jury trials are scheduled for the week felony court 

has non-jury cases.  Williamson County felony courts each have their own 

schedule consisting of weeks of non-jury cases with jury trials throughout the 

year.   

Court proceedings for observations were selected through a 

combination of randomness and intentional selection, depending on the 

specific county involved.   In Hays and Williamson Counties, for example, 

the researcher would obtain a copy of the dockets for non-jury weeks and 

target days with cases involving victims for observation.  In Travis County, 

the researcher would obtain a copy of the docket from specific courts and 

target days with cases involving victims for observation.  To observe jury 

trials, the researcher would contact the court personnel and find out when 

criminal cases in which a victim was harmed were going to be tried.  In 

addition, the researcher made random observations of criminal courts in the 

three counties on the chance that criminal cases involving victims were 

scheduled. By using this process, the researcher was able to observe both 

specifically targeted and randomly selected criminal cases involving victims.   

The combination of special targeting and random selection of cases is 

important because it and helps eliminate selection bias by maximizing the 

range of information available to the researcher.  Selection bias occurs when 

subjects have a trait or traits that influence the dependent variable and often 

occurs with non-random sampling (Miles & Huberman, 1984). The purposive 

selection process helps alleviates selection bias because it purposively ties to 
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include both the typical and divergent data thereby providing the researcher 

with a wide range of data (Erlandson et. al., 1993). 

In this dissertation, the purposive sampling influenced both the 

observational sites and the type of cases selected.  In addition to the 

observational sites of Hays, Travis, and Williamson counties, the researcher 

purposively selected a cross-section of cases for observation to insure that the 

data included samples from all types of cases including aggravated felonies 

such as homicides, sexual assaults, and robberies as well as misdemeanors 

such as family violence, theft, and simple assault.  In addition, the researcher 

selected non-victim cases such as driving while intoxicated and drug offenses 

for observation.  This resulted in data that included a wide range of criminal 

offenses from counties with varying political philosophies. 

The increased range of information also helps alleviate researcher 

bias, especially if it resulted from the extensive amount of time the researcher 

spends documenting the data.  Researcher bias occurs in qualitative research 

from two different sources.  One source is the effect the researcher on the site 

and another source is the effect the site on the researcher.  Purposive 

sampling and prolonged observations of several sites resulting in a wide 

range of data is one of the typical methods used to reduce both types of 

researcher bias (Miles & Huberman, 1984). 

The purposive sampling, the wide range of data, and the prolonged 

observations of several sites also helps confirm the findings.  Confirmability 

is judged in terms of “the degree to which the findings are the product of the 
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inquiry and not of the biases of the researcher” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p. 

290).  These factors combine to help establish consistency, dependability, and 

trustworthiness (Erlandson et. al., 1993). 

In general, the researcher chose sites and proceedings to observe 

based on a combination of factors including whether the case involved a 

victim, the procedural status of the case, the time availability of the 

researcher, and the available court time.  A victim was an important factor 

because the focus of this research is how victim participation influences the 

criminal justice.  However, victimless cases were included in the sample as 

part of the data since these cases are important for comparison to crimes 

involving a victim.   

The procedural status of the case was an important factor in deciding 

which cases to observe because the extent of victim involvement is closely 

related to the procedural status of the trial.  For example, the victim is usually 

more involved in guilty plea negotiations or in a jury trial than at a simple 

pre-trial hearing.  However, different procedural phases of the judicial 

process were included in the sample for comparison purposes. 

Time availability was important in the selection process because of 

the need to maximize data collection within the limitations of the judicial 

system.  The researcher had to have sufficient time to observe more than one 

or two cases on the same day, to observe the participants outside of court, and 

to interview the participants.  Sufficient time also helped provide the 

prolonged observation needed for confirmability, consistency, and a wide 
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range of data.  This need, combined with the procedural constraints of the 

justice system, resulted in limited opportunities for data collection.  Thus, it 

was necessary to select observational opportunities that maximized data 

collection within the constraints of the justice system. 

In a typical non-jury observation, the researcher would have a copy of 

the docket sheet for a week in court and choose to observe a day where there 

were cases involving victims at several procedural stages such as plea, 

sentencing, or pre-trial hearings.  The researcher would first document the 

court actions through field notes and then, if there was a critical incident, 

attempt to interview the judge, prosecutor, defense attorney, and victim after 

court concluded.  In addition, the researcher would observe the court 

participants and victims outside of court.  The researcher was able to follow 

this procedure in most of the cases. 

In a typical jury trial observation, the researcher would have previous 

knowledge of the nature of the case set for jury trial.  This allowed the 

researcher to select cases that were both ‘typical’ and ‘a-typical’ with regard 

to the facts and the extent of victim involvement.   The researcher’s goal in 

observing jury trials was to observe several stages of the trial such as jury 

selection, evidence, argument, punishment, and victim allocution.  In 

addition, the researcher would use his best efforts to document how victims 

were involved with court personnel such as victim coordinators and 

prosecutors outside of court. 
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In general, interview participants were selected based on a 

combination of factors including the informant’s involvement in a critical 

incident, the informant’s status as a participant, and the willingness to discuss 

the events.  Involvement in a critical incident was an important factor because 

of the significant role critical incidents have in the observational data and the 

necessity to discuss the participant’s insights into the incident.  Status as a 

participant was also important because participants have the ability to react to 

victim involvement and interviews were necessary to discover the feelings, 

motivations, and goals of the participants.  This is the typical criteria for 

selecting interview participants in qualitative research (Erlandson et. al., 

1993). 

The method used to select interview participants resulted interviews 

with almost all of the participants in the criminal justice system being 

included in the interview data.  Of the estimated 30 interviews, approximately 

10% are judges, 5% are pre-trial and probation officers, 50% are prosecutors, 

15 % are defense attorneys, and 20 % are victims.  The only participants in 

the criminal justice system not represented are defendants since it defendants 

rarely discuss their cases with outside persons.    

The sampling method resulted in data that is composed of 

approximately 90 cases resulting in wide range of offenses ranging from 

simple misdemeanors to aggravated felonies.  Approximately 30 % of the 

data includes victim-impacted offenses such as misdemeanor theft and 

misdemeanor assault while approximately 60% of the data includes felony 
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offenses such as sexual assault, assault, homicide, and capital murder.  In 

addition, approximately 10% of the data includes non-victim crimes such as 

controlled substance violations and driving while intoxicated offenses. In 

cases involving victims, the victim was satisfied with the outcome in over 

80% of the cases.  This combination of data resulted in a variety of victims, 

defendants, and court personnel.   

Documents were purposively selected based on their subject, time of 

publication, and relevance to victim involvement in the criminal justice 

system.  In selecting documents, particular attention was paid to three issues.  

The first issue involved whether court participants, such as prosecutors and 

judges, were responding to victim concerns.  The second issue involved the 

role of the victim in the discussion.  And, the third issue involved the victim’s 

level of satisfaction with the outcome. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE VICTIM IS A PARTY TO THE 
PROSECUTION 

CHAPTER SUMMARY  

A crime victim has become a de facto party to the criminal 

prosecution and, as such, takes an active role in the prosecution.  This is 

significant because the victim as a party has rights and remedies that the 

victim as a non-party does not traditionally have.  For example, a party has 

the right to initiate a lawsuit, demand a trial, subpoena witnesses, offer 

evidence, and cross-examine witnesses.  More importantly, a party has the 

right to agree or refuse a compromise to a disposition of a case.  In my field 

data, victims consistently act as parties to the prosecution and affect the 

outcome of a prosecution similar to the way a party to a civil case affects the 

outcome.  This conclusion was consistent throughout the data and supported 

by interviews with prosecutors, defense attorneys, and judges and by 

observations.   

The conclusion that the victim is a de facto party to the prosecution is 

important because the victim’s party status serves as the foundation for the 

“Victim Satisfaction Model” of the criminal justice system.  The victim’s 

party status is the vehicle that enables the prosecutor to make decisions 

during the course of the prosecution that try to satisfy the victim’s interests.  

As a result, it also allows the attempt to satisfy the victim’s interests to 

becomes the primary determinant of the criminal justice system 
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THE VICTIM IS A PARTY TO THE PROSECUTION  

Victims become de facto parties to the prosecution when the primary 

participants in the criminal justice system treat victims the way parties to 

civil actions are treated.  This de facto party status is important because it 

serves as the basis for victims to meaningfully participate in the criminal 

process.  It also blurs the distinction between the civil and criminal justice 

systems to the point where crime victims enjoy the same rights, privileges, 

and benefits parties to civil cases enjoy. 

The law does not recognize the victim as a party in the criminal case.  

Instead, the recognized parties are the government and the defendant (Tex. 

Code Crim. Proc. Art 2.01, 1981).  The prosecutor represents the government 

and has the duty to “insure that justice is done” (Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Art 

2.02).  The defense attorney represents the defendant and has the duty to 

vigorously represent his client within the bounds of the law.  Thus, the victim 

is not a legal party to the case, is not represented by an attorney, and does not 

have standing to require a particular resolution.   

The victim’s de facto party status is important because this status 

allows the victim to participate in the prosecution.  In effect, the de facto 

party status overcomes the legal impediments to the victim’s right to direct 

the prosecution.  This has moved the criminal justice system toward being 

victim oriented instead of one that focuses on the defendant. 
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The Victim is a Party to the Bail Decision 

Judges consider and often defer to the victim’s wishes in the bail 

decision.  This victim influence over the bail decision is not open and overt 

but subtly exists when the Judge considers the extent and type of victim 

injuries, the potential for future injury to the victim, and the danger to the 

public in setting the amount of bail.  In many instances, the Judge combines 

victim injuries with fear of future harm as the grounds for not granting a 

decrease in the amount of bail, denying a personal or cash deposit bond, or 

causing the Judge to required bond conditions.  Often, bail is used as an 

effective collection device when a defendant owes restitution due to a theft or 

other type of property damage.  Conversely, victim cooperation and the stated 

desire of the victim to have the defendant released from jail often results in 

the defendant being released with few problems.  

The victim is a party to the bail decision, and, by extension, is a party 

to the prosecution because judges treat the victim the same as a party is 

treated when considering bail issues.  In multiple interviews with judges who 

set bail on a daily basis, most of them stated that the victim’s injuries and the 

victim’s future safety were the most important factors in setting bail.  When 

asked why these factors were so important, responses included, “I owe it to 

the victim to consider the injuries,” “I want the defendant to know he cannot 

get out [of jail] so easy after he hurts someone,” “I do not want him [the 

defendant] to get out and hurt someone again,” and “The public expects 

higher bonds on violent crimes.” 
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These comments are significant because they provide some of the first 

insight into the victim’s de facto party status.  A large majority of decisions 

concerning bail are based on the affidavit for arrest that includes information 

about the victim’s injuries, information about the victim’s future safety 

issues, and the criminal history of the defendant.  When the judge makes a 

decision about bail based upon this information, he or she weighs this 

information against the defendant’s right to a bond guaranteed by the Eighth 

Amendment to the U. S. constitution and then sets bail (U. S. Const. Amend. 

VII).  In effect, the judge treats the victim’s issues at least equally important 

as the defendant’s right to bond, weighs the respective equities, and sets bail.   

The judge’s decision concerning bail can be compared to a temporary 

injunction in a civil case.  In deciding whether to issue a temporary 

injunction, the judge treats the parties as equals and makes the decision of 

whether to issue the temporary injunction with the goal of maintaining the 

status quo pending a resolution of the case. When the judge considers the 

victim’s issues regarding bail equal to the defendant’s right to a reasonable 

bail, the judge is treating the victim similar to how a judge treats the parties 

in a civil case because the judge treats the victim equal to the defendant.  This 

also the traditional distinction between the civil and criminal systems.   

The finding that judges treat the victim the as a party to the 

prosecution in the context of the bail decision is confirmed throughout my 

field data.  For example, in the following incident the defendant was in jail 

pending trial because he could not afford to make a bail in the amount of 
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$35,000.00 in a felony aggravated assault case.  The defendant filed a Motion 

to Reduce Bail and the Court was conducting a hearing on the Motion.  

During the hearing, the prosecutor elicited the following evidence from the 

victim: 

I’ve known him [the defendant] a couple of 
years.  We got into an argument and he hit me 
with a baseball bat, broke my arm, and I was in 
the hospital for over a week with injuries.  I am 
lucky to be alive and afraid that if he gets out 
he will hurt me again. 

After hearing the evidence, the judge denied the request to reduce bail 

and ruled, “the nature of the offense and the potential for future violence do 

not warrant a reduction.”  According to generally accepted understanding by 

prosecutors and criminal defense attorneys, the phrase “nature of the offense” 

refers to the amount of violence and the extent and type of injuries suffered 

by the victim.  The phrase “potential for future violence” refers to a concern 

for the future safety of the victim.  After the hearing, the Judge was asked 

why he did not reduce the bail.  The judge replied, “The victim’s injuries and 

the potential for violence were the controlling factors.”  When asked why 

these factors were so important the Judge said, “I am not going to be the one 

to let this guy out and have him hurt the victim or someone else.”   

This incident is important because it is a typical example of judges 

treating a victim in a criminal case similar to how they would treat a party to 

a civil case. In this incident, the judge balanced the defendant’s right to a 
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reasonable bond against the victim’s injuries, fears, and concerns.  After 

considering the evidence, the judge determined that the victim’s concerns 

about his injuries and future safety outweighed the defendant’s right to 

reduce bail.  As in the previous examples, the Judge considered the victim’s 

position to be at least equal to the defendant’s rights thereby treating the 

victim similar to how a party is treated.  Again, the victim assumed de facto 

party status because the judge treated the victim as a party. 

In another felony case the defendant was in jail for aggravated assault 

causing serious bodily injury, and the Judge was considering a Motion to 

Reduce Bail.  The bail was originally set at $50,000.00, and the defendant 

wanted it lowered to $10,000.00.  The defendant testified that he was 49 

years old, a lifelong resident of the county, was employed, had never been 

convicted of any crime, and he had committed the crime as a result of 

‘sudden passion’ because he believed the victim had raped the defendant’s 

girlfriend.  These facts are legally acceptable reasons fro reducing a bond 

(Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Art. 18.15, 1993). The only evidence presented by 

the state was testimony from the victim about the seriousness of his injuries 

and that he was afraid the defendant would attack him again because of the 

alleged rape.  The judge denied the motion to reduce bail because “the 

likelihood of future violence against the victim.” 

These last two incidents described above are important because they 

highlight the victim’s party status and the resulting influence that victims 

have on the bail decision because of this status.  In both of these examples, 
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the defendant presented a compelling case to reduce bail and, in a case 

without a victim, the judge would have reduced bail.  However, because of 

the victims’ testimony, the judge did not reduce bond and the defendants 

remained in jail until trial.  Again, the victim assumed de facto party status in 

each of these cases because the judge treated the victim as a party. 

The judge is not required to follow the victim’s wishes in the decision 

to either set or reduce bail.  Despite the victim’s position, the judge may 

decide the defendant is not a danger to the public or the victim and reduce 

bail to an amount the defendant can make.  For instance, in the following 

example defendant was accused of assaulting his live-in girlfriend and was 

asking for either personal bond or to have the bond reduced.  After the 

hearing, the judge reduced the amount of bail even though the victim 

objected: 

The judge asked the prosecutor what the victim 
wanted and the prosecutor replied that her file 
showed the victim was afraid of the defendant  
and did not want him out.  The defense attorney 
stated that they no longer lived together, she 
had moved in with her parents, and he had a 
good job he needed to keep. The judge asked 
the prosecutor if this was true and she replied 
“yes.” The judge then granted personal bond 
with the condition that the defendant receive 
counseling. 

 This incident is important because it illustrates that even though the 

judge may not go along with the victim’s wishes in the bail decision, the 
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victim’s position is still important and considered. In this example, the judge 

weighed the victim’s wishes against the defendant’s right to reasonable bail 

and ruled in favor of the defendant.  However, the important factor is that 

even though the judge did not go along with the victim, the victim had an 

opportunity to express her opinion and her wishes were considered.  Again, 

the judge recognized the victim’s de facto party status in discussing and 

considering the victim’s wishes. 

The finding that judges consider bonds for cases with crimes with 

victims different from cases without victims also supports the determination 

that crime victims have become de facto parties to the prosecution.  This 

difference is illustrated by comparing two incidents in my field data 

involving the bail decision.  The first incident involved an out-of-state 

defendant who was in jail for a misdemeanor family violence assault and had 

hired an attorney to assist him in being released from jail. The second 

incident involved a convicted felon on parole who was in jail on a drug 

possession charge and hired an attorney to assist him in being released form 

jail. 

The incident involving a defendant charged with family violence 

assault occurred at the Travis County Central Booking facility on a Saturday 

morning.  The defendant had hired an attorney to help him bond out of jail 

and the attorney was discussing the case with the judge.   The attorney asked 

the judge why the bail was so high and the judge replied, “Because the 

defendant was from Florida.”  Since the defendant was from out of state, he 
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would not be granted a personal bond.  The lawyer began telling the judge 

that she (the wife) was the aggressor and requested a cash deposit bond. 

The Judge replied that she would consider a 
cash deposit bond but she wanted to talk to the 
victim before she decided.  The lawyer said he 
would go see if he could get her here.  The 
Judge said: “The PC affidavit (see Appendix I) 
doesn’t look so bad but I’ve got to talk to her 
first.  I’ve got to do my job (emphasis added).”   

This incident is a representative example of the procedure involved in 

negotiating bond reductions at the pre-indictment level.  In this incident, the 

lawyer supported the request for a cash bond by presenting the defendant’s 

version of the facts: “she was the aggressor.” The judge responded by stating, 

“The PC affidavit doesn’t look so bad but I’ve got to talk to her first.  I’ve got 

to do my job.” In effect, the judge is telling the defense attorney that he 

acknowledges that the facts of the case and the injuries to the victim are not 

serious but he still wanted to talk to the victim before deciding whether to 

reduce the bond.   

The Judge’s comment,  “I’ve got to do my job” is important because it 

illustrates his opinion of the victim’s status in the bonding process.  The law 

supports talking to the victim when considering bail because one of the 

statutory factors of setting bail is “the future safety of the victim” (Tex. Cod 

Crim. Proc Art. 17.15§5, 1993).  However, in this incident, the judge went 

beyond considering the future safety of the victim by stating that it is “her 

job” to discuss the case with the victim before making a decision.  In effect, 
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the judge made the victim a party when she agreed that the facts were not 

egregious but considered the victim’s position and deferred to her in deciding 

whether to grant a cash bond.   

By way of comparison, the following incident involved a defendant 

who was a convicted felon and was in jail on a drug possession charge 

committed while he was on parole.  This incident occurred at the Travis 

County Central Booking facility on a Sunday morning: 

[The judge had previously set the bond at 
$15,000 because the defendant was on parole. 
The pre-trial officer had recommended against 
a personal bond.] The lawyer took the 
paperwork from the pre-trial officer, presented 
it to the judge, and asked judge:  “How about a 
$150.00 cash bond?”  The Judge reviewed the 
paperwork and responded: “O.K.” 

This incident is also a representative example of the procedure 

involved in negotiating bond reductions at the pre-indictment level.  It is 

useful as a comparison to the previous example because the crime does not 

involve a victim and includes factors that are not conducive to the judge 

reducing the defendant’s bond.  These factors include the defendant being on 

parole and charged with a drug offense.  The fact the defendant is on parole is 

important because it suggests that the defendant may not appear for court, 

since parole is the release of an inmate sentenced to prison so that the inmate 

serves the rest of the sentence under supervision (Tex. Gov’t. Code 

508.001§6, 1999).  The fact that the defendant was charged with a drug 
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offense is important because it also suggests that the defendant may not 

appear for court since drug offenses of this magnitude carry significant 

sentences.  

The nature of the offense, combined with the criminal background of 

the defendant, is not conducive to the judge granting a cash deposit bond.  In 

this incident, the judge readily granted a cash bond even though the defendant 

was charged with a drug offense and had a prison record.  However, because 

this crime did not involve a victim and the victim considerations were 

removed from the fact situation; the judge had no qualms about granting a 

cash deposit bond. 

Officials other than judges involved in the bail process, such as pre-

trial and bail officers, treat the victim as a party.  In many interviews with 

pre-trial officers they each stated that they would never recommend personal 

bond on an assault case unless the victim gave consent.  When asked why, 

the typical answers were:  “That is our policy, no exceptions,”  “I’m not 

going to let him out on my own and find out later that he beat her up again,” 

and “I don’t want to get fired.”  These responses support the conclusion that 

victims are de facto parties to the prosecution because personal bond will not 

be granted without the victim’s consent.  Except in very few instances, judges 

will not grant a personal bond without the approval of the pre-trial officer and 

the pre-trial officer will not give approval without the victim’s consent.  This 

is exactly how a party to any case is treated – nothing is done without an 

agreement or a hearing.  
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The following incident also supports the finding that the victim has 

achieved party status.  In this example, the pre-trial services officer 

recommended a personal bond at the request of the victim.  In this example, 

the victim appeared at the pre-trial services office because her husband was 

in jail for family violence and she (the victim) wanted him released. After 

discussing the facts of the case with the victim, the following occurred: 

The PTO asked:  Did he hurt you?  Are you 
afraid of him?  Do you think he will get even 
with you if he gets out?  Do you want him out?  
The PTO then explained that the lady had the 
right to have an “Emergency Protective Order” 
(See Appendix I) and explained what that was.  
The lady said she did not want one that “All 
she wanted was him out.”  The PTO told the 
lady that personal bond would be 
recommended, the Defendant was scheduled to 
go see the judge at 2:00, and he would be 
getting out 4 to 6 hours after that.  The lady 
cried some more, went to sit down, and told the 
PTO that she would wait. 

This incident is important because it exemplifies the victim’s party 

status because direct input from the victim resulted in the defendant being 

granted personal bond.  In the previous examples, the defendant was denied 

relief in the bail decision because the victim did not agree.  In this example, 

the defendant was granted personal bond because that is what the victim 

wanted.  Again, the victim assumed de facto party status because the 

participants in the criminal justice system treated the victim as a party when 

they acquiesced to her desires. 
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BAIL IS USED AS A COLLECTION DEVICE  

The victim’s de facto party status is reinforced when the clear goal of 

the bail decision is to collect damages owed to the victim.  This happens 

when the defendant is accused of a theft or another type of property crime 

and the bond is set in a high enough amount that defendant is required to pay 

an amount equal to restitution for a bail bond premium.  Alternatively, the 

amount of the bail may equal the amount of restitution, and the arrest warrant 

will carry the notation: “cash bond only.”   

In this type of situation, the defendant has the choice of paying an 

amount that equals restitution for a bail bond or staying in jail.  Given this 

choice, the defendant often decides to pay restitution to the victim and 

quickly resolve the prosecution.  This process treats victims similar to how a 

plaintiff in a civil suit is treated because the criminal justice system is being 

used to collect the victim’s damages.  This blurs the distinction between the 

civil and criminal processes and demonstrates that victims are parties to the 

prosecution when the criminal justice system uses bail as a collection device.     

An example of bail being used to collect restitution is shown in the 

following incident.  The defendant was arrested in Texas on a Nevada 

warrant alleging the defendant had written $180,000 worth of bad checks to a 

Las Vegas casino.  The arrest warrant contained the notation: “$180,000.00 

cash bond or $1,800,000.00 surety bond.”  The defendant was released after 

paying $30,000.00 restitution and agreeing to a monthly schedule to pay the 

remaining restitution.   
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This incident is important because it is a straightforward example of 

the bail process being used to collect a debt.  The victim suffered a loss and 

filed criminal charges against the defendant.  However, one of the clear 

purposes of the criminal charges was to be able to arrest the defendant and try 

to make the victim whole by recovering the amounts of the bad checks.  Once 

the victim was satisfied through restitution, the defendant was released and 

avoided a conviction. The salient observation is that the victim satisfaction 

directly resulted from the bail decision that was victim-driven.   

During an interview, one Las Vegas criminal defense lawyer called 

this procedure: “the best debt collection agency in the country.”  This 

comment is interesting because the U.S. Constitution prohibits jailing a 

defendant for not paying a debt.  However, there is no prohibition against 

being jailed for theft.  However, when the criminal justice system is used as a 

debt collection process, the distinction between the civil and criminal systems 

becomes blurred. 

Using the bail procedure to collect a debt is common and not reserved 

for Las Vegas casinos.  In daily practice, the bail procedure is often used to 

collect all types of debts.  Often, the amount of the bond for a theft by check 

or theft-of-service case will be high enough so that the payment to a bail-

bondsman will be more than the amount of restitution.  In those situations, it 

is easier and less expensive for a defendant to pay the debt than to be released 

on a surety bond.  Again, once the victim is satisfied, the defendant is 

released. 
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A representative example of the defendant choosing to pay restitution 

instead of making bond is shown by the following incident that took place in 

a local County where the defendant was charged with theft by check:    

The defendant was arrested after writing a ‘bad 
check’ in the amount of $1,412.00.  The judge 
who issued the arrest warrant set the bond at a 
$10,000.00 surety bond or a $1,412.00 cash 
bond.  After being arrested, the victim paid 
restitution, was released from jail, and the 
criminal case was dismissed. 

This incident is important because it is a typical example of the 

criminal justice system being used to collect a debt and satisfy the victim.  As 

in the previous examples, the defendant was released from jail and the case 

was dismissed after paying restitution.  Using the criminal justice system to 

achieve victim satisfaction by collecting a debt supports the conclusions that 

victims have become de facto parties to the prosecution and the criminal and 

civil systems have become blurred. 

The news media also frequently treat the victims’ interests in the bail 

procedure as if they were parties to the prosecution because of the emphasis 

placed on victims when reporting bail hearings.  This emphasis can be seen in 

the following example where the judge denied a request to reduce bail in a 

murder case from $250,000.00 based, in part, on the testimony of the 

deceased’s mother.  The prosecutor elicited testimony from the victim’s 

mother that she feared retaliation if the defendant was released on bond.  The 

defense produced testimony that the bail should be reduced because the 
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defendant was one semester away from gradating from high school and had 

never been in trouble before (Moreno, 2002).  The relevant portion of the 

article is: 

District Judge Martha Huerta on Wednesday 
denied bond reduction for a 19-year-old man 
accused of gunning down 20-year-old Moises 
Elizalde Jr. on July 17. During a hearing in the 
319th district courtroom, Elizalde’s mother, 
Linda, testified that she feared that if Mario 
Padia’s $250,000 bond were reduced and he 
were freed, he would come after her and her 
family. “When he came back to shoot, I was 
out there, my husband was out there,” she said 
tearfully recalling the morning her son died in 
her arms. “If he’s out there, who’s to say he’s 
not coming back.” Elizalde’s lawyers argued 
that their client deserved to have his bond 
reduced because the Corpus Christi man had 
never been convicted of any crime and was one 
semester away from graduating from Moody 
High School (Moreno, 2002).   

As seen in this excerpt, the reporter treated the victim’s mother as if 

she were a party to the bail decision because of the emphasis placed on her 

testimony and the lack of emphasis on the defendant’s evidence.  The 

reporter highlighted the mother’s testimony in the first paragraph, extensively 

quoted her testimony the second paragraph, and then discussed the 

defendant’s evidence.  The apparent emphasis on the mother’s testimony, 

when compared to the defendant’s evidence, implies that the victim’s issues 

are more important or at least equal to the defendant’s issues, since her 
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testimony was extensively discussed and quoted while the defendant’s 

evidence was referred to as an afterthought.  It is the preferential, or at least 

equal, treatment, of the victim’s issues that implies that  victims are the real 

party in interest to the prosecution and are de facto parties.  

The conclusion that the media suggest that victims are de facto parties 

to the prosecution because of the emphasis afforded victims was confirmed 

by the documentary data.  As seen in the following story the article and 

accompanying photograph only discussed the issues of the victim’s parents 

and not the defendant’s: 

Renee and Tony Mayoral, the parents of 
slaying victim Nathan Mayoral, display a photo 
button and tattoo in memory of their son, 
whose body was found in March. The Katy 
couple, along with supporters from the Laura 
Recovery Center, attended a bail hearing Friday 
for John Paul Marshall, who is charged in the 
killing. Marshall, 16 at the time of the slaying, 
will stand trial as an adult. The bail hearing was 
reset to June 22. 

(PHOTOGRAPH – NOT INCLUDED) 

(Caption) Renee and Tony Mayoral, the parents 
of slaying victim Nathan Mayoral, display a 
photo button and tattoo in memory of their son, 
whose body was found in March. The Katy 
couple, along with supporters from the Laura 
Recovery Center, attended a bail hearing Friday 
for John Paul Marshall, who is charged in the 
killing. Marshall, 16 at the time of the slaying, 
will stand trial as an adult. The bail hearing was 
reset to June 22 (Ueckert, 2001). 
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This article is important since it exemplifies the emphasis the media 

place on the victim’s issues when compared to the defendant’s issues. This 

article implies that what the victim’s parents do during the hearing is more 

important than defendant’s issues, since their actions were chronicled while 

the defendant’s evidence was not.  The preferential treatment of the victim’s 

issues implies that victims are the real party in interest to the prosecution and 

are de facto parties. 

 

The Victim is a Party to the Plea Bargaining Process 

Prosecutors routinely permit the victim to appear to be in control of 

the plea negotiation process.  This often results in the victim having veto 

power over both the terms of a plea agreement and whether the guilty enters a 

guilty plea.  My field data clearly show that victim consent is needed before 

the prosecutor will enter into a plea agreement with the defendant.  This 

requirement for victim consent appears to allow the victim to be in charge of 

the plea decision thereby strengthening the victim’s de facto party status.  

The victim’s party status is accepted to the point that dissatisfaction with the 

plea agreement is often cited as the reason for a case being tried instead of 

being plead out.   

The most expeditious method of resolving criminal cases is through a 

guilty plea because a criminal jury trial consumes an enormous amount of 

public resources and a guilty plea disposes of the case with relatively little 
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time and expense. Obviously, not every criminal case can be resolved 

through a plea agreement.  However, it is necessary for the prosecutor to 

make a plea offer before the defendant can determine whether or not to 

accept it.   

A characteristic example of the prosecutor deferring to the victim 

before entering into a plea agreement is shown by the following discussion 

that took place at a hearing in County Court in a misdemeanor case where the 

defendant was charged with assault with bodily injury:    

The Defense attorney and the Prosecutor told 
the judge they had worked out an agreement 
but asked for a continuance. The prosecutor 
told the judge “I have to speak to the victim to 
see if she is comfortable.”  The judge delayed 
the case. 

This incident is important because it is a typical example of the 

prosecutor and the defense attorney treating the victim similar to how 

attorneys treat parties to a lawsuit.   An attorney cannot ethically make 

decisions that dispose of a lawsuit without the consent of the client.  

Likewise, a defense attorney cannot dispose of a criminal prosecution with a 

guilty plea without the client’s consent and agreement.  When the prosecutor 

and the defense attorney agree to dispose of a criminal case and then defer to 

the victim, the victim is treated similar to how a party is treated.  This 

solidifies the victim’s de facto party status. 
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This incident is also important because it is an example of a judge 

treating a victim similar to how a party is treated.  A judge cannot enter an 

agreed order disposing of a case unless all parties agree to the disposition.  

By delaying the case to allow the prosecutor to see if the victim was 

comfortable, the judge treated the victim similar to how a party is treated.   

This further solidifies the victim’s de facto party status. 

More importantly, this example also demonstrates the similarities that 

have emerged between the criminal and civil systems.  The requirement for 

victim consent prior to an agreed resolution through a guilty plea makes the 

plea bargaining process very similar to an agreed disposition of a civil case 

where all parties must agree before a case can be resolved through an 

agreement.  If the parties to a civil dispute reach an agreed resolution, the 

parties and the lawyers sign the agreement and enter a judgment based on the 

agreement.  If there is no agreement, the civil case proceeds to trial.  

Requiring victim consent as a prerequisite to a guilty plea makes the victim a 

party to the prosecution in the same way that a plaintiff in the civil case is a 

party to the lawsuit.  

The data provided many instances of victim cooperation being a 

prerequisite for the prosecutor to enter into plea negotiations and, by 

extension, the victim being a party to the prosecution.  In another example, 

the defendant was charged with aggravated assault and was appearing in 

court for a guilty plea.  The judge called the case, and the prosecutor and the 

defense attorney approached the bench and told the judge, “The state is 
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withdrawing the plea because the victim changed his mind.”  The judge asked 

what happened and the prosecutor stated, “The victim initially agreed to the 

deal, but now he is very opposed to it.  So we are requesting a jury trial.”  

The judge then set the case for jury trial. 

This example is important because the state does not often withdraw a 

guilty plea at this stage of the proceedings.  Most of the time, the prosecutor 

or someone in the prosecutor’s office reviews the case and the plea offer with 

the victim.  If the victim does not agree, the prosecutor usually does not make 

a plea offer.  The interesting aspect of this example is that the judge accepted 

the prosecutor’s reason for withdrawing the plea and reset the case.  This 

suggests the prosecutor, the defense attorney, and the judge recognized that 

victim cooperation was necessary before a plea could be entered, thereby 

reinforcing the conclusion that the victim is a party to the prosecution. 

Prosecutors, however, do not always abide by the victim’s wishes in 

the plea bargaining decision.  In one case in point, the defendant was charged 

in a three count indictment for aggravated sexual assault, and two indecency 

with a child counts.  The 15-year-old victim testified that she did not want the 

defendant to go to prison.  Instead, she wanted him to receive probation. 

However, the prosecutor offered 20 years in prison and did not offer 

probation. When asked why there was no probation offer the prosecutor 

stated: “It is our [the District Attorney’s office] policy not to offer probation 

on aggravated sex cases, no exceptions.”  During the jury trial, the victim 

testified that she wanted the defendant to receive probation so “he could get 
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some help.”  The jury assessed 10 years in prison with 10 years probation on 

all three cases. 

This example is important for two reasons.  First, even though the 

prosecutor did not offer probation like the victim wanted, the victim still had 

the opportunity to tell the prosecutor what she wanted as a sentence and, as a 

result, had input into the plea decision.  Second, the victim had a chance to 

participate in the proceedings by testifying at trial about what she wanted as a 

sentence.  It is interesting to note that the jury assessed probation as the 

victim wanted instead prison time as the prosecutor argued.  It is reasonable 

to assume that the jury listened to the victim and gave more weight to her 

wishes than the prosecutor’s.  Thus, the jury treated the victim as a party and 

attempted to satisfy her with their decision. 

Judges also routinely treat crime victims as parties to the prosecution 

and appear to defer to the victim’s desires.  This deferential treatment appears 

in several different ways.  One of the primary ways the judge defers to the 

victim’s desire concerns plea agreements.  Sometimes the judge rejects a plea 

agreement because the victim is not happy, and sometimes the judge 

approves the plea agreement because the victim is happy. 

The following excerpt is an example of the judge approving a plea 

agreement against his better judgment because the victim wanted the judge to 

approve the plea agreement.  In this case, the defendant was charged with 

sexual assault for engaging in consensual sex with a 14-year-old female, had 

plead guilty, and was in court for sentencing.  The plea agreement was for 
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deferred adjudication (See Appendix I).  The plea agreement is important 

because the judge cannot grant probation for this type of sexual assault. 

The judge did not want to go along with the 
plea agreement and had specifically instructed 
the probation department to interview the 
victim and the victim’s family between the 
guilty plea and sentencing.  After reviewing the 
PSI, the judge accepted the agreement and 
sentenced the defendant to deferred 
adjudication.  However the judge said during 
sentencing that he did not like the agreement 
and the only reason he went along with the deal 
was because the victim’s family wanted it.   

This observation exemplifies how judges often defer to victims in the 

context of plea agreement, and as a result, grant victims party status. As a 

general rule judges have their own concept of an appropriate punishment for 

a particular crime and a particular defendant. In this example, the judge went 

against his own opinion and approved the agreement because the victim 

wanted this particular disposition.  This shows that judges believe that 

victims have party status because they have a stake in the prosecution  

This is particularly important because it is demonstrates one of the 

ways that judges can grant party status to victims by treating the agreed 

resolution of a criminal case similar to an agreed resolution of a civil case.  In 

an agreed resolution of a civil case, the judge’s responsibility is to make sure 

that the agreement is the actual agreement and is approved by the parties.  
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The judge accomplishes this by having each party sign the agreed judgment 

and testify that they approve the settlement.   

In the foregoing example, the judge approved the plea agreement 

“because the victim’s family wanted it.”  Again this suggests the context of a 

civil case: he agreed to the resolution because the victim’s family wanted it 

and not because he decided it was the proper resolution of the case.  This 

process grants party status to victims.  

During a break the judge was interviewed and asked why he approved 

the plea agreement if he did not like it.  In response, the judge stated:  

I am not going to say the system is victim-
oriented, but it is pretty close. 

This comment is important because the judge admits that the criminal 

justice system is pretty close to being victim-oriented.  When the judge 

makes this admission, he is granting party status to victims.  This signifies 

that judges are concerned about the victim’s interests to the point that victims 

are treated as parties to the prosecution. 

The finding that victims have party status because judges treat victims 

as parties was consistent throughout the data.  This party status is 

demonstrated in the following example that occurred during a punishment 

hearing on an aggravated assault case involving a 14-year-old victim:   

The judge said: “the PSI has ‘no victim 
contact’ and I am reluctant to go along with the 
deal.”  The prosecutor responded “I have tried 
repeatedly to contact the victim through her 
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mother and she (the mother) will not bring her 
(the victim) in.  I even contacted the arresting 
officer, and she could not get the victim in.  
The defendant is the victim’s brother-in-law 
and the mother doesn’t want to cooperate since 
everyone agrees the victim consented.”  The 
judge said:  “I can issue a writ of attachment, 
and get her in, I can reject the plea offer, or I 
can go along with the deal.  Why should I go 
along with the deal without victim contact?  
But, if I issue a writ of attachment she will 
probably not be a good witness.”  Prosecutor: 
“the problem is with the mother, not the victim.  
I feel that I have no option because the mom 
won’t cooperate.”  The judge decided to go 
along with the deal because the state had tried 
to contact the victim many times.   

The judge, the prosecutor, and the defense attorney can require the 

attendance of any potential witness by issuing a subpoena (Tex. Code Crim. 

Proc. Art. 24.01, 1966).   If the victim does not appear after being 

subpoenaed, the judge has the option of issuing a writ of attachment or 

holding the victim in contempt of court (Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Art. 24.12, 

1966).  A writ of attachment is an order directing a law enforcement officer 

to take a witness into custody and bring him before the court (Tex. Code 

Crim. Proc. Art. 24.11, 1966).     Contempt is fining a witness who refuses to 

appear and testify (Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Art. 24.01, 1966).  

In this incident, the judge treated the victim as a party by not forcing 

the victim to appear in court and testify. This elevated the victim’s status 

from that of a ‘mere witness’ to being a de facto party since the judge 
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respected the victim’s desire not to testify.  This also demonstrates the 

similarities between the criminal and civil systems given that the judge 

agreed to the plea bargain, even though he did not like it, because the victim 

wanted the plea bargain agreement.  

This excerpt is also an example of the prosecutor elevating the status 

of the victim from that of a ‘mere witness’ to something similar to a party.  

The prosecutor explained that since the victim was not cooperating with the 

prosecution, she had no alternative but to agree to a resolution that neither the 

prosecutor nor the judge particularly liked.  In truth, the prosecutor could 

have subpoenaed the victim and forced her to testify.  By deciding to forgo 

this alternative, the prosecutor respected the victim’s desires, resolved the 

case, and obtained victim satisfaction.  Through this series of events, the 

prosecutor treated the victim the same as if she were a party to the 

prosecution because the prosecutor allowed the victim to control the 

prosecution. 

The judge has the option of rejecting a plea agreement for any number 

of reasons even though the victim approves of it.  In the following example 

the judge rejected the agreement because he did not believe that probation 

was appropriate because of the viciousness of the act. In this case the 

defendant was charged to aggravated assault with a deadly weapon.  The 

defendant was seventeen years old, had snuck into her father’s house while 

he was asleep, and hit him in the head with a hammer.  She knocked him out 

and stole his car so she could meet her boyfriend.  The defendant had 
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previously plead guilty and the plea agreement was for her to receive ten 

years deferred adjudication.   

After reviewing the file and the PSI, the Judge: 
“My initial impression was to reject the plea 
because the nature of the offense.  Is the father 
in Court?”  The father answered and the judge 
asked him to come to the bench and swore him 
in.  The judge said:  “The plea is for 10 years 
deferred and I am not inclined to give probation 
unless someone convinces me.  This act was 
though out and planned.  This was a vicious 
act.”  Judge asked the victim:  “Why should she 
get probation?”  The victim responded: “She 
should get probation but something custodial 
too.  As the victim, I am outraged but still love 
my daughter.  I want her in a mental health 
institution.”  The judge replied, “I can’t do 
that.”  The judge rejected the plea agreement 
and raised the bond to $10,000 and put her in 
jail.  After the case had concluded, I asked the 
prosecutor why he made the plea offer.  He 
responded, “I didn’t think the judge would go 
along with it but the victim wanted to do this.” 

Even though the judge rejected the plea agreement, this example 

supports the victim’s de facto party status since the only reason the judge 

considered going along with the plea agreement is because the victim (the 

defendant’s dad) was in favor of it.  In rejecting the plea agreement, the judge 

was very respectful and deferential to the victim to the point where the judge 

gave the victim an opportunity to convince him why he should go along with 

the plea agreement.  After listening to the victim, the judge stated he could 

not go along with the agreement and placed the defendant in jail pending 
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trial.  However, the judge treated the victim as a party by providing the 

victim the opportunity to be heard, listening to him, and then explaining why 

the agreement was rejected. 

The prosecutor’s actions in this example also support the de facto 

party status since the prosecutor proposed the plea agreement because of the 

victim’s desires.  During the interview, the prosecutor admitted that he did 

not think the judge would go along with the agreement but did it anyway 

because “the victim wanted to do it.”  This treats the victim as if he was a 

party to the prosecution and confirms the victim’s de facto party status. 

The conclusion that victims have “party status” because judges treat 

victims as if they were parties was solidified by two unique events that 

occurred during the course of two separate felony trials with two different 

judges.  In the first example, the judge considered whether he should close 

the courtroom during a sexual assault trial.  In the second event, the survivors 

of murder victims were provided translating services during the course of a 

trial. 

The first example occurred during a sexual assault trial where the 

defendant was charged in a multi-count indictment for sexual assault of a 

child.  The court was conducting a hearing outside the presence of the jury at 

the request of the prosecutor to determine whether the witness could testify in 

a closed courtroom. During the hearing, the witness stated that he would not 

testify to the facts of the assault if there were spectators in the courtroom.  

After the hearing, the judge ordered that the courtroom be cleared, “except 
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for the participants.”  The defendant objected, and the judge overruled the 

objection.  The victim coordinator stayed in the courtroom while everybody 

left.   

This example is important because the judge considered the victim’s 

desires in agreeing to close the courtroom during his testimony even though 

the judge has very limited authority to do this.   The judge can order the 

courtroom closed for very limited circumstances (Globe Newspapers Co. v. 

Superior Court for the County of Norfolk, 1982). 

As stated in the previous examples, the judge can order a witness to 

testify, and if the witness does not comply, he or she faces a contempt 

finding.  However, the judge treated the victim differently from an ordinary 

witness and closed the courtroom while he testified.  Again, in this case the 

victim is not a mere witness.  Instead, the judge treated the victim in a special 

way and, as a result, elevated him to a status above a mere witness to a party. 

After the hearing, the judge was asked why he decided to close the 

courtroom.  In response the judge stated,   

“I decided to close the courtroom while the 
child testifies because he will not testify with 
people in the courtroom.  The child is afraid 
that if people are in the courtroom that his 
name will appear in the paper.  I have decided 
to go along with the victim’s wishes and order 
the courtroom closed.  This is the first time I 
have ever done that.  I balanced the victim’s 
right to protection with the right to a public 
trial.  The victim’s interests overcame the right 
to a public trial.” 
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The judge’s explanation is important because it demonstrated the 

importance he placed on the victim’s interests during the course of the trial.  

When a judge uses words such as ‘the victim’s right to protection’ and 

‘victim’s interests’ in this context, he is assuming that the victim possesses 

tangible rights that can be safeguarded.  This is important because parties 

have enforceable rights during a trial and mere witnesses or spectators do not.  

Again, the judge determined that the victim possessed equitable rights that 

granted him status similar to that of a party. 

    The second example occurred during an intoxicated manslaughter 

trial where the defendant was charged with causing the death of several 

persons.  The parents of the decedents  were from South America and spoke 

only Spanish.     

Each parent of a deceased victim and the 
surviving victim had an earpiece.  Spanish 
translators sat on the back row, and there were 
radio transmitters between the translators and 
the parents and the victim.   

This observation is a subtle demonstration of the party status of 

victims because special measures were taken to ensure the victims could 

understand the trial. This is important since the law only requires that 

translators be provided for parties and witnesses and not ordinary spectators. 

Thus, the fact that translators were provided for the victims indicates their 

status as parties. 
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The news media also frequently treat the victims’ interest in the plea 

negotiation process as if they were parties to the prosecution by emphasizing 

the victim’s level of satisfaction with the plea negotiation process.  An 

example of this emphasis can be seen in the following excerpt where a former 

day-care worker charged with murder and serious bodily injury to a child was 

placed on ten years deferred adjudication.  Despite vigorous opposition from 

child advocacy groups to the plea agreement, the child’s parents approved of 

the plea agreement stating that they needed to start putting the pain behind 

them: 

“I just want this over with,” said Lorraine 
Henderson of Baytown. “It’s been a year and 
two months and it's been very difficult ” 
(Moran, 2002).  

This article demonstrates the media’s portrayal of victims as parties to 

the plea agreement because it discusses the parent’s approval of the plea 

agreement as if the parents were parties.  This article implies that the 

agreement was satisfactory since the victim’s parents approved it despite the 

vigorous opposition from child advocacy groups.  Thus, it implies that 

victims are the real party in interest to the prosecution and are de facto 

parties. 

CONCLUSION 

The finding that a crime victim is a de facto party to the prosecution is 

a radical departure from the traditional role of the victim as a witness or 
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merely a part of the government’s burden of proof.  However, when this 

finding is examined in the context of the history of American Jurisprudence, 

it is clear that the victim as a party to the prosecution is not a new concept.  

Instead, this concept is a retreat from a judicial system that focuses on the 

accused and a return to one that focuses on the victim. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: THE PROSECUTOR ASSUMES THE 
ROLE OF REPRESENTING THE VICTIM AND MAKES 
DECISIONS TO SATISFY THE VICTIM’S INTERESTS 

Many prosecutors take the position that they represent the crime 

victim in a criminal prosecution.  Because of this position, prosecutors often 

manage criminal prosecutions with the goal of obtaining a result that satisfies 

the victim.  This creates an ‘unofficial’ attorney/client relationship between 

the prosecutor and the victim similar to the traditional attorney client 

relationship with the victim making the major decisions about the direction of 

a prosecution based on guidance and advice of the prosecutor.  This 

‘unofficial’ relationship is a natural extension of the victim’s party status and 

is an important step in the “Victim Satisfaction Model” of the criminal justice 

system.  This finding was consistent throughout my field data and is 

supported by interviews with prosecutors, defense attorneys, and judges, and 

by observations.   

THE PROSECUTOR REPRESENTS THE VICTIM DURING THE CHARGING 
DECISION 

The prosecutor represents the victim during the charging decision and 

often makes the charging decision with the goal of achieving victim 

satisfaction.  In a large number of cases, the decision about which charge is 

filed against the defendant is based on the victim’s goals and desires.  In 

multiple interviews with prosecutors, most stated that they strongly consider 
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the victim’s wishes when deciding which criminal offense to charge and try 

to find a way to satisfy the victim with the charging decision.  For example, 

prosecutors made the following statements:  “I use input from the victim,” “I 

feel that it is my job to represent the victim,” and “I try to do what the victim 

wants. ” 

These comments are important because they describe the beginning of 

the ‘unofficial’ attorney/client relationship between the prosecutor and the 

victim.  This relationship is important because, ethically, an attorney has the 

responsibility to “zealously pursue the client’s interests under the rules of the 

adversary system.” (Tex. Gov’t. Code T.2, Subt. G App.A Art. 10 §9 - 2). In 

this ‘unofficial’ attorney/client relationship, the prosecutor accepts the role as 

the attorney for the victim and appears to make decisions that attempt to 

satisfy the victim.  This is very similar to the civil system where attorneys 

actively pursue their clients’ goals and supports the conclusion that the civil 

and criminal justice systems are merging.  This relationship is also important 

because the prosecutor is considering reasons other than the facts of the case 

and the law in making the charging decision. 

The finding that the prosecutor represents the victim during the 

charging decision and makes decisions with the goal of achieving victim 

satisfaction is confirmed by my field data.  For example, in the following 

Criminal Negligent Homicide case the defendant was charged with the crime 

22 months after the accident and after the victim’s father ‘worked closely’ 

with the prosecutor. The facts of the case are as follows: 
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The accident happened in October of 1997, but 
it was not indicted until August of 1999.  About 
a year after the accident, the District Attorney 
requested the Department of Public Safety to 
conduct a skid mark analysis on the crime 
scene data. The State’s accident 
Reconstructionist said defendant was going 40 
miles over the speed limit.   

This example is important because not every vehicular accident 

resulting in a death is prosecuted as a crime.  This, combined with the fact 

that 22 months elapsed between the accident and the indictment, is important 

because the average vehicular homicide case is investigated and charged 

relatively quickly.  Generally, vehicular homicides are not charged criminally 

after this much time has elapsed unless there are extra-judicial factors that 

cause an accident to be prosecuted as a crime instead of being treated as a 

civil case.  The extra-judicial factor in this case was the magnitude of the 

victim’s dad’s involvement in the case.  This involvement resulted in charges 

being filed with the apparent goal of satisfying the victim’s dad.  

After this case was completed, the prosecutor was asked whether the 

case was charged because the victim’s father demanded the prosecution.  In 

response, he stated: 

Victim’s dad has had lots of input.  But, the 
case would have been prosecuted even without 
the dad’s input.   

One of the important factors in this case is that 22 months elapsed 

between the incident and the indictment.  This elapsed time, combined with 
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the prosecutor’s statement that the victim’s dad had “lots of input,” is 

important since it helps confirm that the victims role in the charging decision 

was more than that of a mere witness.  These two factors, particularly the 

elapsed time, indicate that the victim’s dad was deeply involved in the 

decision to bring criminal charges against this defendant and that the case 

would not have been charged without this involvement.  

The defense attorney was asked whether the victim’s dad made any 

difference in the case.  In response, the defense attorney kind of laughed and 

said: 

Sure, after harassing the prosecutor, he finally 
got the prosecutor to do something.  I think he 
harassed the prosecutor into hiring a 
Reconstructionist expert and that led to the 
indictment. 

The victim’s dad was asked whether he thought he was instrumental 

in the case being indicted and prosecuted.  In response, he stated: 

I don’t think this case would have been 
prosecuted if I had not been involved.  I told 
the District Attorney, “I want him prosecuted to 
the fullest amount.” It took me going to see (the 
Assistant District Attorney) to get something 
done.   

This example is important because of the nature of the offense – not 

every vehicular accident resulting in a death is prosecuted as a crime.  An 

accident is a crime only if the necessary criminal mental state accompanies 
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the actions resulting in the accident.  For civil purposes, the mental state 

necessary to predicate civil liability is ordinary negligence.  For criminal 

purposes, the mental states are intentionally, knowingly, recklessly, or with 

criminal negligence (Tex. Penal Code §6.03, 1974).  The mental state 

required for criminally negligent homicide is acting with criminal negligence 

(Tex. Penal Code §19.05, 1974). 

The prosecutor’s statement is important because prosecutors are 

reluctant to admit how much of an influence the victim has in the charging 

decision.  The courts have repeatedly determined that prosecutors represent 

the government and not the victim when deciding how a case should be 

charged.  For example, the Forth Worth Court of Appeals has noted: 

Criminal actions are brought “In the name and 
by the authority of the State of Texas” Tex. 
Code Crim. Proc. Ann. arts. (1989). This is no 
mere legal fiction nor technicality.  The 
prosecutor represents the state, not the crime 
victim.  Criminal cases are brought only after 
investigations by peace officers, prosecutors, 
and, in felony cases, grand juries, whose roles 
are clearly defined by statute.  Tex. Code Crim. 
Proc. Ann. arts. 2.01-2.26, 19.01-19.42, 20.01-
20.22(1977). (Logan v. State, 2002). 

The efficacy of this statement is that contrary to established law, the 

prosecutor confirmed the reality of the criminal justice system: the prosecutor 

acts as the attorney for the victim and considers the victim’s desires in the 

charging decision. 
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The defense attorney’s statement also confirms the conclusion that the 

prosecutor represents the victim during the charging decision and makes 

decisions with the goal of achieving victim satisfaction.  The defense attorney 

does this by describing the interaction between the prosecutor and the victim 

similar to the way a ‘private’ attorney interacts with the client.  This 

happened when the prosecutor responded to the victim by hiring an expert 

and then charging the defendant with a felony.  This is similar to the way a 

‘private’ attorney interacts with the client: the attorney responds to the 

client’s goals and tries to achieve those goals by vigorously representing the 

client within the bounds of the law ((Tex. Gov’t. Code T.2, Subt. G App.A 

Art. 10 §9 - 2). 

Finally, the victim’s dad confirms the conclusion that the prosecutor 

represents the victim during the charging decision and makes decisions with 

the goal of achieving victim satisfaction.  Like the defense attorney, he 

accomplishes this when he describes his relationship with the prosecutor 

similar to how his relationship would be with his personal attorney.  This is 

important because even though a crime victim has no control over how a case 

is brought by the state, when the prosecutor treats the victim as party and 

defers to the victim’s wishes, the prosecutor acts as the victim’s attorney and 

advocates his or her position.  
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THE PROSECUTOR REPRESENTS THE VICTIM DURING THE BONDING 
DECISION 

The prosecutor often appears to represent the victim during the 

bonding decision.  The prosecutor’s goal in these hearings is often to prevent 

the judge from reducing the bond by arguing that the victim is in danger or is 

in fear of danger if the victim is released.  In interviews with prosecutors, 

most prosecutors stated that they try to prevent the defendant’s release 

because the victim does not want the defendant released.  For example, when 

asked about bond reduction hearings, prosecutors made the following 

statements:  “The victim feels safer with the defendant in jail,” “The victim 

usually wants immediate relief,” and “I do what the victim wants about 

bond.” 

In the following incident, the prosecutor represented the victim in the 

bonding decision.  In this example, the judge was conducting a hearing on a 

motion to reduce bail in a felony aggravated assault case.  The defense 

attorney presented evidence from the defendant’s family members that he 

was employed, a long time county resident, and had the ability to raise 

$1,000.00 cash as a cash deposit or as a bond fee.  The prosecutor presented 

evidence from the victim that he had been injured and was afraid that he 

would assault him again if released.  The judge denied the motion to reduce 

bail because the victim was afraid and there was reason to believe there 

would be violence if the defendant was released.  As a result, the defendant 
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remained in jail until trial because the victim testified about his injuries and 

fear for his safety.   

This incident is important because it is a representative example of the 

prosecutor representing the victim in the bonding decision.  As in the 

charging decision, the victim does not have the power to prevent the judge 

from reducing the defendant’s bond.  However, because of the victim’s de 

facto party status, the prosecutor treats the victim as party, acts as the 

victim’s attorney, and advocates his or her position.  Thus, the prosecutor 

represents the victim in the bonding decision. 

THE PROSECUTOR REPRESENTS THE VICTIM DURING THE PLEA 
BARGAINING PROCESS 

The prosecutor gives the impression of representing the victim during 

the plea bargaining process.  This impression arises from my field data that 

consistently demonstrate that prosecutors appear to allow victims to control 

the plea negotiation process and appear to allow victims to ultimately control 

the plea decision.  Often, a lack of victim consent to the plea bargain is cited 

as the reason for a case being tried instead of being plead out. 

The need for victim consent before the prosecutor will enter into plea 

negotiations is comparable to the way an attorney represents the client in the 

ordinary course of events.  Each attorney has the responsibility to keep the 

client reasonably informed and explain matters to the extent reasonably 

necessary to permit the client to make an informed decision regarding the 

representation. (Tex. Gov’t. Code T.2, Subt. G App.A. Rule 1.03).  The 
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attorney is also required to abide by the client’s decision about whether to 

accept an offer of settlement (Tex. Gov’t. Code T.2, Subt. G App.A. Rule 

1.02).   

The need for victim consent is also comparable to the special 

relationship an attorney has with a criminal defendant.  In a criminal case, the 

attorney is required to abide by the client’s decision about whether to waive a 

jury, the plea to be entered, whether to accept a plea offer, and whether to 

testify (Tex. Gov’t. Code T.2, Subt. G App.A. Rule 1.02).  Ultimatey, the 

decision of how to defend a criminal case is made by the client with the 

advice and consent of the attorney (Tex. Gov’t. Code T.2, Subt. G App.A. 

Rule 1.02).        

The requirement for victim consent prior to an agreed resolution 

through a guilty plea makes the plea bargaining process very similar to an 

agreed disposition of a civil case where all parties must agree before a case 

can be resolved through an agreement.  If the parties to a civil dispute reach 

an agreed resolution, the parties and the lawyers sign the agreement and enter 

a judgment based on the agreement.  If there is no agreement, the civil case 

proceeds to trial.  Requiring victim consent as a prerequisite to a guilty plea 

makes the victim a party to the prosecution in the same way that a plaintiff in 

a civil case is a party to the lawsuit.  

A typical example of the need for victim consent before a plea 

agreement could be reached is represented by the following exchange that 
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took place at a docket call in District Court in a felony case where the 

defendant was charged with attempted murder:    

The judge called the next case.  The defendant 
and the attorney went from the audience and 
stood before the judge. The judge asked where 
the case was, and the defense attorney said, 
“we want a jury trial.”  The judge grimaced and 
said: “Isn’t there anyway to work this out?  Is 
there an offer?”  The prosecutor responded: 
“No, the family of the victim is still really 
upset.” 

When the judge asked, “(W)here the case was,” he was trying to 

determine whether the defendant was contemplating a guilty plea.  The most 

expeditious method of resolving criminal cases is through a guilty plea 

because a criminal jury trial consumes an enormous amount of public 

resources and a guilty plea disposes of the case with relatively little time and 

expense.  Obviously, not every criminal case can be resolved through a plea 

agreement.  However, it is necessary for the prosecutor to make a plea offer 

before the defendant can determine whether or not to accept it.   

The defense attorney’s response of “we want a jury trial” informed 

the judge that plea negotiations were nonexistent.  The judge’s grimace 

indicated his displeasure with the defense attorney’s announcement and the 

judge’s question to the prosecutor: “(I)sn’t there anyway to work this out?  Is 

there an offer?” was an attempt to have the prosecutor begin plea negotiations 

with the defendant.   
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The prosecutor’s response to the judge’s question is an example of 

how victims influence the prosecutor’s decision to enter plea negotiations.  

The lack of victim cooperation was the articulated reason for why the 

prosecutor had not made a plea offer.  This reason gives the impression that 

victim consent was required before the prosecutor would enter into plea 

negotiations.  Thus, the prosecutor represents the victim because the 

prosecutor treated the victim the same as a private attorney treats a client. 

The data provided many examples of victim cooperation being a 

prerequisite for the prosecutor to enter into plea negotiations and, by 

extension, the victim being a party to the prosecution.  In another example, 

the defendant was charged with aggravated assault with a deadly weapon and 

was in District Court for a bench trial.  The defense attorney approached the 

bench and asked the case to be reset on the jury docket.  The following 

occurred: 

The judge called the prosecutor up to the bench 
and asked if there was a plea offer and what it 
was.  The prosecutor responded that there was 
no plea offer because “there has not been any 
victim contact.”  The judge asked the 
prosecutor what the problem was with 
contacting the victim.  Prosecutor said the 
phone numbers were bad, but they were still 
trying to contact her.  The file indicated they 
were scheduled to send out a letter next week.  
The judge did not reset the case on the jury 
docket but reset it on the TBC (Trial Before the 
court) docket because “after they talk to the 
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victim, they might not be able to work out this 
case without going to trial.” 

The prosecutor’s justification to the judge for not making a plea offer 

was because the victim had not been contacted.  It is interesting to note that 

the judge accepted this reason and reset the case to give the prosecutor’s 

office a chance to contact the victim.  After there was victim contact, the 

Judge anticipated that the case could be resolved with a plea.  This is 

important because it demonstrates that the prosecutor, the defense attorney, 

and the judge recognized that victim cooperation was necessary before a plea 

could be entered thereby reinforcing the conclusion that the victim is a party 

to the prosecution and represented by the prosecutor. 

Another illustration of prosecutorial representation of the victim is the 

LaCresha Murray case in Travis County, Texas.  In this case, Miss Murray, a 

15-year-old, was convicted twice of capital murder when she allegedly fatally 

injured two-year-old Jayla Belton when Miss Murray was 11.  The Texas 

Supreme Court overturned Miss Murray’s conviction and remanded the case 

to the trial court for further proceedings. The Texas Supreme Court is the 

highest appellate court in Texas for civil cases.  The LaCresha Murray case 

was heard by the Texas Supreme Court because juvenile proceedings are  

civil and not criminal in Texas. In discussing the third retrial of the case, the 

Travis County First Assistant District Attorney was quoted as saying: 

“Prosecutors would meet with Jayla’s family in the next few days and decide 

then whether there will be a third trial” (Quinn, 2002).  This comment implies 
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that the victim’s family will make the final decision as to whether this case 

would be retried. 

The implication that the victim’s family would make the final 

decision to retry the case is important because the District Attorney’s Office 

has an extraordinary amount of discretion in deciding whether a criminal case 

will be tried or dismissed.  Many factors go into the decision of whether to 

try or dismiss a criminal case including the nature of the evidence, budgetary 

concerns, and whether there are sufficient resources such as court space, 

time, and prosecutors to try the case.  In seeming to defer to the victim’s 

family in deciding whether to retry this case, the prosecutor appears to not 

only relinquish the decision to the victim’s family but also sends the message 

that their decision is the most important factor.   

The LaCresha Murray case is a useful example of how the prosecutor 

represents the victim because this case can be easily compared to a situation 

where there is a traditional attorney/client relationship.  In the traditional 

attorney/client relationship, the client, with advice and input from the 

attorney, makes all of the major decisions involving the case and the attorney 

tries to carry out those decisions.  In this case, the victim’s family assumes 

the role of the client and makes the major decision in the case: whether it 

would be retried.   Once the victim makes this decision, the prosecutor carries 

it out.  Thus, the victim becomes the true party in interest and is represented 

by the prosecutor. 
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The following example of the victim being represented by the 

prosecutor occurred during discussions in county court during the course of 

plea negotiations: 

The defendant was charged with assault.  The 
prosecutor looked at the file and saw that the 
victim had been sent a letter but had not yet 
contacted the Prosecutor’s Office.   The 
prosecutor did not make an offer because there 
“was no victim contact.” The case was put off 
six days so there could be victim contact. 

This excerpt is important because it demonstrates that even though the 

victim did not object to the plea, the prosecutor refused to enter into plea 

negotiations because there was no victim cooperation. This is exactly how 

parties to a civil case are treated. If the parties do not agree to the resolution, 

the case proceeds to trial.  Again, the prosecutor is treating the victim the 

same as an attorney treats his or her client in a civil suit.  Again, the 

prosecutor was representing the victim because she was deferring to the 

victim. 

After the defense attorney left the prosecutor’s office, the prosecutor 

was asked why there was no plea offer when the victim was notified and did 

not respond.  The prosecutor answered: 

We have a policy in my office to contact the 
victims in cases of assaults, DWIs with 
damages, criminal mischief, etc.  The purpose 
is to discuss restitution, desires about results, 
the facts, previous history between the parties, 
etc. before an offer is made.  If there is no 
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victim response within a reasonable time, we 
go ahead and make an offer.  We try to take the 
victim’s wishes into consideration. 

This interview excerpt is also important because it highlights the 

requirement for victim consent in the plea process.  This requirement is of 

such importance that it has become institutionalized in the criminal justice 

system to the extent that victims are allowed to control the plea decision.  

Thus, the victim has become a de facto party to the prosecution and is 

represented by the prosecutor.    

Interviews with prosecuting attorneys delved into the question of 

whether victims control the plea decision.  In their responses, prosecutors 

consistently agreed that they were reluctant to enter into plea negotiations 

without victim cooperation.  For example, a prosecutor who handles only 

cases involving violence against women and children stated, “the victim 

should have a say in whether a plea agreement is made.”  Another prosecutor 

stated “if it is a serious case where the victim has a stake in the case, assault, 

murder, etc. then I get their input on whether a plea should be offered.”  

These comments are significant because they demonstrate that prosecutors 

represent the victim during the plea negotiation process and allow victims to 

control the plea bargaining process despite the lack of any legal right to do 

so. 

The requirement for victim consent for a plea agreement was also 

confirmed by interviews with criminal defense attorneys.  For example, one 
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defense attorney stated, “prosecutors would rather lose a case at trial than do 

a plea and make the victims mad.”  Another defense attorney said, “the key to 

resolving a case is making sure the victim is agreeable to the State making an 

offer.”  These comments are significant because they show that advocating 

the victim’s position is often more important than obtaining a conviction. 

PROSECUTORS ARE RELUCTANT TO ‘PLEAD OUT A CASE’ WITHOUT VICTIM 
CONSENT 

Another manner in which prosecutors represent the victim is that 

prosecutors are reluctant to resolve a case through a plea agreement of a case 

without victim consent.  The data clearly show that victim consent is needed 

before a prosecutor will dispose of a case with a negotiated plea.  For 

example, an excerpt from an observation at a Travis County Court docket call 

involved a discussion between a prosecutor and a defense attorney 

concerning whether or not the prosecutor should dismiss a domestic violence 

case.  In this discussion, the prosecutor and the defense attorney agreed that a 

particular domestic violence case lacked sufficient evidence for a conviction 

and the prosecutor should dismiss it.  The prosecutor told the defense 

attorney: 

“Go ahead and announce ready.  We plan to 
dismiss but we want to have victim contact 
before we dismiss.” 

The prosecutor deferring to the victim before disposing of cases 

through a plea or dismissal is important because of the proof requirements of 
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criminal proceedings.  In order to obtain a conviction, the government is 

required to produce legally sufficient evidence that proves the defendant’s 

guilt beyond a reasonable doubt. After conviction, the government has to 

convince the sentencing agent, whether it is the judge or the jury, of the 

appropriate sentence for this particular defendant for this particular crime.   

When a prosecutor evaluates a case to determine an appropriate 

resolution, he or she considers several factors including the evidence, the 

criminal record of the defendant, and the nature of the crime.  However, the 

data support the conclusion that the victim’s decision has become more 

important than the traditional factors.  In effect, it appears as though the 

prosecutor has relinquished the decision making authority to the victim and 

then advocates the victim’s position.  This creates an attorney/client 

relationship between the victim and the prosecutor where the prosecutor  

becomes the victim’s unofficial attorney.  

The conclusion that court participants defer to victims in deciding the 

appropriate resolution of a case is confirmed throughout the data.  This 

deference includes both the decision of whether to make a plea offer and the 

terms of the plea offer.  For example, when a felony prosecutor was asked 

what happen when the victim does not agree to the plea agreement, she 

responded: 

“I have a face-to-face meeting with the victim 
to discuss the case when the victim doesn’t 
agree.  I spend as much time as it takes to make 
the victim understand the process. I feel that 
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victims’ are part of the process and should 
understand what’s happening.” 

This interview response is important because it supports the 

conclusion that prosecutors perceive themselves to represent the victim and, 

in the process, grant victims various rights and remedies that others do not 

have.  For example, by representing the victim, the prosecutor grants a victim 

the right to a jury trial, the right to an attorney, and the right to present 

evidence and subpoena witnesses.  In effect, this allows the victim to 

significantly control the outcome of a case by agreeing to a specific outcome 

or by demanding a jury trial. 

The conferred right to significantly control the outcome of a case is 

important in the context of plea negotiations and agreements because it gives 

victims significant sway over the outcome of the case.  For example, if the 

victim opposes a plea agreement and demands a trial, the prosecutor often 

defers to the victim and the case is tried.  This process is important because 

victims do not have any formal right to require a trial unless the prosecutor 

defers to the victim’s decision and grants this right to the victim. 

The conclusion that prosecutors grant rights to victims that they do 

not formally have is an important component of the unofficial attorney/client 

relationship between the prosecutor and the victim.  Legally, the victim does 

not have any legal standing to require or force the prosecutor to do anything.  

However, when the prosecutor grants these rights to the victim, the 
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prosecutor becomes the victim’s attorney and the victim becomes the client 

with the power to control the prosecution. 

The conclusion that victims significantly control the procedure of a 

case is supported by many instances in the data.  During an interview, a 

felony prosecutor was asked whether he had ever tried a criminal case when 

he thought it was more appropriate to have a plea.  In response, the 

prosecutor stated: 

Sometimes there is value to the victim to have a 
trial, testify, and get a conviction. There is 
some feeling of vindication for the victim.  In 
those situations, I will go to trial because the 
victim wants a trial even if I think I will get less 
punishment, or even a not guilty, at trial 
because of the benefit to the victim.   

In this response, the prosecutor describes the conventional attorney 

client relationship where the attorney zealously represent the interests of his 

or her client within the bounds of the law.  This relationship is similar to the 

relationship between a criminal defense attorney and his or her client.  The 

attorney investigates the facts, researches the law, and then explains the 

options and possible consequences to the defendant.  However, the defendant 

has the ultimate power to go to trial or enter a plea. When the prosecutor 

deals with the victim along the same lines as how the defense attorney deals 

with the defendant, the prosecutor represents the victim’s position and 

becomes the victim’s unofficial attorney. 
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The prosecutor’s unofficial attorney/client relationship with the victim 

is important because victims are not legally parties to criminal cases.  The 

parties in a criminal case are the government and the defendant.  In fact, the 

style of a criminal case is: The Government v. The Defendant.  Conversely, 

the style of a civil case is: The Individual v. The defendant.  However, 

whether victims are parties or not, when the prosecutor creates the unofficial 

attorney/client relationship, the victim is able to influence whether the case is 

tried or pled out and, if plead out, the terms of the plea agreement. 

Interviews with prosecutors emphasized the unofficial attorney/client 

relationship.  For example, during an interview one prosecutor stated, “You 

have to advocate for the victim because they are the person who suffers the 

effects of the crime.”  This comment demonstrates that the prosecutor regards 

it to be a necessary part of her job to affirmatively advocate the victim’s 

interest thereby granting the victim party status.  In sum, the prosecutor 

actively represents the victim thereby solidifying the victim’s party status and 

granting the victim authority as a party. 

Discussions with another defense attorney confirmed the perception 

that prosecutors represent victims thereby granting victims authority similar 

to a party.  This defense attorney noted,  

The criminal system is being used to dispose of 
civil disputes via the criminal process – not 
designed for this. 
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This comment solidifies the finding that prosecutors represent victims 

and that the criminal justice system is being used to litigate civil disputes.  

This is important because the statutory mandate of the prosecutor is “to do 

justice” and not to satisfy the victim.  However, as one defense attorney 

noted,  

Prosecutors would rather loose a case at trial 
than do a plea and make the victims mad.   

This comment reinforces the perception that prosecutors act as the attorney 

for the victim, since the victim appears to make the major decisions about the 

prosecution.   
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CHAPTER SIX: THE GOAL OF SATISFYING THE 
VICTIM IS A PRIMARY DETERMINANT OF THE 

CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

Summary Findings  

The final component of the ‘Victim Satisfaction Model’ of the 

criminal justice system is: The goal of satisfying the victim is a primary 

determinant of the criminal justice system.  This component is a logical 

extension of the findings that the victim is a de facto party to the prosecution 

and that the prosecutor represents the victim.  In sum, this model proposes 

that one of the prosecutor’s goals in administering a criminal case is 

achieving victim satisfaction.   

The ‘Victim Satisfaction Model’ is a radical departure from the 

traditional models of the criminal justice system because it focuses on the 

victim and not the defendant.  Packer’s models focus on the defendant’s 

actions and the goal of assessing the appropriate punishment for a specific 

defendant based on the criminal actions.  The more modern victim-oriented 

models continue to focus on the defendant but temper this focus by input 

from the victim.  Thus, the primary difference between the traditional models 

and the victim satisfaction model discussed in this dissertation is the victim 

satisfaction model focuses on satisfying the victim and does not focus on the 

defendant.   
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CASES ARE FILED IN AN ATTEMPT TO ACHIEVE VICTIM SATISFACTION 

The goal of achieving victim satisfaction often appears to be the 

primary reason the prosecutor files cases criminally.  This goal also often 

appears to be the reason that prosecutors file some cases as felonies and some 

as misdemeanors.  The difference between whether the prosecutor files a case 

criminally or files it as a felony or a misdemeanor is important because 

criminal cases carry the potential for the criminal sanction and felonies are 

punished much more severely than misdemeanors. 

An example of a prosecutor filing a case criminally to achieve victim 

satisfaction can be seen in the following case.  In this example, the defendant 

was charged with Securities Fraud arising out of a failed business involving 

many investors.  During an interview, the prosecutor was asked why the case 

was accepted as a criminal case when most of these types of cases are not.  In 

response the prosecutor said, “We don’t usually handle these cases, but we 

had a ton of complaints from investors.”  When asked why this mattered, the 

prosecutor responded, “We had no choice but to file it.”   

This example is noteworthy because it is an example of the prosecutor 

representing the victim and in the course of that representation filing a case 

criminally in an attempt to achieve victim satisfaction.  Generally, criminal 

securities fraud cases are uncommon given that they are difficult and 

expensive to investigate and require special expertise to prosecute.  As a 

result, there are usually extra-judicial factors involved when Securities Fraud 

cases are selected for prosecution.  In this example, the prosecutor 
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acknowledged the extra-judicial factors with the statement that there was “a 

ton of complaints” from the victims.  The prosecutor then acknowledged the 

effect of these complaints with the admission that there was “no choice but to 

file it.”  As a result, the attempt to satisfy the victims was the primary 

determinant in the prosecutor’s decision to file this case criminally. 

The finding that prosecutors file cases criminally in an attempt to 

achieve victim satisfaction was repeatedly confirmed by my field data.  For 

example, in the following incident, the defendant was charged with 

Aggravated Assault with a deadly weapon for trying to suffocate the victim 

with a plastic bag and was in court for a pre-trial hearing.  The victim 

received minimal injuries, but the factor that was used to make this offense a 

felony was the defendant’s use of a deadly weapon – the plastic bag (Tex. 

Penal Code §22.02, 1993).   

The prosecutor and the defense attorney were 
in the conference room discussing the case.  
The defense attorney told the prosecutor, “this 
case should not be felony.  He will plead to a 
misdemeanor assault.”  The prosecutor 
responded, ‘the victim wants a felony.”  The 
case was ultimately resolved with a jury trial. 

Under the Texas Penal Code, a plastic bag used to smother is 

sufficient to support the deadly weapon requirement for a felony because it 

“is capable of causing serious bodily injury or death” (Tex. Penal Code §1.07 

§17-B (1993).  While it is legally valid to prosecute this case as a felony, in 

the ordinary course of criminal practice cases such as this are normally 
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resolved as misdemeanors and not felonies.  The lack of any significant 

injuries and the slight evidence of a deadly weapon suggest that there were 

‘extra-judicial’ factors that caused the prosecutor to file this case as a felony.  

In this case, the ‘extra-judicial’ factors were the victim’s involvement and the 

prosecutor acting as the victim’s attorney.  These factors resulted in the 

prosecutor’s managing this case with the goal of achieving  victim 

satisfaction during the prosecution.    

This example emphasizes the conclusion that prosecutors often file 

cases criminally in an attempt to achieve victim satisfaction.  Although the 

facts met the minimum requirements for a felony aggravated assault, it 

appears that the prosecutor filed the case as a felony aggravated assault and 

proceeded to jury trial because the victim wanted the case prosecuted as a 

felony.  In this case, the prosecutor’s attempt to satisfy the victim was the 

primary determinant of the case being filed and prosecuted as a felony. 

After the defense attorney left the conference room, the attorney was 

asked about the case.  In response, the attorney stated:  

They are divorced and in the middle of child 
support/ visitation dispute.  She wanted this 
case as a felony so she could use it in that case. 

This interview excerpt is important because it supports the finding 

that prosecutors acting as the victim’s attorney results in cases being filed and 

prosecuted in an attempt to achieve victim satisfaction.  This conclusion has 

become such common knowledge that criminal defense attorneys accept it as 
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fact.  In many instances, the prosecutor’s attempt to satisfy the victim is the 

primary determinant of cases being filed and prosecuted as felonies. 

Interviews with prosecuting attorneys also supported the finding that 

prosecutors acting as the victim’s attorney results in cases being filed 

criminally in an attempt to achieve victim satisfaction.  During interviews, 

prosecutors were questioned whether victims influenced the charging 

decision.  In response, almost all of the prosecutors agreed that they received 

victim input before cases were indicted.  For example, one prosecutor stated, 

“I evaluate the case based on the victim’s attitude.”  Another prosecutor 

stated, “I don’t talk to the victim before indictment, but the victim services 

office does and her recommendation is in the file.”  Finally, another 

prosecutor stated, “Victims should feel like they are part of the process.”  

These comments are important since they demonstrate that prosecutors often 

act as the attorney for the victim, and this representation results in cases 

being filed in an attempt to achieve victim satisfaction.  

 CASES ARE RESOLVED IN AN ATTEMPT TO ACHIEVE VICTIM SATISFACTION 

Prosecutors often attempt to resolve criminal cases with the goal of 

achieving victim satisfaction.  This makes achieving victim satisfaction the 

primary determinant of the criminal justice system.  Admittedly, victims are 

not satisfied with the result of every plea bargain or every jury trial.  

However, whether victims are satisfied with the outcome of the prosecution 

is not the primary issue in the ‘Victim Satisfaction Model.’  The utility of the 
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Victim Satisfaction Model is that the attempt to satisfy the victim is a 

significant determinant of the criminal justice system. 

A typical example of victim satisfaction being the primary 

determinant of the criminal justice system is seen in the following example.  

In this example, the defendant was charged with the felony offense of Assault 

on a Public Servant but had pled guilty to the lesser offense of assault with 

bodily injury, a misdemeanor, and was in court for sentencing.  The plea 

agreement was one year in the county jail probated for two years with nine 

days in jail as a condition of probation. 

After the case was concluded, the defense attorney was asked why the 

case was reduced from a felony to a misdemeanor.  In response, the attorney 

stated,  

The offer was reduced only after the prosecutor 
talked to the cop and the cop agreed.  If the cop 
had not agreed, they would not have reduced it. 

The attempt to achieve victim satisfaction was the primary 

determinant of how this case would be resolved.  In this case, both the 

prosecutor and the defense attorney recognized that the facts of the case 

suggested that it should be resolved as a misdemeanor instead of a felony. 

Despite this recognition, the prosecutor would not agree to resolve the case as 

a felony unless the victim consented.  

This example is also important because the defense attorney 

recognized the need for victim consent before the case could be resolved as a 
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misdemeanor.  Despite the facts of the case, the defense attorney admitted 

that the prosecutor would not have reduced the case from a felony to a 

misdemeanor without the victim’s consent. Conversely, it is reasonable to 

assume that if the victim wanted the case resolved differently, the prosecutor 

would have advocated the different position.  Thus, the defense attorney 

recognized that the prosecutor was acting as the attorney for the victim and 

advocating the victim’s position with the goal of achieving victim 

satisfaction. 

In this example, the prosecutor was acting as the victim’s attorney.  

This unofficial attorney/client relationship allowed the victim to have 

significant control over the decision of whether the case would be disposed of 

as a felony or a misdemeanor.  The prosecutor’s attempt to achieve victim 

satisfaction while representing the victim was the primary determinant of 

how this case was resolved.   

The finding that cases are resolved in an attempt to achieve victim 

satisfaction was confirmed by my field data.  In the following incident, the 

defendant was charged with homicide, and both the state and the defendant 

hotly disputed the facts. During a hearing the following occurred in a 

conference room,  

The prosecutor and the defense attorney agreed 
to resolve the case with a plea to a lesser 
charge.  The prosecutor left the room to discuss 
the case with the victim.  After the prosecutor 
returned, he told the defense attorney the 
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victim’s spouse would not agree and wanted a 
trial.  The case was resolved with a jury trial. 

This incident is important because the prosecutor acted as the victim’s 

attorney and attempted to satisfy the victim by resolving the case with a trial.  

The primary importance of this incident is not whether the victim’s spouse 

was satisfied with the outcome of the prosecution.  Instead, the important fact 

of this incident is that the victim wanted a jury trial, and the prosecutor 

satisfied this desire with a jury trial.  Thus, the attempt to satisfy the victim 

was the primary determinant of the resolution of this case and, by extension, 

the primary determinant of the criminal justice system. 

Interviews with prosecutors confirmed that they act as attorneys for 

the victim and often resolve cases in an attempt to achieve victim satisfaction.  

For example, when asked whether cases are resolved with the goal of victim 

satisfaction, prosecutors stated, “I get their [the victims’] input on what the 

plea should be” and “Once the case is indicted, if the victim is not happy with 

the plea, we try the case.”  Another prosecutor stated, “If the best I can do is a 

plea, I talk to the victims and try to convince them to go along with it.  But, if 

they are not happy, I try the case.”  Thus, prosecutors resolve cases with the 

goal of satisfying the victim. 

Despite the prosecutor’s best efforts, victims are not actually satisfied 

in a number of cases.  For example, in a well known capital murder case, the 

defendant was charged with capital murder when he shot and killed a law 

enforcement officer who was acting in the line of duty.  The victim’s widow 
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was adamant about the defendant receiving the death penalty and the 

prosecutor did everything possible to achieve that goal.  However, during the 

course of the prosecution it became obvious that the death penalty was not a 

viable option.  Upon reaching this decision, the prosecutor entered a plea 

agreement to a life sentence over the widow’s vigorous objection. 

This example is important because it demonstrates that even though 

the victim was not satisfied, the prosecutor did everything possible to achieve 

victim satisfaction.  The important factor in this example is not whether the 

victim is satisfied; the important factor is the prosecution was managed with 

the goal of satisfying the victim.  This is the victim satisfaction model in its 

most basic form. 

Defense attorneys also realize that cases are resolved in an attempt to 

achieve victim satisfaction.  For example, the following incident occurred in 

district court where the defendant was charged with felony stalking.  The 

court was conducting a pre-trial hearing when the following occurred: 

The judge asked what the offer was.  The 
defense attorney said two years on a third 
degree felony stalking and we want two years 
in the state jail for attempted stalking 
(Defendant would do more time on a SJF in the 
state jail than 2 years TDC).  Prosecutor said 
no.  After this conversation at the bench, the 
defense attorney and the prosecutor walked 
over to the table where the prosecutor has her 
files.  Defense attorney said: “why can’t you do 
that, he would do more time?”  Prosecutor said: 
“because the victim would be mad with an 
attempted stalking.”  Defense attorney said, 
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“You can sell this because he will do more 
time.”  Prosecutor responded, “I’ll talk to her.” 

These discussions between the prosecutor and the defense attorney are 

very similar to how two civil attorneys discuss resolving a civil dispute.  In a 

typical civil case, the attorneys discuss resolving the case in a way that both 

parties, while maybe not happy, at least are satisfied with the resolution.  In 

civil cases, there is little talk about concepts like justice or what is good for 

society.  Instead, the discussion is along the lines of what the defendant is 

willing to do and what the plaintiff is willing to accept.  

In this example, both attorneys conducted negotiations as if the case 

was a civil and not a criminal case.  During negotiations, the defense attorney 

stated what his client was willing to do, the prosecutor responded that the 

victim would not go along with it, and the defense attorney asked the 

prosecutor to try to persuade her.  There were no discussions about concepts 

like justice, what is better for society, or whether the defendant learned from 

his mistake.  Instead, the discussions concentrated on satisfying the victim. 

This incident solidifies the finding that prosecutors often act as 

attorneys for the victims and resolve cases with the goal of achieving victim 

satisfaction.  This concept is so ingrained in the criminal justice system that 

defense attorneys recognize it and often urge prosecutors to persuade victims 

to go along with plea agreements the attorneys think would be a correct 

resolution of a case.  This is very similar to the civil system where attorneys 
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actively pursue their clients’ goals and supports the conclusion that the civil 

and criminal justice systems are merging.   

Interviews with defense attorneys confirmed that cases are resolved in 

an attempt to achieve victim satisfaction.  For example, one defense attorney 

stated, “Cases are not disposed of according to legal standards but victim’s 

desires.”  Another attorney stated, “The goal of the prosecutor appears to be 

not to make the victims mad.”  These comments are important because they 

support the finding that prosecutors act as the attorney for the victim and 

resolve cases with the goal of satisfying the victim.  This makes the goal of 

satisfying the victim is the primary determinant of criminal cases. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
FOR PUBLIC POLICY 

As demonstrated by my field data and the discussions in this 

dissertation, the primary difference between the ‘Victim Satisfaction Model’ 

and the traditional models of the criminal justice system is the victim 

satisfaction model focuses on the victim while the traditional models focus on 

the defendant.  For instance, Packer’s models focus on the defendant’s 

actions and the appropriate punishment for a specific defendant based on the 

defendant’s criminal actions.  The more modern victim-oriented models 

discussed by Roach and Beloof continue to focus on the defendant but temper 

this focus by input from the victim.  In reality, the attempt to satisfy the 

victim is the common factor that is the primary determinant of  prosecutions 

of crimes involving victims. 

VICTIM SATISFACTION IN PRACTICE  

The Victim Satisfaction Model of the Criminal Justice System 

explains the process of prosecutions of criminal cases involving victims 

while the other models do not.  In all criminal cases involving victims, the 

defendant commits a criminal act that harms someone, is prosecuted, is 

convicted, and is punished.  However, the primary value of the ‘Victim 

Satisfaction Model’ is that even though the victim may not completely be 

happy with the result of the prosecution, the attempt to satisfy the victim 

appears to be the primary determinant of the direction of the prosecution.  
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Thus, the ‘Victim Satisfaction Model of the Criminal Justice System’ is 

superior to Packer’s traditional models and the more modern victim-oriented 

models, since those models fail to explain the reality of the criminal justice 

system for crimes involving victims.  

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE HAS CHANGED FROM FOCUSING SOLELY ON THE 
DEFENDANT TO FOCUSING MORE ON THE VICTIM 

Packer’s “Crime Control Model” does not adequately explain the 

result in most criminal prosecutions of crimes with victims because, under 

the Crime Control Model, the defendant would be convicted and punished 

with the goal of controlling crime.  As demonstrated by my field data, the 

goal of controlling crime is not a valid consideration in the criminal justice 

system.  Instead, the goal in most cases is to satisfy the victim through the 

prosecution. 

Packer’s ‘Due Process Model’ also does not adequately explain the 

result in most criminal prosecutions because, under the Due Process Model, 

the purpose of the prosecution would be to insure the defendant’s rights are 

protected.  As seen in my field data, this is usually not the purpose of the 

prosecution.  Instead, the defense attorney’s goal is usually to negotiate as 

good a plea agreement as possible while minimizing the client’s criminal 

sanction.  While this is an admirable goal, this is not the theoretical purpose 

of the Due Process Model. 
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Inadequacy of the Modern Victim Input Models 

Beloof’s Victim Participation Model also fails to explain what 

happens in most criminal cases, since the victim’s participation is not limited 

to influencing the case by discussing it with the prosecutor.  Instead, as 

demonstrated by my field data, the victim works closely with the prosecutor 

at all stages of the case, the prosecutor consults with the victim before 

making any critical decisions, and the prosecutor made his or her best efforts 

to insure the victim is satisfied with the results of the prosecution.  This 

results in victim satisfaction becoming one of the prosecutor’s primary goals 

and the attempt to achieve this goal focuses the case on the victim instead of 

the defendant. 

Roach’s Victim Oriented Models also fails to explain what happens in 

most criminal cases, since the victim has more authority in the criminal 

justice system than theorized by Roach.  According to Roach’s punitive 

model, the rights of the victim are worthy of consideration and counter the 

rights of the defendant.  Likewise, Roach’s non-punitive model relies on 

restorative justice and provides for some victim input into the decision 

making process.  However, my field data example demonstrate that the focus 

on victim satisfaction outweighs the theoretical purposes of punishment, 

since there is little consideration of whether the punishment is adequate to 

deter future crime or rehabilitate the defendant.  In addition, there is little 

consideration given to whether the purpose of the punishment is for 
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retribution instead of revenge.  Instead, the important consideration in most 

prosecutions is whether the victim is satisfied with the prosecution. 

The Victim Satisfaction Model 

My field data and the related discussions demonstrate that the victim 

has become the focus of the criminal justice system making victim 

satisfaction the primary determinant of the criminal justice system.  This 

conclusion is supported by my data that demonstrate that most cases are 

investigated, prosecuted, and resolved with the goal of satisfying the victim.  

My data also demonstrate that victims have become de facto parties to the 

prosecution, the prosecutor assumes the role as the victim’s attorney, and that 

victim satisfaction is the primary determinant of criminal justice system.  In 

sum, the attempt to achieve victim satisfaction makes a criminal case 

comparable to a civil case  with the prosecutor acting as the victim’s attorney.   

My data clearly show that the majority of criminal cases are 

investigated, filed, prosecuted, and resolved similar to the way a typical civil 

case is resolved.  These conclusions are important because the prosecutor 

assumes the role as the victim’s attorney the same as if he or she were 

representing the plaintiff in a civil suit and then proceeds to represent the 

victim almost identical to how an attorney would represent the plaintiff in a 

civil case.  The result is that the attempt to achieve victim satisfaction 

becomes the primary determinant of the prosecution.  Even though the victim 

may not be completely satisfied with the result, the salient point is that the 
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attempt to satisfy the victim dictates how the prosecutor conducts the 

prosecution and becomes the primary determinant of the prosecution.  

It is possible that the “Victim Satisfaction Model” is only applicable 

to jurisdictions that elect judges and prosecutors.  However victims have been 

shown to have significant input into the criminal justice process.  This study 

should be replicated in jurisdictions where the prosecutor and judges are not 

elected to see if the findings herein are consistent. 

SOCIETAL “JUSTICE” IS NO LONGER THE OBJECTIVE OF THE CRIMINAL 
JUSTICE SYSTEM 

According to the principle of Jean Jacques Rousseau’s theory of the 

general will, a crime has historically been considered to be an offense against 

society instead of an offense against an individual.  Punishment becomes 

important because society, acting through the authority of the government, 

convicts defendants and then inflicts punishment.  Punishment then benefits 

society because punishment acts as retribution or as rehabilitation or 

deterrence.   

The participants in the criminal justice system no longer consider 

crime to be only a violation of society’s norms.  Instead, crime is seen as an 

offense against the individual victim as well as society.  This results in the 

victim being given the opportunity to fully participate in the prosecution, 

since the victim has been personally violated.  Thus, obtaining justice for the 

victim, instead of society, becomes the objective of the criminal justice 

system. 
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This conclusion is important because of the disparate nature of 

criminal prosecutions.  This disparity occurs because the prosecution is 

conducted by and with the full power and authority of the government against 

an individual defendant.  This allows the prosecutor to access the full 

resources of the government, if needed, in order to convict a defendant.  

Conversely, the defendant usually has very limited resources available to use 

as a defense.  Thus, when compared to victim, the defendant is at a great 

disadvantage when being prosecuted for a crime.   

The prosecution is unfair to the defendant because the criminal justice 

system is a tool for the benefit of the victim.  This takes place through the 

steps explained in the ‘Victim Satisfaction Model:” the victim becomes party 

to the prosecution; the prosecutor assumes the role as the victim’s attorney; 

and the power of the state is used to achieve victim satisfaction.  The 

unfairness occurs because the full power of the government is used to the 

benefit of the individual victim and the detriment of the defendant.  Thus, 

justice for society is no longer the goal of the criminal justice system.   

Instead, justice for the individual victim becomes the goal of the system.  

THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM IS PSEUDO-CIVIL WITH THE AUTHORITY OF 
THE STATE ON THE SIDE OF THE DEFENDANT 

The criminal justice system appears to be pseudo-civil with the 

authority of the state on the side of the defendant.  My field data and the 

discussions in this dissertation repeatedly demonstrate that the majority of 

criminal cases appear to be investigated, filed, prosecuted, and resolved 
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similar to the way a civil case is resolved.  This conclusion is important 

because of the adversarial nature of criminal prosecutions, the financial 

disparity between the prosecution and the defense, and the stigma associated 

with being prosecuted by the criminal justice system.  

The pseudo-civil nature of the criminal justice system is grounded in 

the close relationship that has emerged between the prosecutor and the 

victim.  This relationship appears to be almost identical to the relationship 

between a private attorney and his or her client.  As a result, the prosecutor 

appears to treat the victim the same as an attorney treats a client and the 

victim acts the same as a client. 

The rules governing the relationship between an attorney and the 

client are explained in the Code of Professionally Responsibility published in 

Title 2, Appendix A, of the Texas Government Code (Tex. Gov. Code Title 

2, App. A).  The requirement of the attorney to abide by the client’s decision 

is defined by Ethical Rule 1.02, which states:  

[A] lawyer shall abide by a client’s decision …. 
(2) whether to accept an offer of settlement or 
compromise; (3) in a criminal case, after 
consultation with the lawyer, as to a plea 
entered, whether to waive a jury trial, and 
whether the client will testify (Tex. Gov. Code 
Title 2, App. A, Rule 1.02 (a).  

In addition, the requirement for the attorney to communicate with the client is 

defined by Ethical Rule 1.03, which states: 
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A lawyer shall explain a matter to the extent 
reasonably necessary to permit the client to 
make informed decisions regarding the 
representation (Tex. Gov. Code Title 2, App. 
A, Rule 1.03 (b).  

Also, as seen by Ethical Rule 2.01, the attorney is required to give candid 

advice to the client: 

In advising or otherwise representing a client, a 
lawyer shall exercise independent professional 
judgment and render candid advice (Tex. Gov. 
Code Title 2, App. A, Rule 2.01). 

When read together, these rules make it clear that an attorney’s ethical 

obligations to the client include keeping the client informed about the status 

of the litigation, providing frank and candid advice to the client, and abiding 

by the client’s decision concerning whether to settle the dispute. 

 Attorneys regularly follow the requirements of these rules in civil 

cases. In a typical civil case, a client retains an attorney to file or defend a 

lawsuit.  The lawyer conducts discovery, researches the law, investigates the 

facts, makes a decision about liability, and calculates damages.  The lawyer 

then advises the client about the possible benefits and disadvantages of 

setting the dispute or proceeding to trial.  Based upon this advice, the client 

then decides whether to settle the dispute or proceed to trial.  Whether or not 

the lawyer likes the decision, the lawyer is obligated abide by the client’s 

decision. 
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 The procedure is almost identical in the regular course of an 

attorney/client relationship in criminal cases. In a typical criminal case, an 

attorney is appointed or retained to defend against a criminal prosecution.  

The lawyer researches the law, investigates the facts, makes a decision about 

liability, and makes an estimate on the value of the case.  The lawyer then 

advises the client about the possible benefits and disadvantages of accepting a 

plea agreement or proceeding to trial.  Based upon this advice, the client then 

decides whether to accept the plea agreement or proceed to trial.  Whether or 

not the lawyer likes the decision, the lawyer is obligated abide by the client’s 

decision. 

 While it is intended that these rules govern the relationship between a 

private attorney and the client, prosecutors frequently act as if they are 

governed by these rules.  This conclusion is clearly supported by my field 

data that demonstrates that prosecutors treat victims as if they were parties 

and victims act as if they were parties.  This results in the informal 

attorney/client relationship between the prosecutor and the victim discussed 

in Chapter 4.  

 The informal attorney/client relationship between the prosecutor and 

the victim significantly impacts the criminal justice system, since it moves 

the criminal justice system toward becoming pseudo-civil with the authority 

of the state on the side of the defendant.  My field data demonstrate that a 

typical criminal case is handled very similar to a civil case. Once a defendant 

is indicted,  the prosecutor investigates the facts, makes a decision about 
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liability, and makes a decision about the value of the case.  The prosecutor 

then advises the victim about the possible benefits and disadvantages of 

setting the dispute or proceeding to trial.  Based upon this advice, the victim 

then decides whether to settle the dispute or proceed to trial.  As 

demonstrated, the prosecutor usually abides by the victim’s decision. 

The pseudo-civil nature of the criminal justice system becomes 

important because of the financial disparity between the prosecution and the 

defense. Funding is important when litigating either civil or criminal disputes 

because going to court is expensive.  In civil cases, the funding is, in theory, 

relatively equal since an individual or company is suing another individual or 

company.  Thus, the plaintiff and the defendant in civil cases have about the 

same ability to finance the litigation.  However, the defense is at a 

disadvantage in criminal cases because the prosecution can access much 

more funding than the defense. 

 The prosecutor has the backing of the full power and authority of the 

government when prosecuting a criminal case.   This means that a prosecutor 

in a small county in West Texas can have any evidence tested by the 

Department of Public Safety, has almost unlimited funding to hire experts, 

and can have specialized attorneys from the Attorney General’s assist with 

the prosecution.  In addition, the prosecutor can access this assistance without 

obtaining permission from anyone. 

On the other hand, the defense is limited to the defendant’s personal 

assets or the assistance the judge decides to allow as investigation costs or 
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expert assistance.  In a typical case, the defense attorney is forced to ask the 

judge for funding to hire investigators, test evidence, hire expert assistance, 

or obtain the assistance of another attorney.  This places the defendant at a 

severe disadvantage since the defense does not have significant financial 

resources and must convince the judge that assistance is needed before the 

judge is obligated to provide it (Ake v. Oklahoma,1985 ).   

 The pseudo-civil nature of the criminal justice system is also 

important because of the stigma associated with being criminally prosecuted 

and labeled as a criminal.  Most members of society do not care if a person is 

sued in civil court because there is little or no public condemnation 

associated with a civil lawsuit.  On the other hand, society condemns 

individuals who are charged and prosecuted with a crime as criminals and 

labels them as troublemakers, deviants, and criminals (Gove, 1975).  In 

addition, society routinely shuns criminal defendants and shuts them out of 

the rights and benefits of ordinary society.  

 The pseudo-civil nature of the criminal justice system benefits the 

victim.  The benefits are based on the ‘unofficial’ attorney/client relationship 

between the prosecutor and the victim, the disparity of funding between the 

prosecution and the defense, and the stigma associated with criminal 

prosecutions.  The prosecutor acts as if he or she were the attorney for the 

victim, uses the advantages associated with the office of the prosecutor, and 

uses the criminal justice system to satisfy the victim.  This is similar to how a 

private attorney uses the civil system to satisfy his or her client.    
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The pseudo-civil nature of the criminal justice system moves the 

system from one that treats the defendant fairly and impartially to one that 

benefits the victim and is disadvantageous to the defendant. The unfairness 

and impartiality arise because the victim and the defendant are treated similar 

to the way parties to a civil lawsuit are treated.  The primary difference 

between the two, however, is that the victim receives the advantage of being 

represented by the prosecutor, an agent of the government, while the 

defendant not only does not receive any similar benefits but is harmed by 

them. 

NEW THEORY OF CRIME – MORE CLASSES OF VICTIMS EQUALS MORE CRIME 

 The Victim Satisfaction Model of the criminal justice system creates a 

new theory of crime that defines crime as any harm a victim convinces a 

prosecutor should be prosecuted as a crime instead of being pursued civilly.  

This theory of crime is a new approach to defining crime since it focuses on 

the harm to the victim combined with the ability of the victim to convince the 

prosecutor to sway the prosecutor.  Thus, crime becomes any type of harm 

the victim convinces the prosecutor is criminal. 

 An example of this new theory of crime can be seen in the area of 

domestic violence cases.  Under Texas law, the prosecutor with misdemeanor 

jurisdiction is required to file an application for a family violence protective 

order upon proper request of the victim (Tex. Fam. Code §82.002, 1993).  

Because of this requirement, the prosecutor’s office is often in the position of 
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representing the victim in a protective order proceeding and then prosecuting 

the defendant criminally based on the facts supporting the request for the 

protective order.  Thus, if the victim convinces the prosecutor of the necessity 

of a protective order, the prosecutor will probably have already decided the 

defendant committed a crime and should be prosecuted for it.  In effect, more 

protective orders result in more victims which results in more prosecutions.  

 Defining crime as any harm a victim convinces a prosecutor should be 

prosecuted causes problems in criminal justice policy since it could create 

disparity between similar crimes and similar defendants.  For example, in one 

case the victim may be unable to effectively communicate with the 

prosecutor, and, as a result, the prosecutor may not take the prosecution as 

serious as a case where the victim is able to spend the time and energy and is 

able to effectively communicate with the prosecutor.  Thus, there may be a 

disparity in punishment based on the ability of the victim to convince the 

prosecutor of the “righteousness” of his or her position. 

 Defining crime in this way may also create a disparity in punishment 

based on the ‘worth’ of the victim.  For example, rich white ladies usually 

make better victims than poor single mothers since the rich white lady or her 

family probably will be better at communicating with the prosecutor, the 

judge, and the jury than the poor black single mother or her family.  This 

difference in the ‘worth’ of the victim could result in more punishment for 

the defendant who assaulted, raped, or murdered the rich white lady than the 
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defendant who assaulted, raped, or murdered the poor single mother because 

the rich white lady makes a better victim.   

 This way of defining crime also includes many important political 

implications.  Some types of crimes are more popular with the public than 

other types of cases and receive a large amount of attention often resulting in 

special attention for these crimes.  For example, the harm cause by 

intoxicated drivers has recently been the subject of much publicity resulting 

in legislature enacting many new laws intended to address intoxicated driving 

offenses and prosecutors often prosecuting these cases to the “full extent of 

the law.”  In another example, family violence cases have received much 

recent attention resulting in legislatures enacting many new laws intended to 

address family violence offenses and prosecutors often prosecuting these 

cases to the “full extent of the law.”  It can be reasonably concluded that the 

attempt to satisfy victims is the primary reason these new laws were enacted 

and they are vigorously prosecuted. 

The conclusions and implications contained in this chapter highlight 

the importance of victim satisfaction in the criminal justice system.   As 

demonstrated in this dissertation, the authority of the state is awesome when 

it is focused in criminal court against a single defendant with the goal of 

rendering a conviction against that defendant.  If the victim is aligned with 

the state, and if the prosecutor uses the state’s authority to seek to satisfy the 

victim, then is the criminal justice system seeking justice, or exacting 
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revenge?  If society is exacting revenge, is this what we expect from the 

justice system? 
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APPENDIX I: GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROCEDURE 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION - ARREST 

Almost every criminal case begins with the arrest of a defendant.  

There are two types of arrests: an arrest with a warrant and an arrest without a 

warrant.  Since a magistrate must approve an arrest, the type of arrest 

determines the process of obtaining approval.  An arrest with a warrant is 

approved prior to the arrest and an arrest without a warrant is approved after 

the arrest.   

An arrest warrant is a written order by a magistrate directing a peace 

officer to take a particular person into custody for violating a particular 

offense (Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Art. 15.01).   A magistrate issues the warrant 

after finding probable cause that a particular person has committed a 

particular offense (Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Art. 15.03).  The finding of 

probable cause is based on a complaint that is an affidavit that alleges 

sufficient facts to charge a person with committing a crime (Tex. Code Crim. 

Proc. Art. 15.04).  

A warrantless arrest is made by an officer when the arrest is 

authorized under statute. The most common types of warrantless arrests are 

when the defendant commits an offense within the officer’s presence and 

domestic violence cases where the officer has probable cause to believe that 

family violence has occurred (Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Art. 14.03).  Once a 
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defendant is arrested without a warrant, the officer must file a complaint with 

a magistrate and the defendant must be taken before the magistrate without 

unnecessary delay (Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Art. 14.06).  The judge then 

reviews the complaint and makes an independent finding of whether there 

was sufficient probable cause to arrest the defendant (Tex. Code Crim. Proc. 

Art. 14.06).   

BACKGROUND INFORMATION - BAIL AND BAIL BOND 

After a person is arrested for a crime one of the first decisions made 

in the criminal justice system is whether the defendant will remain in jail or 

be released from jail.  This is an important decision because defendants do 

not want to stay in jail awaiting trial and want to be released as quickly as 

possible.  In addition, jail overcrowding from failing to timely release 

appropriate defendants can cost thousands of dollars to local governments 

(Osborn, 2002).  Alternatively, society has competing interests such as 

insuring that the defendant will appear for court, insuring the defendant will 

obey the law if released, and protecting the public from the defendant (Ex 

parte Watson, 2000; In re Hulin, 2000).   

Victims are especially interested in the bail decision because of 

personal concerns ranging from issues such as safety and wanting immediate 

payback for the harm to them to often trying to obtain the defendant’s release 

as quickly as possible.  Often the bail decision is one of the first opportunities 

a victim has to become involved in the formal decision-making part of the 
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criminal justice system.  Because of these two factors, the bail decision is a 

critical point in the criminal justice system and is a point where victims often 

excerpt influence.  

Generally, the defendant is released only after he or she posts 

sufficient bail.  Bail is security given in exchange for the release of a person 

charged with a crime to insure his or her future attendance at court. Black’s 

Law Dictionary.  Tex. Code Crim Proc. Art. 170.01 (1965) “Bail is the 

security given by the accused that he will appear and answer before the 

proper court the accusations brought against him.”  A defendant makes bail 

by posting a bail bond, which is a written promise to appear before the proper 

court to answer the charges brought against him or her Tex. Code Crim Proc. 

Art. 17.02 (1965).  There are four basic types of bail bonds – a personal bond, 

a surety bond, a cash deposit bond, and a cash bond.   

A personal bond is when the defendant is released based only on his 

personal promise to appear without any sureties Tex. Code Crim Proc. Art. 

17.02 (1995).   There is little or no monetary cost associated with a personal 

bond since it is based on a personal promise to appear.  As a result, a personal 

bond is the preferred way to be released from jail.   

The next two methods of posting bail are through a cash bond and a 

cash deposit bond.  A cash bond is when the defendant deposits cash with the 

appropriate agency equal to the amount of the bail in lieu of having sureties.  

A cash deposit bond is when the defendant deposits a percent of the face 

value of the bond with the appropriate agency in lieu of having sureties Tex. 
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Code Crim Proc. Art. 17.02 (1965).  At the conclusion of the prosecution, the 

cash deposited is returned to the defendant.   

A surety bond is a written undertaking entered into by the defendant 

and his sureties for the appearance of the defendant in court (Tex. Code Crim 

Proc. Art. 17.02 (1965).  In order to obtain a surety bond, the defendant must 

retain a bail bondsman, or an attorney, to post the surety bond with the 

appropriate agency.  A surety bond is the least preferable way to post bond 

because it costs a significant amount to hire a bail bondsman or an attorney to 

make a surety bond and this money is not returned to the defendant. 

The criminal justice participants that directly participate in the bail 

decision are the investigating officer, the magistrate judge, and the pre-trial 

officer.  The investigating officer is responsible for filing a probable cause 

affidavit every time the officer arrests a defendant - either with or without a 

warrant.  The probable cause affidavit (PC) is a sworn document filed with 

the magistrate court that explains the facts that gave the officer legal cause to 

make an arrest.  If the arrest is made with a warrant, the probable cause 

affidavit serves as the factual basis for the judge to issue a warrant (Tex. 

Code Crim Proc. Art. 14.06, 1997).  

After the Judge makes the probable cause determination, the 

magistrate judge makes an initial determination of the bail amount based on 

the facts alleged in the probable cause affidavit. This decision includes 

whether and how much bail will be set, whether there will be any conditions 

of bail, and whether personal bond will be granted or a surety bond required.  
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The defendant is then arraigned and has the opportunity to make bail.  The 

defendant can also hire a lawyer to assist in obtaining the defendant’s release 

by discussing the case with the judge, the pre-trial officer, the investigating 

officer, and often the victim.   

BACKGROUND INFORMATION – PLEA NEGOTIATIONS AND PLEA BARGAINS 

A plea bargain is an agreement between the prosecuting attorney and 

the defendant, acting through the defense attorney, which specifies that the 

defendant will plead guilty to a specified offense in exchange for some 

benefit such as s reduced penalty or a conviction to a less serious crime.  The 

plea bargain benefits the State because there is a conviction without the time, 

trouble, and expense of a trial.  The plea bargain is good for the defendant 

because he or she receives a reduced sentence or is convicted of a less serious 

crime. 

A plea bargain is arrived at through the process of plea negotiations.  

During the negotiation process, the defendant’s goal is to reduce the potential 

harm that could result from tempting fate with either a bench or jury trial.  

Conversely, the prosecutor’s goal during the negotiation process is to “do 

Justice.”  A successful plea negotiation is concluded with the defendant 

entering the plea, the judge approving the agreement, the defendant being 

convicted and punished, and the case being concluded. 

Successful plea negotiations depend on the prosecutor, the judge, the 

defense attorney, and the defendant being able to make an intelligent decision 
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about the “value of the case.”  Case value depends on several factors 

including the seriousness of the crime, the extent of injuries, the background 

of the defendant, and the strength of the evidence.  The attorneys combine 

their knowledge of these factors with their experience and education and 

arrive at their opinion about the value of the case.  They then conduct plea 

negotiations based on their opinion of this value.  As a general rule, the judge 

approves the plea agreement since the attorneys are more familiar with the 

case than the judge. 

SENTENCE TYPES 

There are three basic types of criminal sentences: a fine only, 

probation, and incarceration.  A fine is a monetary payment as a penalty.  

Probation is the placement of a defendant under court supervision (Tex. Code 

Crim Proc. Art. 42.12§2, 1997).  Incarceration is confinement in either a local 

jail or state prison (Tex. Code Crim Proc. Art. 2.18, 1966).   

The range of punishment depends on the category of offense.  The 

range of punishment for a Class ‘C’ Misdemeanor is punishable by a fine not 

to exceed $500.00 (Tex. Penal Code §12.23, 1997). The range of punishment 

for a Class ‘B’ Misdemeanor is punishable by a fine not to exceed $2,000.00 

and/or confinement in the county jail not to exceed 180 days  (Tex. Penal 

Code §12.22, 1997). The range of punishment for a Class ‘A’ Misdemeanor 

is punishable by a fine not to exceed $4,000.00  and/or confinement in the 

county jail not to exceed one year (Tex. Penal Code §12.21, 1997).  
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The punishment range for a felony includes confinement in prison. 

The range of punishment for a State Jail Felony Misdemeanor is punishable 

by a fine not to exceed $10,000.00 and confinement in the state jail of not 

more than two years and not less than 180 days (Tex. Penal Code §12.35, 

1997). The range of punishment for a third degree felony is punishable by a 

fine not to exceed $10,000.00 and confinement in prison of not more than ten 

years and not less than two years (Tex. Penal Code §12.34, 1997). The range 

of punishment for a second degree felony is punishable by a fine not to 

exceed $10,000.00 and confinement in prison of not more than twenty years 

and not less than two years (Tex. Penal Code §12.33, 1997). The range of 

punishment for a first degree felony is punishable by a fine not to exceed 

$10,000.00 and confinement in prison of not more than 99 years, or life and 

not less than five years (Tex. Penal Code §12.32, 1997).  The punishment for 

a capital felony is either execution or in prison (Tex. Penal Code §12.31, 

1997).   

Regular probation is a term of probation assessed after a defendant 

has been convicted (Tex. Code Crim Proc. Art. 4  2.12§2, 1997).  In a 

sentence of deferred adjudication, the judge defers or puts off a finding of 

guilty pending successful completion of probation (Tex. Code Crim Proc. 

Art. 42.12§5, 1997).  To be eligible for probation the defendant must not 

have previously been convicted of a felony (Tex. Code Crim Proc. Art. 

42.12§4, 1997).  
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A sentence of deferred adjudication has both a benefit and a 

detriment.  The benefit is that if the defendant successfully completes 

deferred adjudication, the case is dismissed and the defendant does not have a 

conviction on his or her record.  The detriment is that the judge has the full 

range of punishment available if the defendant violates the terms of 

probation.  In other words, a defendant can be on deferred adjudication for 10 

years for a first degree felony and, if he violates the terms of probation, can 

be sentenced to up to life in prison (Tex. Code Crim Proc. Art. 42.12§5, 

1997).  

There are significant limits on the judge’s ability to grant regular 

probation.  If a defendant is convicted of murder, capital murder, indecency 

with a child, aggravated kidnapping, aggravated sexual assault, aggravated 

robbery, an aggravated drug offense, or if the defendant used a deadly 

weapon, the judge cannot grant regular probation (Tex. Code Crim Proc. Art. 

42.12§3g, 1997) but can usually grant deferred adjudication (Tex. Code Crim 

Proc. Art. 42.12§5, 1997). The jury can grant regular probation in any case 

except capital murder (Tex. Code Crim Proc. Art. 42.12§4, 1997).  

VARIOUS COURT PROCEDURES 

The first court appearance after being charged with an offense is the 

arraignment (Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Art. 26.01, 1997). The purpose of the 

arraignments is to fix the defendant’s identity, enter a plea, and make sure the 

defendant has an attorney (Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Art. 26.02, 1997).  If the 
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defendant does not have an attorney, the court determines indecency status 

and appoints an attorney (Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Art. 26.03, 1997). 

The next step in the legal process is a pre-trial hearing (Tex. Code 

Crim. Proc. Art. 28.01, 1997). The purpose of the pre-trial hearing is to hear 

preliminary matters such as discovery, motions to suppress, and motions to 

change venue (Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Art. 26.03, 1997).  The defendant also 

has the opportunity to enter a guilty plea at the pre-trial stage. 

The end stage of the prosecution begins with a docket call.  Docket 

call is a hearing before the judge where the prosecutor, the defense attorney, 

and often the defendant appear before the judge to discuss the status of the 

case. At docket call the parties announce whether the case will be resolved 

through a guilty plea, a bench trial, or a jury trial. A bench trial is a contested 

non-jury trial held before the judge with the judge as the finder of fact.  A 

jury trial is a trial held with a jury.  The final stage of the prosecution is the 

appeal if the defendant is convicted. 

FAMILY VIOLENCE PROCEDURES 

Family violence cases have their own unique proceedings that begins 

with the arrest.  There is an exception to the requirement for a warrant to 

arrest a defendant  for family violence.  Under this exception, an officer can 

arrest a person who the officer has probable cause to believe has committed 

family violence (Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Art. 14.03, 1997).  There is no 

similar except for other crimes. 
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Another unique procedure is the option for a protective order.  A 

protective order is an order by a magistrate requiring a person accused of 

committing family violence to stay away from the victim (Tex. Code Crim. 

Proc. Art. 17.292, 1997).  The violation of a protective order is a crime (Tex. 

Penal Code §25.07, 1997).   
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APPENDIX II. DATA 

The Victim is A Party to the Prosecution 

THE VICTIM IS A PARTY TO THE BONDING DECISION 

1. Observational Data 
September 9, 2000 - Central Booking Facility.  A lawyer came in with a lady, 
motioned to the lady to sit down, and went into the judge’s office.  The 
lawyer told the judge he was here with the sister of a man who was arrested 
at the Driskoll last night for family violence.  The judge asked who it was and 
the lawyer said the name.  The judge said she remembered the case and the 
reason the bond was so high was the defendant was from Florida.  Since he 
was from out of state, he would not get a personal bond.  The lawyer began 
talking to the judge about what type of bond she would be happy with – the 
lawyer wanted a cash deposit bond.  The Judge said she could consider a cash 
deposit bond but she wanted to talk to the victim before she decided.  The 
lawyer said he would go see of he could get her here.  The said:  “The PC 
affidavit doesn’t look so bad but I’ve got to talk to her first.  I’ve got to do 
my job.”  About 20 minutes later the lawyer came in with the victim.  The 
judge and the victim went into the courtroom next door to talk.  About 5 
minutes later the judge and the victim came out.  The judge sat in her chair 
and the victim went outside.  The judge told the lawyer that the victim is 
really scared of him.  The lawyer said that the defendant said she was the 
aggressor.  The judge said that she wanted to work out a deal but she needed 
to protect the victim.  The judge than said the victim wanted to check out of 
the motel, catch a 3:00 plane, and fly back to Fla.  The lawyer said he could 
get the Defendant to sign over his property to the sister and the sister could 
give the victim the key to the car and the house.  The judge said let me talk to 
her again.  The lawyer went and got the victim and the judge and the victim 
went back into the courtroom.  The judge came out and told the lawyer OK 
but the victim is still afraid of the defendant.  “I am going to approve a 10% 
cash deposit bond but I am going to order a four hour delay to give her a 
chance to get back to Fla.  The lawyer said he def is not going to leave until 
tomorrow and the judge said “I’ll have to tell her that.”  The lawyer went and 
got the victim and the judge and the victim went back into the courtroom.  
The judge came out and told the lawyer: “OK”   
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November, 12, 2000. Central Booking. A lady in the mid-forties came 
walking up to the pre-trial services office.  She was crying and said her 
husband was in jail for assaulting her and she wanted him out.  The female 
PTO started talking to her and asked what happened.  The lady said there was 
a fight last night and the neighbors called the cops and the arrested him. She 
did not want him arrested and told the cop but they arrested him anyway.  
The PTO gave her a form to complete.  The lady went to a chair, still crying, 
and completed the form.  After she completed the form the lady took it to the 
PTO.  The PTO looked at the form and asked the lady some questions.  The 
PTO asked:  Did he hurt you?  Are you afraid of him?  Do you think he will 
get even with you if he gets out?  Do you want him out?  The PTO then 
explained that the lady had the right to have an “Emergency Protective 
Order” and explained what that was.  The lady said she did not want one that 
“All she wanted was him out.”  The PTO then told her about the Womens’ 
shelters, counseling for both of them, and that the Defendant would have to 
go to violence classes as a condition of bond.  The lady said she did not 
wasn’t him to go to classes but the PTO said “that’s our standard practice on 
family violence cases.”  The PTO than asked the lady if “he would get 
revenge because he had to go to classes?  The lady said no.  The PTO told the 
lady that the Defendant was scheduled to go see he judge at 2:00 and he 
would be getting out 4 – 6 hours after that.  The lady cried some more, went 
to sit down, and told the PTO that she would wait 
 
October 10, 2001 – District Court: The Court was conducting a hearing on 
the defense attorney’s Motion to Withdraw as the defendant’s attorney.  The 
Defendant charged with aggravated assault. The reasons given for the 
withdrawal are the defendant has not paid and the defendant has not been in 
contact with the attorney.  The judge signed the order allowing the attorney to 
withdraw.  After the judge signed the order, the prosecutor said: “Can we 
raise the bond because the victim is afraid as long as the defendant is out of 
jail.”  The judge raised the bond from $3,500 cash to $100,000. 
 
September 3, 2000 - Central Booking facility on Austin, Travis County, 
Texas.  The Central Booking facility is the place where an arrested person is 
first taken for processing – reading rights, arraignment, bail, etc. I observed 
the personal bond office at the central booking facility.  The personal bond 
office makes arrangements for defendants to be released on personal bond for 
minor offenses.  Personal bond is where a Defendant is released based solely 
on the promise to appear in court.  The pre-trial officers interview the 
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defendants, read the probable cause affidavit, interview the victims, examine 
the defendant’s criminal history, and recommend to the judge whether the 
defendant should be released on personal bond.  Of ten, the personal bond 
contains conditions such as drug/alcohol evaluation, anger management 
classes, interlock device, or stay away from the victim.    The judge then 
other approves or disapproves the recommendation. 
 
%%%%%%%% 2002, - District Court:  The Court was conducting a bond 
reduction hearing held in a Travis County District Court.  The Defendant was 
in jail after being charged with Aggravated Assault with serious Bodily injury 
because he could not afford to make a bail in the amount of $50,000.00.  The 
defendant wanted the bail reduced o $10,000.00.  The Defendant testified that 
he was 49 years old, a lifelong resident of the county, was employed, and had 
never been convicted of any crime.  The defendant also admitted that he 
assaulted the victim but he assaulted him because of ‘sudden passion’ 
because he believed the victim had raped the defendant’s girlfriend.  The 
prosecutor presented evidence from the victim that he had been in the 
intensive care unit of the hospital for 10 days.  The victim also testified that 
he was afraid the defendant would attack him again because of the alleged 
rape.  During argument, the defense attorney argued that the defendant was 
entitled to a bail reduction because of the close ties to the community, the 
lack of a prior record, and was working.  The prosecutor argued that bond 
should not be reduced because of the nature and extent of the victim’s 
injuries of the crime and the likelihood of future violence against the victim.  
At the conclusion of the arguments, the judge denied the motion to reduce 
bail ruling that “the likelihood of future violence against the victim” did not 
warrant a bail reduction. 
 
%%%%%%  2001, - District Court.  The Court was conducting a bond 
reduction in a case where the defendant was charged with aggravated assault 
causing serious bodily injury.  The bond was set at $25,000.00 and the 
defendant wanted it reduced to an amount that he could make.  During the 
hearing, the defendant testified that he had loved in the county for over ten 
years, was married, and had two children. The defendant also testified that he 
could raise $1,000.00 and was able to make a $10,000 surety or a $1,000.00 
cash bond.  The prosecutor elicited the following evidence from the victim: 
I’ve known him for a couple of years. We got into an argument and he hit me 
with a baseball bat, broke my arm, and I was in the hospital for over a week 
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with injuries.  I am lucky to be alive and afraid that if he gets out he will hurt 
me again.  The judge denied the request to reduce bail. 
 
September 3, 2000, Central Booking.  A lawyer came into the judge’s office 
and told the judge that he represented a defendant who was charged with a 
drug possession charge committed while he was on parole.  After looking at 
the personal bond data sheet the judge said that she remembered the case and 
she set the bond at $15,000 because the defendant was on parole and it was a 
drug case. The lawyer said the pre-trial officer had recommended against a 
personal bond. The lawyer asked the judge if she would consider a cash bond.  
The judge asked how much and the lawyer said, “How about a $150.00 cash 
bond?”  The Judge looked at the paperwork again and responded, “O.K.” 
 
December %%, 2001, Central Booking.  The judge was sitting in the office.  
There was also a lawyer that I knew worked for the victim services section of 
the Austin Police Department and another person sitting in the office.  The 
judge left the office to go onto the courtroom.  After the judge left, I asked 
the lawyers what they were doing.  The lawyer I knew told me she was 
leaving the department and was training another lawyer to take her place. As 
I was waiting for the judge, the lawyers were reviewing a stack of files in 
front of them.   I asked them what they were doing and they said they were 
reviewing domestic violence files to see if the victim had any problems with 
the defendant being released on bond, extent of injuries, and whether the 
victim thought she would be in danger if the defendant were released.  They 
also they told me they were asking the victim whether she wanted a 
protective order.  As they were discussing the files, one of the lawyers would 
pick up the telephone and make a phone call.  When someone answered, she 
would ask for (the victim) and question her about the case.  I asked what they 
did with the information and they said that the judge takes it into account 
when setting bond and deciding whether the bond should have conditions.  
They also told me that if the victim requests a protective order, they file it 
and have it served on the defendant. 
 
December %%, 2001, Central Booking.  The judge came back into the office 
after court.  He began reviewing a stack of complaints for the purpose of 
making a probable cause determination and setting the amount of bond.  As 
he was making notations about the bond amount, he would sometimes write 
something other that the bond amount. I asked him what he was doing and he 
said he was ordering bond conditions on those cases that needed them. I 
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asked like what cases and he said “Usually they are interlock devices for 
subsequent DWI’s.  Sometimes they are domestic violence cases where they 
defendant needs to stay away from the victim.”  I then asked about the 
protective orders and he said “We issue protective orders when the victim 
wants one.  Sometimes we can’t do a protective order but the victim still 
wants the defendant to stay away so we can only do bond conditions.” 
 
September 9, 2000 – Central Booking.  The Central Booking facility is the 
place where an arrested person is first taken for processing – reading rights, 
arraignment, bail, etc.  While at this facility, the defendant is also interviewed 
for personal bond by a pre-trial services officer.  Personal bond is also known 
as personal recognizance where a defendant is released solely on the promise 
to appear for court at a later date.  The pre-trial officers interview the 
defendants, read the probable cause affidavit, interview the victims, examine 
the defendant’s criminal history, and recommend to the judge whether the 
defendant should be released on personal bond. The judge then other 
approves or disapproves the recommendation.  Often, the personal bond 
contains conditions such as drug/alcohol evaluation, anger management 
classes, interlock device, or stay away from the victim.  
 
February &&, 2002 – County Court.  The judge was conducting court on 
various matters such as arraignments, guilty pleas, and sentencing.  An 
attorney approached the bench and told the judge he had a personal bond and 
he wanted to talk to the judge about it. The judge asked what kind of case it 
was and the lawyer said the defendant was in jail on a telephone harassment 
charge and personal bond would not approve it because the defendant was 
currently on probation for assault.  The judge asked whether he harassed the 
same person he was on probation for assaulting.  The attorney said yes.  The 
judge said, “I am not approving a personal bond and have him get out and 
hurt her again.” 
 
January 28, 2003 – County Court: The judge was holding a hearing on a 
Motion to Reduce Bond. The defendant was charged with Violation of 
Protective Order, a Class A Misdemeanor, and the bond was set by the 
Justice of the Peace at $50,000.00.  According to the defense attorney, the 
facts as alleged by the prosecutor were the defendant and the victim both 
lived in Houston and were dating for a year from January 2001 to January 
2002 when the victim wanted to break up with the defendant.  The defendant 
did not want to break up and began harassing the victim.  The harassment 
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culminated in the defendant breaking into the victim’s house one night.  The 
victim obtained a protective order in Harris County and moved here to go to 
school.  The defendant began harassing the defendant.  These charges arose 
out of two telephone calls that were traced to the defendant’s cell phone.  The 
defendant was charged with Violation of Protective Order, a Class A 
Misdemeanor, and the bond was set by the Justice of the Peace at $50,000.00.  
When asked why the bond was so high, the defense attorney said the victim’s 
mother called the JP when the defendant was arrested and requested a high 
bond because they were afraid.  During the hearing, the defendant’s father 
and mother testified about the amount of money available to pay a bondsman 
and that if the defendant were released, he would return to Houston and not 
bother the victim.  The victim testified about what happened and that “I am 
fearful that something would happen if he gets out.”  She also testified, “I 
fear him because at one point he can be the nicest person and the next point 
he can be very violent.  He threatened to kill me if I dated someone else.” She 
also testified, that she feels safe because he is in jail.”  During argument, the 
prosecutor stated, “We owe it to the victim to keep him in jail because the 
only time the victim is not afraid has been when the defendant was 
incarcerated.  The victim needs to feel safe.”  The judge took the ruling under 
advisement.  The following day the judge was asked what decision was 
made.  The Judge said, “I know the bond is high but I did not lower it 
because of the victim’s safety issues.” 
December 18, 2002 – Travis County Court at Law: The defendant was 
accused of assaulting his live-in girlfriend and his lawyer was asking for 
either personal bond or to have the bond reduced. The lawyer approached the 
bench and the defense asked for a personal bond because the personal bond 
office recommended against it. The judge asked the prosecutor what the 
victim wanted and the prosecutor replied that her file showed the victim was 
afraid of the defendant and did not want him out.  The defense attorney stated 
that they no longer lived together, she had moved in with her parents, and he 
had a good job he needed to keep. The judge asked the prosecutor if this was 
true and she replied “yes.” The judge then granted personal bond with the 
condition that the defendant receive counseling. 
Central Booking – The judge was in the courtroom magistrating defendants 
and there was a lawyer in the waiting area waiting for the judge.  I asked him 
what he had and he said he represented a person who was arrested in Texas 
on a Nevada warrant alleging the defendant had written $180,000 worth of 
bad checks to a Las Vegas casino.  The lawyer said the warrant had the 
notation: “$180,000.00 cash bond or $1,800,000.00 surety bond.”  The 
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lawyer said he was going to try to talk the judge into not following the 
recommendation of the Nevada warrant and try to have his client released on 
a reasonable bond.  The judge finished with court and went into his office.  
The lawyer and I went into the judge’s office and the other lawyer talked to 
the judge about the bond.  The judge refused to lower the bond.  The 
following week I followed up by calling the lawyer and asked him what 
happened.  He told me that the defendant was released after wiring the Las 
Vegas D.A. a restitution payment of $30,000.00 and agreeing to a monthly 
schedule to pay the remaining restitution.  I asked him if this was the first 
case like this he had.  The lawyer said that somehow his firm has ended up 
with several of these cases recently.  He noted that he always tries to get the 
judge to lower the bond but has not been successful.  He stated all of these 
cases end up one of two ways.  First, the defendant makes an up-front 
payment, agrees to pay out the rest, and is released.  Second, the defendant 
stays in jail until the extradition time runs out and then is released to be re-
arrested later. 
 
District Court Hays County.  The judge was conducting a hearing on a Writ 
of Habeas Corpus seeking to have the bond reduced or the charges dismissed.  
The defendant was in jail based on a warrant out of Las Vegas for bad 
checks.  The warrant recommended a $235,000.00 cash bond or a 
$235,000,000.00 surety bond.  The Justice of the Peace followed the 
recommendation and set the bond accordingly.  After the hearing the District 
Judge refused to lower the bond.  After the hearing, I asked the lawyer how 
he got involved in the case.  He told me that the defendant was one of his 
regular clients who went top Las Vegas and “lost his mind” gambling and 
wrote a series of hot checks.  I asked him what his client was going to do and 
he said “wait in jail until the come get him or they let him out after the 
extradition time runs out.” About six weeks later I saw the lawyer in court 
and asked him what happened on this case.  He said the defendant eventually 
got out because the extradition time ran out.  The defendant then hired a Las 
Vegas Attorney to try to resolve the case.  I asked him the name of the 
attorney and he told me.  I called the Las Vegas lawyer, told him who I was 
and what I was doing, and asked him what happened in this case.  He told me 
that the defendant made a “substantial” payment and agreed to payout the 
rest.  I asked him if he had many of these cases and he laughed and said “ 
Yes, and they all turn out like this one.  The defendant is arrested, waits in 
jail, gets released, and makes a deal.” He closed by stating, “The Las Vegas 
D.A.’s office is the best debt collection agency in the country.” 
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2. Interview Data 
 
December %%, 2001 – Interview with Magistrate Judge at Central Booking:  
Q: What do you consider when setting bonds in cases with victims? 
A: I look at the p.c. affidavit, the defendant’s record, the injuries, and the 
victim’s story. 
Q: What weight do you give the injuries and the victim’s version? 
A: Every case is different but I owe it to the victim to consider the injuries.  
Q: Do you routinely set higher bonds in victim cases? 
A: Most of the time? 
Q: Why? 
A: I want the defendant to know he cannot get out so easy after he hurts 
someone. 
 
%%%%%% District Court.  – Interview with District Judge after bond 
hearing. 
Q: Why did you deny the motion to reduce bond? 
A: The victim’s safety. 
Q: Do you think bonds are higher in victim cases? 
A: Probably a little. 
Q: Why? 
A: The public expects higher bonds on violent crimes.” 
 
September 3, 2000 – Interview with Magistrate Judge at Central Booking:  
Q: What do you consider when setting bonds in cases with victims? 
A: The CCH, the facts, and the victim’s injuries. 
Q: Do you routinely set higher bonds in victim cases? 
A: Usually. 
Q: Why?  
A: I do not want him to get out and hurt someone again. 
 
Interview with pre-trial officer 
Q: Do you handle cases with victims different from non-victim cases? 
A: Yes. 
Q: How? 
A: We contact the victim in every case before we decide to recommend a 
personal bond. 
Q: Why? 
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A: If the victim does not want the defendant out usually do not recommend a 
personal bond. 
Q: Why? 
A: That is our policy, no exceptions. 
Do you always follow this policy? 
A: Yes, I don’t want to get fired. 
Q: What do you think about this policy? 
A: I think it is OK. I’m not going to let him out on my own and find out later 
that he beat her up again. 
Q: What happens if the victim does not agree to a personal bond? 
A: We recommend against it. 
Q: Do you know of a time when a defendant was granted a personal bond 
over the victim’s wishes? 
A: No. 

4. Documents 
The Austin American Statesman, October 17, 2002  
Byline: Jason Spencer,   
HEADLINE: Judge reduces UT student's bail Friends testify that victim, also 
a student, instigated fatal fight  
A University of Texas senior charged with beating another student to death 
with a metal rod could be released from jail as early as today, now that a 
judge has reduced his $500,000 bail to $100,000. 
Retired state District Judge Tom Blackwell lowered the bail for Ryan Grady 
after a hearing Wednesday in which two of Grady's friends testified that 
Johnathan Flobeck instigated the fight that led to his death. Police have cited 
other witnesses who have said Grady and his friends started the argument. 
Those witnesses also have said Grady blindsided Flobeck with a single 
deadly blow before any punches were thrown. Grady, 22, has been jailed 
since his arrest Oct. 5. Austin police say Grady hit 19-year-old Flobeck in the 
head with a Club, a vehicle anti-theft device, during a fight in the Melrose 
Apartments parking lot in Southeast Austin. The confrontation began because 
Flobeck and his friends were in the way as Grady's friend tried to park his 
car, police say. Flobeck was leaving a birthday party at the apartments off 
Riverside Drive.  
Two of Grady's friends who were in the car testified that Flobeck started the 
fight by jumping on the car hood. They also said he was shouting expletives 
while his friends pounded on the sides of the car. 
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Grady's lawyer, Chris Gunter, said his client could post bail as early as today. 
Grady faces up to life in prison if convicted of murder.  
Blackwell also heard from Grady's older brother, a sheriff's deputy from their 
hometown of Clark, N.J. Pat Grady said his brother dreamed of attending UT 
from a young age.  
"He was in the eighth grade, and he told the family he was going to go to the 
University of Texas," Pat Grady said.  
Ryan Grady was an all-state high school athlete in baseball and soccer in 
New Jersey, his brother said. He spent the 2001 school year studying abroad 
in Taiwan.  
Pat Grady said his brother has no criminal history and is not a flight risk.  
"We're not the kind of people who would allow that to happen," he said, 
glancing toward Flobeck's family seated in the courtroom. "This has been 
incredibly hard for the family. I know it doesn't compare to the other family, 
and our hearts bleed for them."  
Blackwell rejected a prosecutor's argument that Grady, a New Jersey native 
with international travel experience and fluency in Chinese, might flee the 
country if released.  
Grady's friends -- both UT students -- also said Flobeck and his friends 
started the fight by yelling obscenities after they were asked to step aside so 
the car could pass.  
"There was a bunch of talk, a lot of expletives," said UT senior John Farrell, 
20. Farrell said Grady had been drinking Wild Turkey whiskey before the 
incident and that Grady exchanged words with Flobeck and the others.  
Farrell said he eventually drove around the crowd but made a wrong turn in 
the sprawling apartment complex. Farrell told the judge that when he turned 
the car around, he saw that Flobeck and his friends were coming toward 
them.  
"They converged on the car, and a couple of them were hitting on the sides," 
Farrell said. "Johnathan jumped on the hood. . . . He may have been 
screaming something."  
Shanthi Ramanathan, 20, who was in the car, said Farrell then drove to her 
nearby apartment. Farrell stayed there, and Ramanathan said she begged 
Grady and his roommate, Jared Espree, to come inside, but they were still 
angry 
"They were going to go back and see those guys," Ramanathan said. "I didn't 
think it was going to get violent at all."  
 
Corpus Christi Caller-Times,  October 17, 2002  
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Byline: Mary Moreno 
 
HEADLINE: Bond reduction request denied Victim's mother says she fears 
accused gunman would go after her family  
District Judge Martha Huerta on Wednesday denied bond reduction for a 19-
year-old man accused of gunning down 20-year-old Moises Elizalde Jr. on 
July 17. During a hearing in the 319th district courtroom, Elizalde's mother, 
Linda, testified that she feared that if Mario Padia's $250,000 bond were 
reduced and he were freed, he would come after her and her family.  
"When he came back to shoot, I was out there, my husband was out there," 
she said tearfully recalling the morning her son died in her arms. "If he's out 
there, who's to say he's not coming back." Elizalde's lawyers argued that their 
client deserved to have his bond reduced because the Corpus Christi man had 
never been convicted of any crime and was one semester away from 
graduating from Moody High School.  
According to police affidavits, Padia, Nicolus R. Smith, 20,and William 
Marquez, 21, drove by Elizalde's home three times at about 3 a.m. on July 17 
shooting at least 20 rounds in its direction.  
Smith, Marquez and Padia were arrested and charged with murder and deadly 
conduct. They remain in custody at the Nueces County Jail on $250,000 bond 
each.  
Linda Elizalde initially rejected reports that her son was involved with gangs, 
but she testified Wednesday that Moises was a gang member.  
Even though the shooting involved two documented gang members - Elizalde 
and Smith - police have said they do not believe Elizalde's murder was gang 
related.  
Padia testified that Elizalde and members of his gang had threatened him 
many times before July 17.  
Padia said Elizalde had warned him that if he ever saw him, one of them 
would die.  
Assistant District Attorney James Sales said that while Padia's family had 
requested police intervention on other matters, no one ever called to report 
the threats Elizalde made to Padia. 
 
San Antonio Express-News,  September 8, 2000  
Byline: Adolfo Pesquera   
HEADLINE: Bond is reduced in child sex case; Pair face charges involving 
at least 3 young victims  
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BODY: A couple whose three children were taken from them after they were 
charged with inducing sexual performance by a child obtained bond 
reductions Tuesday on new charges.  
The father, 39, and mother, 33, posted bonds of $50,000 and $150,000, 
respectively, after their April 12 arrests on the inducing sexual performance 
charges.  
But grand jury indictments were issued Thursday and the couple were again 
arrested Monday. The husband was being held on a bond of $500,000 for five 
counts of aggravated sexual assault of a child in which two underage girls 
who are not his children were named.   The wife was held on a bond of 
$500,000 on a charge of indecency by sexual contact with a third underage 
girl, also not her child.    
She also was charged with retaliation for threatening harm to a sister the state 
named as a prospective witness. Another bond of $15,000 was set on that 
charge.  
A judge reduced the husband's bond to $150,000 and the wife's to $100,000.  
The San Antonio Express-News is not naming the couple to protect the 
children's identity.  
During a bond hearing in 226th District Court before visiting Judge Pat 
Priest, prosecuting attorney Charles Bunk objected to a reduction by claiming 
their strong family ties in Mexico made them flight risks.  
Bunk alleges the defendants have committed sexual acts with at least five 
children. The basis of the state's charge comes in part from two confiscated 
homemade videotapes that show numerous sexual situations involving 
children ranging in age from about 7 to the early teens.  
The husband's attorney, Roy Barrera Sr., had asked for a bond of not more 
than $50,000. John Carroll, the wife's attorney, asked for a bond of not more 
than $25,000.  
"There is a parental termination lawsuit," besides the criminal charges, 
Carroll noted. "She has had the opportunity to go to Mexico and say goodbye 
to this whole thing. She has not. She is going to stay and fight for her 
children." 
The couple were questioned extensively about their ability to post the larger 
bonds, but the wife testified her primary income was a modest $2,000 a 
month she earned selling clothes and toys at a flea market. 
Priest reviewed excerpts from the tape before making a decision on the bond 
reduction. One tape was dated as recorded Jan. 20, 1994, and the other as 
recorded Nov. 30, 1997.  
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The bond hearing was to be followed by a hearing on parental termination 
before Associate Judge Peter Sakai to consider whether the children - ages 5, 
10 and 11 - should be placed with their paternal uncle. 
Sakai reset the hearing to today 
 
The Houston Chronicle September 03, 1998,  
Byline: JAMES PINKERTON  
HEADLINE: Rodriguez free on bail in shooting; Singer's lawyer says victim 
was intruder  
SABINAL - As family and friends packed a church here Wednesday to bury 
a man allegedly shot and killed by country-western star Johnny Rodriguez, 
one of the mourners claimed the singer shot at his uncle in a previous 
incident three weeks ago.  
But in San Antonio, defense attorney Alan Brown continued to insist that the 
victim, 26-year-old Israel "Bosco" Borrego, was drunk and in Rodriguez's 
mother's home without permission at 4:30 a.m. Saturday. Brown said the 
singer shot the man because he thought he was an intruder.  
Brown also said Rodriguez, 46, was freed from the Uvalde County jail 
shortly after 4 p.m. Wednesday after a state district judge reduced bail, 
initially set at $ 250,000, to $ 50,000. The lawyer said he had no knowledge 
of the reports of an earlier shooting by his client, but doubted they were true. 
San Antonio television station KSAT reported Wednesday that District 
Attorney Tony Hackebeil confirmed that police investigated a report that 
Rodriguez shot at an individual in Sabinal several weeks ago. Hackebeil 
could not be reached for comment later Wednesday, and Sabinal police 
referred questions about the shooting to the prosecutor.  
However, one of those attending Borrego's funeral at St. Patrick Catholic 
Church here was Pete Musquez Jr., also a Sabinal resident. Musquez said an 
uncle - whom he declined to identify - was shot at by Rodriguez during a 
gathering approximately three weeks ago.  
"I just know he took a couple of shots at my uncle, and someone knocked the 
gun out of his hand," Musquez said, as he waited to join Borrego's funeral 
procession to the town's Catholic cemetery.  
Both incidents evidently took place at the small wood-frame home on 
Pickford Street that belongs to Rodriguez's mother, who now lives in a 
nursing home in San Antonio. The modest home, with yellow paint peeling 
from the walls and empty chairs sitting in a carport, was the site of a number 
of impromptu drinking parties hosted in recent weeks by the famous singer, 
townspeople said.  
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"Lots of guys would gather around there, and sing and drink beer," said Juan 
Rodriguez, who is not related to the singer and who played softball with 
Borrego. "Johnny would invite people to go over and party with him. There 
was nothing weird about it." 
The boyish-faced singer helped put this South Texas ranching and farming 
community of 1,500 residents on the map with his rapid rise to fame in the 
early 1970s. He had 15 top 10 hits, including his trademark "Pass Me By (If 
You're Only Passing Through)", after his musical talent was discovered while 
he was jailed for stealing a goat. 
Outside the church Wednesday, relatives of the slain man hoped his four 
brothers would not take the law into their own hands.  
"They're really upset, the brothers are," said Jesus Flores, a barber from 
Uvalde whose wife is a cousin of the Borrego clan.  
"They're just going to have to go with the flow and see what the judges and 
the lawyers come up with . . . . I hope they don't do anything because there's 
been enough trouble as it is." 
After Rodriguez's release on bond late Wednesday, the next step in the 
criminal proceedings was unclear. 
Earlier in the week, the prosecutor said he planned to present evidence 
seeking a murder indictment to a Uvalde County grand jury today. But 
defense attorney Brown said Hackebeil told him on Wednesday that he would 
not be taking the case to the grand jury when it meets in regular session 
today.  
Brown said he considers the shooting justifiable, and said Borrego had 
broken into other homes in the area and has been repeatedly warned not to go 
into the Rodriguez home.  
Brown said Borrego was already inside the house when Rodriguez walked in: 
"He startled Johnny in his own home at 4:30 a.m., and he didn't have 
permission to be there."  
Brown disputed recent accounts by the victim's family that Rodriguez shot 
him several times during a fight outside the house, then dragged the body 
inside to make it look like a burglary. 
"They rationalize everything as to why there ought to be someone 
responsible, a victim mentality," Brown said of the family. "But I was raised 
by my parents not to go into people's homes without their permission. What 
they ought to be worried about is, he had a wife and two children and he was 
out drunk and going into people's homes."  
Borrego's death left his wife, Anita, a young widow trying to raise two 
children - Israel Borrego Jr., 8, and Lydia Borrego, 4 - while caring for her 
elderly father. 
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"It's pretty tough . . . it's real, real tragic," said Anita's older brother, Al 
Alejandro, a 38-year-old trucking company manager who lives in Abilene.  
He described his brother-in-law as "a good human being - he had a good 
heart, but he wasn't perfect." 
Alejandro said the family would not comment on remarks made about 
Borrego, and will rely on the criminal justice system to settle the matter.  
"We're going to put our faith in God and the system and let it run out on its 
own," he said.  
 
The Houston Chronicle, June 02, 2001 
 
Renee and Tony Mayoral, the parents of slaying victim Nathan Mayoral, 
display a photo button and tattoo in memory of their son, whose body was 
found in March. The Katy couple, along with supporters from the Laura 
Recovery Center, attended a bail hearing Friday for John Paul Marshall, who 
is charged in the killing. Marshall, 16 at the time of the slaying, will stand 
trial as an adult. The bail hearing was reset to June 22. 
 
GRAPHIC: Photo: Renee and Tony Mayoral, the parents of slaying victim 
Nathan Mayoral, display a photo button and tattoo in memory of their son, 
whose body was found in March. The Katy couple, along with supporters 
from the Laura Recovery Center, attended a bail hearing Friday for John Paul 
Marshall, who is charged in the killing. Marshall, 16 at the time of the 
slaying, will stand trial as an adult. The bail hearing was reset to June 22.; 
Steve Ueckert / Chronicle  
 
The Houston Chronicle,  January 23, 1999 
 
HEADLINE: Overcome by emotion; Bail $ 500,000 in slaying case; Too 
high, says defense lawyer BYLINE: STEVE BREWER 
State District Judge Joan Huffman set bail at $ 500,000 Friday for a man 
accused of abducting and beating to death a Houston waitress in November.  
But Jonathan David Drew, who is also accused of assaulting two other 
women in Galveston County, will not be able to make the bail, said defense 
attorney Dan Cogdell, who will ask Huffman to reduce the amount.  
Drew, 25, a League City mechanic who had lived in Austin since April, is 
charged with capital murder in the death of Tina Flood, 23. He was arrested 
Nov. 30 after a deputy constable stopped his pickup on FM 270 in the Clear 
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Lake area and found Flood, nearly nude, unconscious and severely injured on 
the front seat. She died Dec. 1 after life-support was discontinued.  

Drew was being held in the Harris County jail without bail, but his attorney 
requested a "proof evident" hearing in which prosecutors would have to show 
there is a probability Drew committed the crime and would get the death 
penalty.  
To avoid such a hearing - and giving Cogdell a peek at the state's case - 
prosecutor Joe Owmby filed a motion asking for $ 1 million bail.  
Even though Huffman cut that amount in half, Owmby said it was still 
enough to ensure that Drew did not get out of jail. Cogdell said Owmby's 
move was a good one, for now, but the discovery process will go forward 
anyway. Trial is set for July 19. Some of Flood's friends and relatives broke 
down in the courtroom Friday when Drew entered a plea of not guilty.  
Afterward, Betty Craker, Flood's grandmother, said that she felt like she had 
just come "face to face with the devil."  
"My family's been through total hell," a tearful Craker said. "(Flood) was our 
baby and we loved her and she was sweet and she was kind. Nobody deserves 
what she got."  
Craker said Drew has been linked to so many crimes that she wondered 
which one he was pleading not guilty to Friday.  
Drew has also been charged with aggravated sexual assault and aggravated 
attempted kidnapping in two League City cases. He's also been investigated 
for similar crimes in Austin.  
Cogdell said he's tired of the speculation surrounding Drew's possible 
connection to other cases.  
"What concerns me is that I'm hearing a bunch of rumors and a bunch of 
innuendo and I'm seeing no proof," Cogdell said. "And I'm getting a little 
tired of League City and the other counties trying their cases and leaking 
information to the media. If they've got a case, file it and try it in a 
courtroom. If not, shut up."  
Owmby said no final decision has been made on whether prosecutors will 
seek the death penalty for Flood's slaying, but that is what he will recommend 
to Harris County District Attorney John B. Holmes Jr 
 
The Austin American Statesman November 28, 2002 
Byline: Jason Spencer, AMERICAN-STATESMAN STAFF  
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HEADLINE: Widow's journal allowed in trial  
Judge also cuts bail for woman charged in husband's killing  
 
Prosecutors will get to use Celeste Beard Johnson's journal and other 
personal documents against her at her capital murder trial in the 1999 shotgun 
shooting of then-husband Steven Beard Jr., a judge ruled Wednesday.  
Ruling on several issues raised by defense lawyer Dick DeGuerin, state 
District Judge Julie Kocurek also gave Johnson permission to wear makeup 
when she goes on trial in January, and Kocurek reduced Johnson's $5 million 
bail in a related case to $2 million. DeGuerin said he would appeal the 
amount. 
Between the two cases, Johnson faces $2.5 million in bail and probably won't 
be able to get out of jail before or during her trial. Kocurek also granted the 
TV news program "48 Hours" permission to videotape the trial.  
The most important ruling dealt with the 36 pieces of Johnson's writings and 
other personal items.  
Johnson's twin daughters gave the property to the Travis County district 
attorney's office after they became suspicious that their mother was involved 
in Beard's death. The evidence includes several items linking Johnson, 39, to 
Tracey Tarlton, who is serving a 20-year prison sentence after pleading guilty 
to Beard's murder. 
A grand jury indicted Johnson on the capital murder charge in March after 
Tarlton, 45, agreed to testify that Johnson persuaded her to shoot the wealthy 
former television executive as he slept in his West Lake Hills-area mansion. 
Johnson's bail in the capital murder case is $500,000.  
During a five-day hearing that ended Friday, Johnson testified that she had 
nothing to do with her husband's death.  
In October, sheriff's investigators filed an additional charge of solicitation of 
capital murder against Johnson after her former personal assistant, Donna 
Goodson, told prosecutors that shortly after Beard's death, Johnson asked 
Goodson to find a hit man to kill Tarlton.  
Prosecutors said they have a recorded telephone conversation in which 
Johnson tells one of her daughters that she had hired someone to kill Tarlton.  
DeGuerin asked Kocurek to reduce Johnson's bail on the solicitation charge 
to $50,000, reasoning that Johnson has only a few thousand dollars in cash 
and has racked up legal fees approaching $750,000. Johnson's access to her 
late husband's $3.7 million estate has been cut off pending the outcome of the 
capital murder case.  
Texas law requires judges to set bail at a reasonable amount to insure that the 
defendant appears in court, DeGuerin said.  
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Assistant District Attorney Allison Wetzel argued that Johnson, who lived in 
a Fort Worth suburb with her fifth husband before her arrest, poses a flight 
risk because she has few family ties to Texas and faces a minimum of 40 
years in prison if convicted. 
In her ruling, e-mailed to the lawyers Wednesday afternoon, Kocurek said 
she thinks Johnson may have more money stashed away. “There is evidence 
before this court that the defendant's husband drained six bank accounts in 
July 2002. Furthermore, a gift of $500,000 made by Steven Beard prior to his 
death to the defendant was not included in the defendant’s accounting of her 
assets” 
DeGuerin has described Tarlton as a lesbian who killed Beard, 75, because 
she was obsessed with Johnson. DeGuerin has accused Goodson of making 
up the hit man story to keep prosecutors from charging her with stealing 
jewels from Johnson’s home.  
DeGuerin unsuccessfully argued that Johnson's personal items should not be 
admitted into evidence because her daughters were acting on behalf of law 
enforcement when they took the journals, love letters from Tarlton.  
Wetzel countered that the daughters found many of the items while cleaning 
a storage room at Johnson's request and said they had a legal right to take the 
documents because they also lived in the home, on Toro Canyon Road.  
Kocurek didn't comment on why she is allowing the items to be presented.  
Prosecutors are not seeking the death penalty, so Johnson will face an 
automatic life sentence if convicted.  
Johnson's daughters, both 21, found love letters addressed to Johnson from 
Tarlton, photographs of the women together and journals they kept while 
they were in the same psychiatric hospital.  
The daughters also found a copy of two-page letter on Johnson's computer 
that prosecutors believe Johnson sent anonymously to an Austin American-
Statesman reporter a few weeks after the shooting. The letter, which purports 
to be written by a friend of Johnson’s, says Johnson “is one of the most 
giving people in the world,” and that Tarlton acted alone. 
GRAPHIC: Celeste Beard Johnson, who testified during a five-day pretrial 
hearing last week, is accused of soliciting someone to kill her husband in 
1999. A judge on Wednesday reduced her bail from $5 million to $2 million, 
among other rulings.  
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THE VICTIM IS A PARTY TO THE PROSECUTION 

1. Observational Data 
 
September 13, 2001 - District Court:  The judge was conducting a jury docket 
call.  This type of hearing is where the prosecutor and defense attorney 
announce to the judge whether they are ready for jury trial.  The judge then 
determines the order of trial for the following week.  The judge called the 
next case, it was a family violence assault alleged as an aggravated assault 
because of serious injuries.   The defense attorney and prosecutor approached 
the bench and told the judge they had worked out a deal.  The prosecutor said 
“I have to speak to the victim and see if they are comfortable.”   
Later the same morning the judge was conducting a punishment hearing.  The 
defendant had plead guilty to aggravated sexual assault of a minor.  Under 
the terms of the plea agreement, the defendant was sentenced to 10 years in 
prison.  After the defendant was sentenced and escorted to the holding cell in 
handcuffs, the prosecutor went over to the victim and hugged her.  
April 4, 2002 – District Court:  The judge was conducting various hearings 
held during a normal court day. The judge called a case where the defendant 
was charged with aggravated assault and was appearing in court for a guilty 
plea.  The prosecutor and the defense attorney approached the bench.  The 
prosecutor announced to the judge, “The state is withdrawing the plea 
because the victim changed his mind.”  The judge asked what happened and 
the prosecutor stated, “The victim initially agreed to the deal but now he is 
very opposed to it.  So we are requesting a jury trial.”  The judge then set the 
case for jury trial.  After court I asked the prosecutor why he withdrew the 
plea.  He said that the victim changed his mind and wanted a trial so he is 
going to try it. The defense attorney left the courtroom before to could talk to 
her. 
 
September 17, 2001 – District Court:  This was a normal court day where 
several different types of hearings were set.  This case was a sexual assault of 
a child case where the defendant had previously entered a guilty plea and the 
judge was conducting a punishment hearing.  A review of the pre-sentence 
investigation showed that the facts are:  the defendant was 18, the victim was 
14 when they started having consensual sex.  This is a crime of sexual assault 
of as child.  The defendant cannot receive probation from the judge for this 
crime.  The plea agreement was deferred adjudication.  The judge was 
Robison.  He sated from the bench that he did not want to go along with the 
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plea agreement and had specifically instructed the probation department to 
interview the victim and the victim’s family between the guilty plea and 
sentencing.  The judge accepted the deal and sentenced the defendant to 
deferred adjudication.  However the judge said that the only reason he went 
along with the deal was because the victim’s family wanted it.  During a 
break I  asked him about the sentence and he said that he was not going to say 
the system was victim oriented, but it was pretty close. 
 
October 11, 2001 – District Court:  This was a regular non-jury court day 
where several types of hearings were set.  The next case was set for a 
punishment hearing.  The defendant had plead guilty to aggravated sexual 
assault – victim 14 years old.  The judge called the case and the defense 
attorney and the prosecutor approached the bench.  After the defense and the 
prosecutor were at the bench, the judge said: “the PSI has ‘no victim contact’ 
and I am reluctant to go along with the deal.”  The prosecutor said she has 
tried repeatedly to contact the victim through her mother and she will not 
bring her in.  I even contacted the arresting officer and she could not get the 
victim in.  The defendant is the victim’s brother in law and the mother 
doesn’t want to cooperate since everyone agrees the victim consented.”  The 
judge reminded everyone that a 14 year old could not consent.  The judge 
said:  “I can issue a writ of attachment and get her in, I can reject the plea 
offer, or I can go along with the deal.  Why should I go along with the deal 
without victim contact?  But, if I issue a writ of attachment  she will probably 
not be a good witness.”  Prosecutor replied: “the problem is with the mother, 
not the victim. I feel that I have no option because the mom won’t 
cooperate.”  The judge decided to go along with the deal because the state 
had tried to contact the victim many times.   
October 24, 2002 – Hays County District Court: This was a jury docket call 
day.  The judge called the docket to find out whether the attorneys were ready 
for trial.  After all parties had announced the judge stated the first case is 
State v. (WITHHELD), an aggravated sexual assault case.  I asked the 
defense attorney  what the offer was and he said 20 years in jail (this is rather 
low for this type of case).  I asked him why the offer was low and he said that 
the victim was 15 years old, there was very little penetration, and the victim 
wanted probation.  The defendant won’t plead to probation and it looks as if 
there is going to be a trial.  After court I asked the prosecutor why he didn’t 
offer probation if the victim wanted it.  He stated:  It is our policy not to offer 
probation on agg sex cases, no exception. 
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October 11, 2001 – District Court:  This was a regular non-jury court day 
where several types of hearings were set.  The next case was a punishment 
hearing where the defendant was charged to Aggravated assault with a deadly 
weapon.  The defendant was seventeen years old, had snuck into her father’s 
house while he was asleep, and hit him in the head with a hammer.  She 
knocked him out and stole his car so she could meet her boyfriend.  The 
defendant had previously plead guilty and the plea agreement was for her to 
receive ten years deferred adjudication.  The defendant was in jail before she 
plea guilty but was released from jail on a $2,500 personal bond after she 
plead guilty.  After reviewing the file and the PSI, the Judge: “My initial 
impression was to reject the plea because the nature of the offense.  Is the 
father in Court?”  The father answered and the judge asked him to come to 
the bench and swore him in.  The judge said:  “The plea is for 10 years 
deferred and I am not inclined to give probation unless someone convinces 
me.  This act was though out and planned.  This was a vicious act.”  Judge 
asked the victim:  “Why should she get probation?”  The victim responded: 
“She should get probation but something custodial too.  As the victim, I am 
outraged but still love my daughter.  I want her in a mental health 
institution.”  The judge replied, “I can’t do that.”  The judge rejected the plea 
agreement and raised the bind to $10,000 and put her in jail.  After the case 
had concluded, I asked the prosecutor why he made the plea offer.  He 
responded, “I didn’t think the judge would go along with it but the victim 
wanted to do this.” 
 
July 26, 2001 – District court:  A jury trial was in process in a sexual assault 
case where the defendant was charged in a multi count indictment with 
sexual assault of several children.  The court was in recess because the judge 
was watching a videotaped statement of a child witness.  I asked the bailiff 
where the witness was and he told me that the witness was at the victim 
coordinator’s office located about 4 blocks from the courthouse.  I waited 
outside the courthouse and the witness drove up in a car with three people I 
know to be employees from the victim coordinator’s office.  They came 
rushing into the building and went immediately into the DA’s office.  Later, 
the witness and a victim coordinator came out and they went into the 
courtroom.  The coordinator walked the witness up to the witness stand and 
she sat down in a chair next to the DA’s table across the ‘bar’ area of the 
courtroom.  There was no jury because the judge was having a hearing 
outside the presence of the jury.   
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The judge held a Rule 104 hearing.  This hearing is to determine whether the 
witness in ‘competent’ to testify.  The prosecutor made a motion that the 
court conduct the hearing in a closed courtroom.  The defendant objected and 
the judge overruled the objection.  The judge ordered that the courtroom be 
cleared: “except for the participants.”  The victim coordinator stayed in the 
courtroom while everybody left. I asked an experience attorney if he had ever 
heard of this before.  He said he had never heard of this for a child over 10 
years old. 
After the hearing was over, the judge had the bailiffs open the courtroom and 
I went in.  The Judge announced that he decided to let the child witness 
testify in a closed courtroom.   The judge then ordered the bailiffs to clear the 
courtroom “except for the participants.”  The victim coordinator stayed in the 
courtroom while everybody left. 
During a recess, I asked the judge why he allowed the victim to testify in a 
closed courtroom.  He answered, “I decided to close the courtroom while the 
child testifies because he will not testify with people in the courtroom.  The 
child is afraid that if people are in the courtroom that his name will appear in 
the paper.  I have decided to go along with the victim’s wishes and order the 
courtroom closed.  This is the first time I have ever done that.  I balanced the 
victim’s right to protection with the right to a public trial.  The victim’s 
interests overcame the right to a public trial.” 
Later in the day I asked the victim coordinator what happened in the closed 
haring.  She said that the Judge questioned the child.  He asked him how old 
he was when this happened – 12.  How old he was now – 14.  The victim 
replied, “I will not testify if anyone is in here.”  The defendant objected to the 
courtroom being closed but the judge overruled the objection and decided to 
close the courtroom.   
 
June 26, 2001 – District Court: The judge was conducting a jury trial where 
the defendant charged with Intoxication manslaughter.  The jury had 
previously found the defendant guilty and the punishment phase was 
proceeding.  The defense was presenting evidence.  The defendant’s mother 
was on the stand.  The victims were former University of Texas students who 
were killed and seriously injured in the wreck.  The parents were from South 
America and did spoke Spanish only.  The victim’s parents sat on the first 
row directly behind the prosecutor’s table.  No one else was on that row.  
Each parent and surviving victim had an earpiece and persons I recognized as 
Spanish translators sat on the back row.  There were radio transmitters 
between the translators and the parents.  It was interesting to note that one of 
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the victim’s dad’s had a bottle of water in the courtroom.  This is interesting 
because no one else did and I have never seen another person, except for the 
judge, lawyers, a witness, or the defendant. In fact, there are many signs that 
state not food pr drink on the each floor and at the elevators.  
At a later time I interviewed the prosecutor who prosecuted this case.  During 
the course of the interview I asked him who paid for the translators and radio 
transmitters for this case. He replied that the D.A’s office did.  When I asked 
him why he stated, “Any case where the victim or the victim’s family (when 
victim is deceased) wants to hear the proceedings and doesn’t speak English, 
we furnish them an interpreter.  I don’t know about other counties but that is 
our policy in the Travis County District Attorney’s Office.  We pay for the 
interpreter and we may get reimbursed.  I don’t know whether we do or not.” 
 
October 23, 2001 – Capital murder trial – non death penalty case:  The 
defendant is charged with capital murder and the state has waived the death 
penalty. According to the prosecutor, the defendant and the victim were gay 
lovers who split up.  The defendant then hired someone to kill the victim.  
The victim’s mother and father were sitting on the first row behind the 
prosecutor’s table.  The victim coordinator was sitting next to mom with her 
arm around the mom.  No one else was on the first row.  There were about 
fifteen other people in the courtroom.  The judge took a break and the victim 
coordinator gathered the family and took them all to the elevator.  I got on 
with them.  In the elevator, they went to the first floor and got off.  Inside the 
elevator they talked about going into the District Attorney’s office and 
getting coffee and going outside to smoke.  They went into the District 
Attorney’s office. 
 
August 28, 2000. – District Court:  The court was conducting a jury trail 
where the defendant was charged with criminally negligent homicide. The 
Mothers Against Drunk Drivers (MADD) local representative was sitting on 
the front row of the audience behind the prosecutor’s table.  There were a 
man and a woman sitting next to the MADD representative. The man had a 
child – about 2 years old – with him. There was no one else sitting on the 
front row. They were the surviving relatives of the victim.  During a break 
the prosecutor walked over to them and started talking to them. They then left 
the courtroom and walked to the District Attorney’s office. 

2.  Interview Data 
September 13, 2001 - Interview with Assistant District Attorney   
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Q: In the last case you told the judge: “I have to speak to the victim and see if 
they are comfortable.”  Why did you do that? 
A: Sometimes victims refuse to cooperate and do not want to testify.  If the 
victims don’t want to testify, he won’t go to prison – then I offer probation 
and get what I can. 
Q: Why? 
A: I evaluate cases based on the attitude of the victim – whether they 
cooperate or not.  I ask whether it is worth going to trial and outing the victim 
on the stand if they are going to ask for probation. Most of the time the 
victims do not ask “parole or prison” they just ask “how much.” 
 
July 18, 2001  - Interview with Assistant District Attorney   
 
Q: What is the role of the victim?   
A: They need to be included in the process.  They should give input and 
listened to.   Their wishes need to be considered - but not determinative - of 
the result.  
Q: Why? 
A: Victims have “A stake in the outcome.” “Victims should feel like they are 
part of the process.”   
Q: Are victims important to you? 
A: The victim’s role is determined but the attitude of the individual 
prosecutor.   There needs to be more education of older judges and older 
prosecutors on how to consider victims’ wishes.  The TCDA office teaches us 
how to consider victims.  I have learned a lot from victims.  They have made 
me a better prosecutor and I have resolved cases in better ways because of the 
victims.” 
Q: What about victims and plea offers in general? 
A: Most of the time I talk to the victim before I make an offer.  There is a 
victim/witness coordinator for each court.  What I usually do is review the 
file and decide what I think is appropriate - a couple of offers (usually 1 
probation and 1 time).  The victim/witness coordinator then talks to the 
victim  and gets feedback.  After feedback, I take that into consideration but 
do not necessarily follow the victim’s wishes.  I find myself going against the 
victim’s wishes when they want to drop or reduce charges.  We are getting a 
lot of family violence cases and sometimes I feel that the best interest of 
society is not to drop or reduce and I don’t even if the victim wants to.   
Otherwise, when the victim’s wishes are not realistic, we don’t follow them.   
Q: What about when the victim has unreasonable wishes?  
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A: I have a face to face meeting with the victim to discuss the case when the 
victim doesn’t agree.  “I spend as much time as it takes to make the victim 
understand the process.” “I feel that victim’s are part of the process and 
should understand what’s happening.”   
 
April 4, 2002 – Interview with Assistant District Attorney 
Q: Why do you contact them? (Victims)   
A: To see if they have any questions, prepare them to testify, and see if the 
story changes.  If there is going to be a plea, I discuss it with them.  
Sometimes the victim takes the position that a plea is better than me 
testifying – I take that into consideration.  It is good to know the victims’ 
position before trial. 
Q: Why? 
A: I usually don’t see the victim until the case is ready for trial because I 
don’t get the cases until they are going to trial.  Then, I talk to the victim to 
prepare for trial – both them and me. In a homicide case, I talk to the victim’s 
family in person 2 or 4 times and by phone 2 or three times.  I rely on the 
victim services people a lot. 
 
August 28, 2000 – Interview with Criminal Defense Attorney 
Q: Has victims’ rights changed what you do? 
A: Before Victims’ rights act, the prosecutor made decisions on cases based 
on legal decision of the merits of the case.  The prosecutor made the decision 
and notified the victims of the result.  Now, most prosecutors will not dispose 
of a case without victim’s consent and that clogs up the docket.  The goal of 
the prosecutor appears to be not to make the victim mad. 

3. Document Data 

 
January 28, 2003 – San Antonio Express-News 
 
HEADLINE: 10-year sentence, but little jail time ; Drunken driver must carry 
slain officer's photo for a decade.  
BYLINE: Sonja Garza  
  
BODY:  For the next 10 years, Simon Cordova will have to carry a photo of 
the off-duty police sergeant he killed in a drunken driving wreck more than 
two years ago. 
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Following a backlash of anger after a jury last month sentenced Cordova to 
10 years' probation, a judge Monday did the most he could by law - adding 
180 days in jail and in a unique move, ordering Cordova to carry the slain 
officer's photo with him for 10 years.    
 
And while relatives of Sgt. Paul Rangel Jr. want Cordova to have a constant 
reminder of what he's done, the sentence provides a small measure of comfort 
to a family that has lost a father, a friend, a husband and a son.    
“My son Paul was an honorable man who devoted years of his life to the 
safety of the city of San Antonio, protecting the citizens day and night," said 
the victim's mother, Marie H. Rangel, speaking to reporters about the 
heartache her family has endured.   "This man deserves to go to jail for 20 
years," she said. "Once you take a life, you need to pay for it."   
Cordova's attorney, Ed Garcia, said the picture will serve only as a physical 
reminder for his client 
"The photo of Paul Rangel is etched in his mind forever," Garcia said.    
At Cordova's formal sentencing Monday, District Judge Bert Richardson said 
legally he could not set aside the jury's decision. He did, however, set 
maximum conditions on Cordova's probation.    
Richardson ordered Cordova's driver's license suspended for two years and 
that he serve 800 hours of community service at the local Mothers Against 
Drunk Driving office.    
The defendant was taken into custody immediately after Monday's court 
proceeding. 
Cordova, 42, admitted he was intoxicated Dec. 17, 2000, when he plowed his 
car into a Pontiac Bonneville driven by Rangel, 48.    
Cordova pleaded guilty in the case, and the jury assessed his punishment.    
The sentence drew criticism from the local police union and a victims rights 
group, and outrage from Rangel's relatives who said it did not send a strong 
enough message to those who drink and drive.   
"The jury sent a message - a bad message - a mere slap on the hand for an 
admitted drunk who admitted to killing my husband, a dedicated, respectable 
pillar of society," Rangel's widow, Rachel Rangel, said last week in a written 
statement to the San Antonio Express-News.  
Calling the jury's decision unjust, she said jurors need to stop viewing 
intoxication manslaughter as a socially accepted form of homicide.  
Cordova's attorney said that while he can understand the criticism, the jury's 
verdict should be respected.    
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"The jury listened to all the evidence and listened to all the facts and 
circumstances and decided that this was the verdict they wanted to render," 
he said.   
Described as a hard worker, Cordova had no prior criminal record. He 
admitted drinking six beers and three shots of whiskey at a graduation party 
in the hours before the wreck.    
Cordova told officials he went to a friend's house to sleep it off but awoke 
and decided to drive home. He said he fell asleep at the wheel when he 
rammed his Ford Taurus into Rangel's car on Interstate 10 West.   
Rene Rodriguez, police union president, expressed sympathy for the 20-year 
police veteran's family.  
"The defendant will go ahead and continue to pick up the pieces of his life, 
but Paul's family will have to deal with this tragedy for the rest of theirs," 
Rodriguez said.  
"I hope that the defendant, every time he opens up his wallet and sees that 
picture, that he'll realize that he not only affected one life, but the lives of 
many," he added.  
The sergeant's mother said that on the night of the accident her son was 
rushing to her side after she telephoned him to let him know she called an 
ambulance to take her to the hospital. A 13-year cancer survivor, Marie 
Rangel said she thought she was suffering a stroke.  
"He said, 'I'm on my way, Mom,'" she recalled. "And those were his last 
words. Who was to know that he was on his way to heaven?"  
 
December 29, 2002, Sunday – The Dallas Morning News  
 
HEADLINE: Victim Statements Alter Tone of Texas Courts 
 
Shaking from nerves, burning with anger, Sabrina Kavanaugh stood at the 
microphone and spoke to the man who'd horribly abused the little girl she'd 
waited so long to adopt. 
."I hope that every day that you're in prison that they beat you within an inch 
of your life," she told Kenneth Atkinson, the 8-year-old's stepfather, at the 
end of his trial for child abuse. "I hope they rape you. I hope they molest you.  
"Then and only then can you actually stand up and say you were abused." 
Such language, raw and charged with emotion, without the slightest legal 
nicety to temper it, would have once been unthinkable in an American 
courtroom. But with an increasing recognition of victims' needs and rights, 
impact statements such as Ms. Kavanaugh's are entrenched in U.S. judicial 
proceedings.  
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The idea is to help victims and their families find closure after the trauma of 
crime and its aftermath. And to Ms. Kavanaugh and many others, it works.  
"It was hard for me to get up and say what I did," she said. "But I look at it 
like this: My little girl couldn't get up and say it. And I think she would have 
wanted that, so I think I said what she would have said.  
"And when it was over, I felt better."  
Ms. Kavanaugh was finally able to adopt the little girl, who had been locked 
in a closet caked with human waste for much of her life, stood just 3 feet tall 
and weighed only 25 pounds.  
"I guess I felt better because it was all behind us. And I got to say how we all 
felt," Ms. Kavanaugh said. 
State Rep. Pete Gallego, a former prosecutor, sponsored the legislation 
allowing impact statements in Texas in 1991, in large part as a response to a 
case he handled in the Big Bend area. 
A couple from Eastland, Texas, had been rafting through the canyons of Big 
Bend with a guide just before Thanksgiving 1988 when shots rained down on 
them.  
Michael Wayne Heffley, 40, was killed, shot in the back as he tried to protect 
his wife. Jamie Sue Heffley was found the next day hiding under dense brush. 
She'd been shot in the side. 
Their guide, Jim Burr, walked nearly six miles with a bullet in his thigh, 
looking for help. 
"Jamie Heffley worked for a law firm in Dallas, and we got along very well 
as we worked through the case," Mr. Gallego said. "But when it was over, she 
said there was still a void there, there was no sense of closure. She said she 
wanted the chance to talk to the people who'd done this and tell them what 
she thought.  
"That's how this legislation was born."  
Not that everyone supported the idea in the beginning. 
"It was a tough bill to pass," Mr. Gallego said. "There were a lot of people 
really opposed to it. They felt it would impinge on the administration of 
justice somehow.  
"The prosecutors weren't excited about it. 'What if they start blasting the 
prosecutor in these things? What if they blast the judge?'  
"But I think it makes everyone more sensitive to the needs of the victims." 
And certainly that's a dominant line of thought in the American judiciary, 
said Daniel Shuman, a professor at the Dedman School of Law at Southern 
Methodist University.  
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"Most states allow this now," he said. "I don't know of one that doesn't. And 
it would be political suicide today for any legislator to oppose this kind of 
victims' rights legislation." 
What seems to be an increasing level of unchecked anger in the statements 
does concern some jurists, but Dr. Shuman said it's unlikely anyone will try 
to limit the speech.  
"In theory, a lawyer could object or a judge could jump in, but in practice, I 
think, judges tend to view this as an important cathartic experience." 
And certainly that has been the rule in North Texas courtrooms.  
Mary Jean Pearle listened on the phone in horror as her ex-husband, John 
Battaglia, shot and killed two of their daughters in his Deep Ellum loft. After 
his conviction, she read her impact statement, filled with frustration and fury. 
"Enjoy the new peers and lifestyle you have chosen," she read. "Don't ever 
give me a second thought. I would like to say the next time you see me is 
when they put the needle in your arm. But I'm not going to waste the time to 
be there.  
"For what you have done, my family, friends and myself hope you burn in 
hell forever."  
After the conviction of George Rivas, the first of the Texas Seven prison 
escapees tried in the murder of Irving police Officer Aubrey Hawkins, the 
officer's widow, Lori Hawkins, spoke.  
With tears streaming, she told Mr. Rivas he had ruined the lives of everyone 
who knew and loved Officer Hawkins. The worst tragedy, she said, is that 
their son, Andrew, who was 9 when his father was killed, would never get to 
know him.  
"It breaks my heart," she said. "If I could change places with Aubrey that 
night and have you take my life instead, I would, just so Andrew could have a 
father. You sit there with no remorse on your face. I can't stand it. You make 
me sick. You make me sick." 
Although raw and emotional, such statements belong in the judicial process, 
jurists said. But some, including longtime Tarrant County prosecutor Alan 
Levy, worry that statements are turning nastier than necessary.  
When victims denigrate the defendant or become profane, it demeans the 
whole process, Mr. Levy said.  
"It coarsens the entire atmosphere of the courtroom, particularly when the 
jurors are sitting there," he said. "I'm in favor of people speaking their minds, 
but there should be boundaries to it. They should use good taste."  
Hank Judin, president of the Dallas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association, 
said the process can be brutal.  
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"As a defense attorney, after you've gotten your brains beaten out in trial, the 
last place you want to be is next to the defendant who's getting verbally 
charred," he said. "Depending on the person, these statements can go 
anywhere from a situation where they're very restrained -- 'I hope you 
understand what you've done to my family' -- to Jerry Springer-like. 
"I think it's interesting that a court would never let an attorney in any kind of 
summation use that kind of language or talk that way about anything. It's not 
a happy place to be sitting."  
State District Judge Sharen Wilson of Tarrant County, a former prosecutor 
and defense attorney, sees no reason to curb the victims' impact statements.  
"All it's done is give the victim a chance to say what they want to say, and 
how can that be bad?" Judge Wilson said.  
"Even if the victim is really, really angry, how can whatever words they say 
balance out against the actions of what the defendant did? It's not like they're 
saying something about someone who's innocent, because they're not."  
If jurors don't want to listen, the judge said, they can ask to be excused, 
something that's happened only "a couple of times" in her courtroom.  
One of the best impact statements she has heard came earlier this year. The 
defendant was a 16-year-old, accused of severely beating a woman and 
stealing her purse. The victim was Lisa Haines, a Tarrant County assistant 
district attorney. She was robbed in broad daylight just a few steps from the 
high-rise office building where she works. 
After the teen was convicted, Ms. Haines stepped forward, thanked the judge, 
the prosecutors and the police, and then listed ways the attack had changed 
her life:  
"My head ached for weeks after you beat me up. It still hurts every day when 
I put makeup on in the morning. My fingers still don't work right," she said. 
"But the biggest impact -- one that no one in my office has heard before 
today -- is the fact that I forget things moments after they happen. I blank out. 
"I was hoping this would be gone by now, but it isn't. How this will affect me 
and my work in the future I do not know."  
 
She urged the defendant to "stay away from the bad guys" in prison, to get an 
education, learn a skill.  
 
"In the 15 years you are there -- and I hope you are there for the full 15 years 
-- I hope you will use the time ... to be a better person," Ms. Haines said.  
 
Looking back, she said the opportunity to speak helped her.  
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"It brings closure for the victims, and it brought closure for me," Ms. Haines 
said. "It was very cathartic for me.  
 
"People said to me that ... [the defendant] wouldn't pay attention or that he 
wouldn't listen. Well, that was his choice."  
 
Dr. Shuman, the SMU professor, said no one knows whether the impact 
statements help victims deal with crime over the long term. No studies have 
been done.  
 
"There are some very good theories suggesting why they might be beneficial, 
theories about giving survivors a role in the criminal and civil systems, giving 
them a voice they'd otherwise be denied," he said. "But no one has done the 
long-term studies to see whether 20 years down the road someone who stood 
up at sentencing is doing better than someone who didn't stand up.  
"The best answer I've gotten from psychiatrists and psychologists when I've 
asked about this is, 'We don't know.' There probably isn't a generic answer. It 
probably depends on the individual."  
Likewise, there are no studies indicating whether the impact statements have 
grown more savage over the decade they've been in place. But Dr. Shuman 
doesn't doubt it.  
"If you look at society generally, people are increasingly angry about lots of 
things. They're more frustrated. Our society is less civil," he said. "Our 
401(k)s are worth less. Our jobs are less secure. So it's kind of hard to know 
whether this is about victims of crimes upping the ante or whether it's a 
reflection of our society.  
"I don't know how you could conclude one way or the other." 
To Judge Wilson, the good far outweighs any negatives.  
"I think it makes ... [crime victims] feel better," she said.  
"Up until that point, they don't get to have any say in their case. They don't 
get to choose whether to prosecute or not. The DA does. You don't get to say 
everything you want to say because of objections. The judge does.  
"This gives you back a modicum of control and respect." 
 
October 26, 2002, The Houston Chronicle  
HEADLINE: Man gets death penalty in 5 killings  
 
BYLINE: LISA TEACHEY 
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A bank robber who once wanted to be a lawman was sentenced Friday to 
death for killing his best friend, that man's fiancee and their three children.  
Ronald Jeffery Prible Jr., 30, was convicted Wednesday of capital murder in 
the April 24, 1999, deaths of Esteban "Steve" Herrera Jr., 29; his fiancee, 
Nilda Tirado, 24; Tirado's daughter, Rachel Elizabeth Cumpian, 7; Herrera's 
daughter, Valerie, 7; and Jade Herrera, the couple's 22-month-old daughter.  
The jury agreed upon the death penalty in about 90 minutes Friday. 
Testimony from the two-week trial revealed Prible shot Herrera, had sex with 
Tirado, then shot her and set her body on fire to destroy DNA evidence. The 
children died of smoke inhalation in their northwest Houston home. 
Prosecutor Kelly Siegler said Prible was one of the worst kind of criminals. 
"There are some crimes that are so horrible that the only right thing to do is to 
sentence that person to death," Siegler told the jury before the panel began 
deliberating the punishment Friday. 
Siegler said autopsies on the children showed they struggled to breathe and 
were moving about the home before they died.  
Defense attorney Terry Gaiser had pleaded with the panel to spare Prible's 
life and called the death penalty barbaric.  
"We're going to continue working on this case," Gaiser said after the sentence 
was handed down. "We feel that there may still be evidence out there that 
exonerates him. I'm unconvinced that the jury reached the proper verdict." 
Gaiser did not elaborate what that evidence was. 
Siegler said Prible was a former U.S. Marine who once applied to be a Harris 
County Sheriff's deputy. He and Herrera had been friends since junior high 
school. They had grown closer in 1999 and were planning to open a nightclub 
together.  
They robbed banks to get money to buy drugs they could sell at a higher 
profit to finance the club.  
But Prible turned on Herrera after accusing him of stealing $ 250,000, Siegler 
said.  
Friends and neighbors told police about the robberies after Herrera was 
killed. Prible was identified as the "15-minute bandit" in six bank heists 
during which he warned tellers to do nothing for 15 minutes after he left. 
After the jury was dismissed Friday, Prible sat at the defense table as the 
victims' families took the stand to make their victim impact statements.  
"We lost half of our family," Tirado's mother, Raquel Tirado, said. "It's 
something that I pray nobody in this room, no one, no family, ever, ever goes 
through."  
Monica Capuchino, the mother of Valerie, said the pain of losing her only 
daughter will never go away. 
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"I just pray to God I am able to forgive him for what he did," Capuchino said.  
 
October 26, 2002, San Antonio Express-News  
 
 
HEADLINE: Cop killer's past retold for jurors ; Testimony starts in penalty 
phase 
  
BYLINE: Ihosvani Rodriguez  
  
BODY:  About two dozen victims and police officials spent the day Friday 
retelling their sometimes chilling, other times comical experiences with 
convicted cop killer Manuel Garza. 
Jurors, who on Thursday convicted Garza of slaying San Antonio Police 
Officer John Anthony "Rocky" Riojas, began hearing from witnesses who 
testified about Garza's prior life of crime, most of which took place when he 
was a juvenile.   
The jury will use the testimony to decide if Garza should spend the rest of his 
life in prison or be sentenced to death.   One of the lighter moments of the 
two-week trial took place Friday morning, when a woman whose car was 
almost stolen took the stand. The woman said that in 1995 she walked up to 
her car and noticed Garza crouched inside trying to steal it.   
"I knocked on the window several times, and he must've been really occupied 
with the wires because he never looked up," the woman said. "Then I said, 
'Excuse me, sir,' and he looked up and answered, 'Yes, ma'am?' He was very 
polite. I give him that much."  
The most serious case retold Friday took place in 1997 and involved police 
chasing Garza in a stolen car.  
An officer testified that after handcuffing Garza, the juvenile managed to slip 
his hands in front of him. After a brief struggle, police found a gun in one of 
his pockets.  
Defense attorneys offered very limited cross-examination.  
Perhaps hinting at the direction they may take next week, defense attorneys 
questioned some witnesses on whether Garza appeared to be under the 
influence of drugs when they dealt with him.  
Monday, prosecutors likely will begin calling Riojas' friends and family, 
including his widow, Sandra, who has declined to comment until after the 
trial.   
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This week, one of Riojas' former SWAT team partners told reporters he 
would like to see Garza get the death penalty.  
"It's not that I want to see someone die, it's that in Texas that's the ultimate 
penalty," Officer Guillermo Cantu said. "What he did was one of the ultimate 
crimes."  
 
October 20, 2002 – San Antonio Express-News  
 
HEADLINE: Justice eludes victim's family 
 
BYLINE: Michele Castro   
 
BODY:  Oct. 9 was the second worst day of my life. That night, jurors 
sentenced Jacob Mena to two years in prison. After deliberating for five 
hours, they gave him all the consideration, compassion and chance for life 
that he robbed my father of when he ran into his truck while drag racing.   In 
my eyes, Mena will always be a cold-hearted killer. He admitted he never hit 
the brake and that his only concern on March 9 was to win a drag race.  
His defense attorneys kept referring to him as a "good kid." If this is their 
idea of a good kid," I sure hate to see a bad kid!   
I like to play baseball, ride bikes and I played in my middle school band. 
Does this mean I can kill someone and get away with it, too?  
Maybe it is my father who is the real "criminal." Mena is nothing but a victim 
because my father got in his way. Shame on Jesse Castro for driving home on 
Commerce Street. Shame on him for wanting a life, and shame on me for 
wanting my father to be with me today.  
I am willing to bet my life that if any of those jurors had lost someone they 
loved at the hand of this drag racer, they would be pounding down the door 
of the district attorney, asking that Mena get 20 years in prison. They would 
plead for justice, the same justice they did not give my father.  
Mena said he was taking responsibility for his actions by pleading guilty, but 
he demanded a jury trial because he knew the judge would have given him 20 
years. How can you take responsibility for killing someone but not accept the 
punishment you deserve?  
Throughout the trial Mena had no emotion. He had zero emotion when they 
showed the pictures of how he left my father, but when he testified he cried. 
He cried out of fear, not out of remorse. He cares only about himself and his 
friends. 
Good luck, San Antonio! Mena will be out in two years.  
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GRAPHIC: PHOTO: SPECIAL TO THE EXPRESS-NEWS : PHOTO: 
Doesn't the family of Jesse Castro (shown with his wife, Mary) deserve as 
much compassion as his killer?  
 
October 17, 2002 –The Associated Press State & Local Wire  
  
BYLINE: By JOANN LOVIGLIO 
HEADLINE: Relief, delight for Maddux siblings after 25 years  
DATELINE: PHILADELPHIA 
 
It may have taken a quarter-century for Ira Einhorn to face justice, but the 
siblings of his victim, Holly Maddux, said they were always confident the 
day would come.  
"Holly and our parents can now truly rest," said her brother John Maddux, a 
Texas hay farmer. "For the first time in his spoiled, selfish, worthless, 
egotistical life, he pays the price. He pays the piper like everyone else." 
Einhorn, 62, was convicted of first-degree murder Thursday after jurors 
deliberated for a little more than two hours over two days before finding him 
guilty of killing Maddux, a native of Tyler, Texas, in September 1977 and 
stuffing her remains in a steamer trunk.  
"A hole has been there for 25 years but the blight that has been Ira Einhorn - 
on our family for 25 years - has been erased," said sister Buffy Hall, a 
homemaker and mother from Arlington, Texas. 
Mary Maddux, the youngest sibling, turned 40 during the trial. Now an 
antiques dealer living in Stockbridge, Mass., she was 15 when her sister was 
killed.  
"I don't know what life is like without having a murdered sister," she said. 
"Now Holly has justice. ... Ira has ceased to exist now. Now he's a number 
and that's fitting."  
Police, prosecutors and investigators connected to the case have cited the 
family as instrumental in Einhorn's return from France in July 2001 after 20 
years as a fugitive.  
For Maddux's four younger siblings, it was about keeping alive an 
investigation that their parents, Fred and Elizabeth Maddux, started in 1977 
when their 30-year-old daughter vanished.  
Private investigators hired by the Texas family led to Einhorn's arrest in the 
death of his girlfriend, Maddux, in 1979, though he jumped bail on the eve of 
his trial in 1981. Fred Maddux killed himself in May 1988 and Elizabeth 
Maddux died of emphysema in June 1990. 
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"I'm so happy for the family. They're the ones who kept the focus on this case 
and made sure no one forgot about Holly Maddux or about Ira Einhorn," said 
Richard DiBenedetto, a former investigator for the Philadelphia district 
attorney's office who helped track down the 1960s counterculture guru and 
who was in court when the verdict was read. 
The four siblings sat in the front row every day of the 2 1/2-week trial and 
said they often felt the presence of their sister, assuring them that justice 
would be served.  
"Her murder basically killed our parents, too," said Meg Wakeman, a nurse 
and mother living in Seattle. "We miss Holly very much. ... I think she and 
mom and daddy are all pretty happy right now." 
 
October 12, 2002 – San Antonio Express-News  
 
HEADLINE: 'Worst nightmare' handed death ; Victims' families 
acceptrapist's offer to tell about slayings  
BYLINE: Manny Gonzales   
BODY:  A Bexar County jury deliberated for less than two hours Friday 
before deciding that Ramon Hernandez, a registered sex offender, should die 
for the brutal rape and slaying of Rosa Maria Rosado last year.   
Then, in a rare occurrence, Hernandez told the families of two other victims 
that he would talk to them privately about how their daughters died if they 
"are strong enough."  
Sarah Gonzales, 13, and Priscilla Almares, 12, were kidnapped less than two 
weeks before Christmas in 1994 in the same Southwest Side area where 
Rosado was taken. Like Rosado, the two girls were raped and strangled.   "I 
can tell you what you want to know," a soft-spoken Hernandez told the girls' 
family members as they were addressing him in court late Friday, as victims 
are allowed to do under state law. Gonzales' father spoke, as did Almares' 
sister and Rosado's sister. 
When the condemned man offered to answer their questions, astonished 
family members quickly accepted and said they would arrange for a meeting. 
It was unclear Friday how soon it could take place.   
While Hernandez, 30, did not stand trial for the cousins' slayings, evidence 
from their deaths was used in Rosado's case to bolster prosecutors' claims that 
Hernandez is a serial killer.  
Hernandez was found guilty Wednesday in the death of Rosado, a single 
mother of two he abducted from a bus stop on the Southwest Side. Rosado 
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was bound, beaten, then raped and strangled at a shanty West Side motel. Her 
naked body was unearthed from a shallow grave in April 2001.  
It was the investigation into Rosado's death that yielded DNA evidence 
linking Hernandez to the younger girls' assaults.  
As family members addressed Hernandez after the death penalty was 
announced Friday night, Almares' sister Brenda Barrientez told him she 
wanted to know the truth about the girls' deaths, to bring an end to eight years 
of suffering.   
Gonzales' father, John Gonzales, said the same. 
Unexpectedly, Hernandez responded to Gonzales and the two carried on a 
brief conversation.   
"Eight years ago, I had a lot of hatred, a lot of anger," Gonzales told him, as 
Hernandez sat just a few feet away. "The hardest thing I ever did in my life 
was bury my daughter."  
Hernandez replied: "I am very sorry. I truly am very sorry. I have feelings.  
"I am a human being, but I kept a lot of things inside me," he said, explaining 
why he sat seemingly emotionless throughout much of the trial.  
The surprising exchange occurred after jurors decided Hernandez posed a 
continuing threat to society and that no extenuating circumstances would 
warrant a life sentence instead of execution, clearing the way for the judge to 
pronounce the death sentence.  
Earlier Friday, the jury listened for three hours to eight members of 
Hernandez's family - each fighting back tears or pleading through them to 
spare him. And jurors saw Hernandez exhibit about the only feelings he 
showed during the 10-day trial, openly sobbing as his mother and sister 
testified. 
"I agree he's guilty of something, but I know in my heart, as God is my 
witness, that he could not kill somebody," his mother, Doria Hernandez, said. 
His younger sister Melissa Hernandez Arnold testified about how their father 
was gunned down in front of her brother when he was 15 years old and how 
that changed him.  
"Please spare his life," she said. "He's not the monster that everyone is 
making him out to be. That monster is not in this courtroom." 
Prosecutors told the jurors he was that monster.  
"The defendant is a sociopath," Assistant District Attorney Robert McClure 
told jurors. "He is a predator, your worst nightmare.  
"Ramon Hernandez is the reason we have a death penalty in our society. ... A 
prison cell is too good for him," McClure said.  
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After two days of hearing evidence in the punishment phase, jurors 
deliberated for about 1 hour and 45 minutes Friday. The decision came at 
7:15 p.m.  
Still pending are the trials of Hernandez's alleged accomplices in Rosado's 
murder, Asel Abdygapparova, 27, and Santos Minjares, 31.  
 
October 5, 2002, San Antonio Express-News  
 
HEADLINE: Man gets 30 years in slaying ; Drive-by shooting claimed 8-
year-old  
 
BYLINE: Manny Gonzales   
BODY:  A Bexar County jury on Friday sentenced a San Antonio man to 30 
years in prison for the shooting death of 8-year-old Sammy Mendoza, the 
innocent victim of a drive-by shooting in April.  
Joshua Ramiro Perez, 18, whom jurors convicted of murder Thursday, faced 
a potential life sentence. Even his attorney Alex Scharff was surprised that 
his client would someday "see the light of day."   "I'm relieved it wasn't a life 
sentence," Scharff said.  
The jury's punishment, a sentence that makes Perez eligible for parole in 15 
years, lets him off too easily, said Sammy's mother, Lillian Granados. 
"I could tell when I looked at him that he had no remorse," Granados said.  
Sammy was shot in the back of the head April 14, at a Southeast Side home 
in the 100 block of Fern Court that he, his mother and brother and sister were 
visiting. He died later at an area hospital.  
Prosecutors told jurors that Perez and another gunman shot at the house 
because an acquaintance, Jessica Tellez, had had a quarrel with a resident of 
the home over a romantic triangle. They accused Perez of hitting Sammy 
with an AK-47. 
Tellez and two others, Rudy Rodriguez and Michael Clay, are awaiting trial 
in the case.  
Perez chose not to testify during his five-day trial. But his attorneys argued 
that he had fired a pistol at the roof of the house, and not the assault rifle. 
They claimed Perez was forced to participate in the shooting.  
At the sentencing Friday, prosecutors presented evidence that Perez had 
belonged to a gang, that he had run-ins with the law for vandalism and 
marijuana possession, and had been on parole nine days before Sammy's 
murder. 
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Assistant District Attorney Rita Spiegel told jurors Perez is lucky he did not 
kill anyone else in the house.  
"But for the grace of God there were not two people dead, or he'd be looking 
at the death penalty," she said.  
The dead boy's sister Samantha Mendoza, 10, took the stand, her dark, curly 
hair in pigtails. Pintsized and pretty, she sobbed and said she misses her 
brother.  
"It's more quiet (at home); he don't run around no more," she said. She still 
talks to her brother, in spirit, she said. "I tell him I love him and to watch over 
me."  
Perez's father, Ramiro Martinez, testified on his son's behalf, pleading with 
the jury to see a young man who's suffered since his parents divorced a few 
years ago and who had made mistakes. He said his son had found God behind 
bars.  
"He's not a bad boy," Martinez said.   
 
 
LOAD-DATE: October 8, 2002 
 
September 4, 2002 – Corpus Christi Caller-Times  
BYLINE: J.R. Gonzales, Caller-Times  
 
HEADLINE: Two years later, suspect awaits trial  
Victim seeks closure; lawyers meet today  
 
A district judge has ordered attorneys to meet this morning after the Caller-
Times asked her Tuesday about delays in the case of Darcy DePena, accused 
of throwing his ex-girlfriend over a second-story balcony nearly two years 
ago. 
The victim, Kelley Knight, 31, was paralyzed from the waist down. At least 
two other people were present on Dec. 30, 2000, when DePena is accused of 
attacking Knight. DePena, 32, is charged with aggravated assault, a second-
degree felony punishable by as many as 20 years in prison. Since then, 
Knight repeatedly has asked the District Attorney's office when DePena 
would come to trial. While DePena remains under house arrest on $300,000 
bond, friends of Knight also have sought answers. 
Knight said she is learning to wait patiently for the trial, which now is set to 
begin in December.  
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"I don't understand why there has to be so many delays, but I'm told that's 
how the court system works," said Knight, who also has filed a civil lawsuit 
against DePena.  
A friend of Knight's, Carrie Jo Mellinger, also raised the issue of the trial 
delays in an Aug. 18 letter to the editor of the Caller-Times. 
"I do not understand why the trial for her alleged perpetrator, Darcy DePena, 
has been postponed ...," Mellinger wrote. 
"I asked 319th District Judge Martha Huerta to take charge and set a date for 
closure in this case. If this were your daughter or sister or friend, you would 
also be outraged at what has happened to her."  
After the Caller-Times asked Tuesday about delays in the trial, Huerta 
summoned prosecutor Mark Skurka to her office. DePena's defense attorney, 
John Gilmore, was not available to come to her office to meet the judge and 
Skurka on Tuesday, so she set a meeting for this morning.  
Specifically, Huerta wants to know why DePena hasn't met with a court-
appointed psychiatrist. 
Gilmore also represents Huerta's court manager, Irma Rivera, who has been 
indicted on manslaughter charges in connection with an Oct. 26, 1999, traffic 
accident that caused the death of 2-year-old Amanda Nicole Hutchins. That 
case is scheduled to go to trial in November. 
Huerta said she hadn't noticed the connection.  
"You know what, I hadn't even thought about that," she said.  
Gilmore said his representation of Rivera had nothing to do with the delays in 
the DePena case. 
Rivera attributed the delays to vacation time for both her and Huerta. Gilmore 
has asked to delay the trial on three occasions because of schedule conflicts, 
according to court documents.  
"This case is not being treated differently than any other case," he said. 
He said the DePena case was not an extraordinary case but has had schedule 
problems that need to be resolved to make sure the witnesses are brought to 
court to testify. 
"What benefit is there in holding off the case?" Gilmore asked.  
According to court records, Skurka filed a motion in December to have 
DePena examined by a psychiatrist after defense attorneys wanted to show 
DePena was insane at the time of the offense. On Jan. 30, Huerta signed an 
order granting the examination and Rivera made an appointment for DePena 
to meet with a psychiatrist on March 13. The order says that the psychiatrist 
must prepare a written report within 30 days and present his findings to the 
court.  
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But DePena never showed up for his psychiatric evaluation, nor was it 
rescheduled, according to court records. 
Gilmore said he talked about the issue with Skurka recently and said the 
district attorney's office hasn't received the report because he hasn't decided 
whether to pursue a temporary insanity defense. 
Huerta said jail overcrowding also is a reason why the case has taken a while 
to go to trial. She said cases in which the defendant is in jail take priority over 
ones where the accused, like DePena, is out on bond.  
She added that if Skurka had a problem setting some dates in the case, he 
should have approached her or Rivera about it or filed a motion in court, 
forcing the court to set a date.  
Skurka said he brought problems up with the court manager, but didn't file a 
motion in court.  
"The thing is, I shouldn't have to," he said. 
 
August 23, 2002 – San Antonio Express-News  
BYLINE: Jeorge Zarazua   
 
HEADLINE: Judge dismisses felony charge; Victim's family satisfied with 
Laredo wife's conviction. 
LAREDO - Webb County authorities decided Thursday not to prosecute the 
husband of a Laredo housewife convicted last year of enslaving a 12-year-old 
Mexican girl she hired as a maid.   
Visiting State District Judge Ron Carr dismissed a felony charge of child 
endangerment against Dennis Wayne Bearden, abruptly ending a court 
hearing that was to determine when his trial should begin. 
Bearden, 48, didn't say anything after his charge was dropped. If he had been 
convicted, he would have faced up to two years in state prison.   Roberto 
Balli, first assistant district attorney, said his office abandoned the case 
because the victim's parents refused to cooperate.  
"They felt that Dennis Bearden did not have any knowledge of the abuse that 
Sandra Bearden had perpetrated against their child," Balli said. 
Because the girl has returned to Mexico, a state district court cannot enforce 
an order for her to appear in court. The girl left Texas after her rescue from 
the Beardens' back yard in May 2001, where police found her chained to a 
tree. She had been without food for four days and her arms and legs were 
covered in cuts and bruises.  
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A jury convicted Sandra Bearden on multiple counts of injury to a child, 
child abandonment and aggravated kidnapping charges in October 2001. She 
was sentenced to 99 years in prison. 
Authorities say Sandra Bearden, a resident Mexican immigrant, brought the 
girl from the Mexican state of Veracruz to clean her house and care for her 4-
year-old son.  
Balli said the girl's parents informed his office that Dennis Bearden never 
abused their child. The prosecutor also said the parents believe Bearden, who 
is a truck driver, may not have known about the abuse. 
"He was only in the house on two separate occasions, and during these 
occasions there was no physical abuse," Balli said. "The family clearly felt 
that justice was done in the conviction of Sandra Bearden." 
 
July 04, 2002The Houston Chronicle  
BYLINE: HARVEY RICE 
HEADLINE: Penry sentenced 3rd time to die;  
Jury rejects argument for retardation  
CONROE - A jury handed convicted killer Johnny Paul Penry his third death 
sentence Wednesday for the rape and murder of a Livingston woman almost 
23 years ago.  
The seven women and five men on the jury deliberated for five hours before 
returning with a verdict that Penry is not mentally retarded and should be put 
to death.  
Penry appeared to grit his teeth and swallow after hearing the verdict, but 
otherwise remained expressionless.  
The verdict brought cries of "Oh!" from family members of his victim, 
Pamela Moseley Carpenter, 22, whom he stabbed in the chest with a pair of 
scissors on Oct. 25, 1979.  
"Justice has been served today," said Bruce Carpenter, 46, the victim's 
husband. But he said he expects that the family will have to weather other 
trials as Penry's case works its way through the appeal process.  
"We've been through this three times," Carpenter said. "My family is pretty 
tired."  
The victim's father, Jack Moseley, 76, was relieved, but wasn't celebrating.  
"Is it going to bring my daughter back?" he asked. The victim was the sister 
of former Washington Redskins kicker Mark Moseley.  
After hearing more than three weeks of testimony, jurors sided with the 
prosecution's view that Penry is a calculated killer who feigned mental 
retardation to escape the death penalty.  
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"It was overwhelming that he was not mentally retarded," said jury foreman 
Patrick M. O'Brien, 37, of Willis. 
O'Brien said none of the jurors had to be convinced that Penry was faking 
retardation. He said one of the pieces of evidence that convinced them was a 
test showing he had a vocabulary that was too broad for a retarded person.  
Defense attorney John Wright of Huntsville said the verdict will be appealed. 
Before the jury received its instructions, state District Judge Elizabeth Coker, 
at the request of the defense, made a judicial finding outside the presence of 
the jury that Penry is not mentally retarded.  
Had she found that he is retarded, he would automatically have been given a 
life sentence and the jury dismissed without hearing closing arguments.  
Because the U.S. Supreme Court issued a decision affecting the case midway 
through the trial, Coker was forced to issue instructions to the jury without 
the usual statutory guidance. 
The high court two weeks ago ruled that execution of the mentally retarded is 
unconstitutionally cruel. 
To conform with the ruling, Coker told jurors that they must give Penry a life 
sentence if they concluded that he is retarded.  
She also developed standards on mental retardation, including an IQ below 
70, inability to function normally in a number of settings and onset of 
retardation before 18. 
Wright said Coker should have declared a mistrial when the Supreme Court 
issued its ruling so that the defense could pick a new jury under the new 
guidelines.  
Joe Price, Trinity County district attorney, said the verdict probably will hold 
up because both the judge and the jury concluded that Penry is not retarded. 
In closing arguments, Price and Lee Hon, Polk County first assistant district 
attorney, painted Penry as a cunning, antisocial personality with no remorse 
or conscience who has gone to elaborate lengths to feign mental retardation 
and save himself from the death sentence. 
Hon, with a photograph of Carpenter projected on a television screen, read 
Penry's gruesome confession. 
In the confession, Penry said he had seen Carpenter before and, "I decided I 
would go over to this chick's house and get me a piece."  
Hon said, "The callous way he discusses her in this confession speaks 
volumes." 
Defense experts had testified that Penry, who could not read or write, may 
have agreed to anything police put in the confession because the mentally 
retarded normally want to please authority figures. 
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Hon said the battery of IQ tests Penry took from age 7 until he committed the 
murder were unreliable because of testing errors and the flawed procedures 
that were standard at the time. 
Price, who has been prosecuting the case since 1979, told the jury, "He has 
never been mentally retarded, and he never will be mentally retarded.  
"He's a faker. He's a manipulator," he said, also calling Penry a sadist and a 
psychopathic killer.  
Price asked the jury to consider the harm the murder has caused to the lives 
of others.  
"Can you imagine having a child and having her go through what Pam went 
through and how it would affect you every day of your life?" he asked.  
He dismissed the testimony about years of torture by Penry's mentally ill 
mother, suggesting that family members and the defense invented the brutal 
stories of child abuse after the mother died.  
Hon also said defense claims of brain damage were unjustified, citing defense 
experts who gave a contrary opinion. 
Wright and fellow defense attorney Julia Tarver of New York argued that at 
least 10 IQ tests given from the age of 7 until the crime showed that Penry is 
mentally retarded as a result of brain damage and torture by his mother.  
"They want you to believe that he is smart enough to outsmart all the IQ 
tests," Tarver told jurors. "You have to believe he is a genius to be able to 
fake it that well."  
Penry's mother was X-rayed while she was pregnant with him, which may 
have caused the brain damage, Tarver said. 
Wright recalled testimony from Penry's first-grade teacher, who said she 
forced him to sit next to her desk while she taught the other students. Penry 
was unable to learn, so she gave him toys to play with so he wouldn't disrupt 
the class.  
Tarver argued that expert witnesses for the prosecution used their clinical 
judgment instead of using the tests normally used by psychologists to 
determine mental retardation. 
She also recounted the torture that witnesses said Penry suffered at the hands 
of his mother, including being locked in his room for years, being locked in a 
pantry, being forced to eat his own feces and drink his own urine and being 
savagely beaten.  
"She was the Andrea Yates of her time, but a million times worse," Tarver 
said, referring to the Houston woman who drowned her five children last 
year.  
Penry was hours away from execution twice when the Supreme Court 
overturned his sentence, most recently in June 2001. 
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June 08, 2002, The Houston Chronicle  
 
HEADLINE: Killer receives death penalty; 
Victim begged to be spared before being shot in robbery  
A Houston man with no criminal record prior to abducting and killing a 
medical student has been sentenced to death.  
A jury Friday sentenced Perry Eugene Williams Jr., 21, after deliberating 
about 3 1/2 hours. 
Williams was convicted Tuesday of capital murder in the September 2000 
shooting of Matthew Carter, a full-scholarship, first-year student at Baylor 
College of Medicine. Carter, 22, was abducted at gunpoint as he returned a 
movie to Blockbuster Video on South Main at Old Spanish Trail.  
During the punishment phase, Williams testified that Carter begged for his 
life before he shot him in the head inside the victim's car, parked behind the 
Scottish Rite Temple in the 7500 block of Brompton.  
Williams and three accomplices split $ 40 they allegedly took from Carter. 
Cases are pending against the other three. 
After state District Judge Bill Harmon imposed sentence, the victim's mother, 
Carolyn Carter, read in court a statement written by son Justin, 27, an 
aerospace engineer at Johnson Space Center.  
The statement said Williams proved in his testimony during the punishment 
phase and his taped confession to police that he is "dumber than dirt." 
"I don't believe you truly felt remorse for what you did to Matthew or to your 
own family," the statement continued. "I feel compassion for them (Williams' 
family) but only pity for you. You chose to turn yourself into a soulless shell. 
You flushed your own life down the toilet."  
A Williams family member overcome with grief collapsed outside the 
courtroom and was taken by ambulance to a hospital. She had suffered a 
seizure, a bailiff said.  
The victim's father, Dr. Gregory S. Carter, chief of neurology at the Dallas 
Veterans Affairs Medical Center, said in an interview he believes that 
Williams had turned his back on a loving family and wanted to kill someone 
as a gang initiation.  
Carter cited testimony about a letter between Williams and one of his 
accomplices that was signed, "Blue over gray, Crips forever," referring to a 
nationwide gang that began in Los Angeles.  
Prosecutors Lyn McClellan and Casey Garrett as well as defense lawyers 
Robert Morrow and Gerald Bourque agreed in closing arguments that 
Williams does not belong in a free society. 
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But the two sides disagreed on how jurors should answer the questions that 
determined his sentence - whether he is a continuing threat to others and 
whether mitigating factors lessened his "moral culpability." 
Morrow said Williams had sung in his church choir and had worked steadily 
since age 15. "He'd never been to jail, much less to prison," Morrow said.  
But on Sept. 9, 2000, the day after Carter got a car, he shot and wounded a 
17-year-old girl in the chest, McClellan said. Then, within a few hours on 
Sept. 17-18, McClellan said, Williams killed Carter and took part in three 
other aggravated robberies.  
 
May 16, 2002 – The Houston Chronicle  
BYLINE: BILL BRESLIN, 
 
HEADLINE: Alvin police mark 10 years of aiding victims through assistance 
program  
The Alvin Police Department's Comprehensive Victim Assistance Program is 
celebrating its 10th year of helping crime victims.  
"I contact the victims and inform them of available services," said Gina 
Mendez, crime victim liaison for the program. "Upon their request, we can 
follow them through the entire criminal justice process, including 
accompanying them to court during the (accused's) trial. We inform (victims) 
of available services and programs, like counseling." Victims also can apply 
for financial assistance from the Texas Crime Victims Compensation 
Program through the police department.  
Any out-of-pocket expenses that the victims have incurred as a result of the 
crime may be reimbursed, Mendez said, including medical, counseling, 
funeral and lost wages.  
Police Chief Mike Merkel said developing the program was one of the first 
things he did when he became chief in 1991.  
The following year, the city pursued funding and hired Mendez, then kicked 
off the program in January 1993, Merkel said. 
"Victims of crime are the only individuals who choose not to be part of the 
criminal justice system," he said. "The system is very complicated and 
focuses on the rights of the accused, not the victims. The key component of 
the program is to assist victims in understanding and moving through the 
criminal justice system and to help them with the healing process." 
"(Victims' lives have been) changed forever as a result of the crime that has 
been committed against them," Mendez said. "Our program helps them get 
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through this traumatic time. When the offender's case finally ends with a 
guilty verdict, the victim becomes a stronger, better person as a result." 
The program's services do not end after the accused is convicted. It can also 
inform victims how to protest their offender's parole if they desire to do so, 
she said.  
Mendez, 33, earned a bachelor's degree in business administration from the 
University of Houston at Clear Lake in 1991 and graduated from the National 
Victims Assistance Academy in Denton in July 1997. Recently, she applied 
for admission into the Texas Victims Assistance Academy in Huntsville and - 
if accepted - will attend a weeklong program at Sam Houston State 
University in June. In addition, she periodically attends conferences and 
seminars.  
Two bilingual, full-time employees staff the Comprehensive Victim 
Assistance Program.  
"We are the only full-time law enforcement-based victim assistance program 
in Brazoria County," she said. "Every law enforcement agency and 
prosecutor's office in the state of Texas has been mandated to have a crime 
victim liaison in their department and I am the designated liaison (in Alvin)." 
The program also recruits volunteers from Alvin's Citizens Police Academy 
Alumni Association and is always seeking volunteers from the community, 
Mendez said. Volunteers perform a variety of duties, including filing and 
answering phones. 
Interns from Alvin Community College's mental health program are utilized 
when available, she added. 
The program is funded in part by the Victims of Crimes Act, with remaining 
funds coming from the city of Alvin, Mendez said.  
In 1998, the program won an award for "outstanding law enforcement-based 
program" from the Texas Department of Criminal Justice's Crime Victim 
Clearing House.  
"The award was a great honor," Mendez said. "It meant we were succeeding 
in serving the needs of victims."  
 
May 10, 2002, The Houston Chronicle  
BYLINE: KEVIN MORAN  
 
HEADLINE: Parents back plea in killing ;  
Critics want trial in baby's death  
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A proposed plea bargain in which a former day-care operator accused of 
killing an infant could avoid prison brought words of outrage Thursday from 
child advocacy groups.  
But the mother of the 5-month-old victim said she and her husband approved 
the deal because they need to start putting the pain behind them.  
"I just want this over with," said Lorraine Henderson of Baytown. "It's been a 
year and two months and it's been very difficult." Under the proposal 
submitted this week to state District Judge Elsa Alcala, Rhonda Louise 
Rossino could plead guilty to one count of serious bodily injury to a child in 
the February 2001 death of Jeremy Scott Henderson. The deal calls for 10 
years' probation and deferred adjudication.  
Criminal defendants who successfully complete the terms of deferred 
adjudication avoid final conviction, but the fact that they were charged 
remains a part of their record.  
Rossino is charged with murder and serious bodily injury to a child. If 
convicted, she could be sentenced to life in prison.  
Henderson left her healthy infant at Rossino's state-registered family home in 
La Porte about 7:40 a.m. on Feb. 16, 2001. Rossino called her late that 
afternoon, telling her the baby was ill.  
When Henderson arrived minutes later, the baby was unconscious. She 
rushed him to a Baytown hospital. 
Flown to a hospital in Temple because there was no room at Houston-area 
hospitals, Jeremy died Feb. 18. Medical examiners ruled the death a homicide 
and said he had died from blunt-force head and neck injuries.  
Henderson, 31, said she knows some people will not understand her agreeing 
to a probationary sentence for Rossino, but she believes she and her husband, 
John, are doing the right thing.  
" . . . I've got to put some faith into something and, right now, it's in the 
justice system," Henderson said.  
She said she and her husband were facing a painful trial at which physician 
experts on both sides were expected to give conflicting opinions on how their 
son died. She said she and her husband still do not know exactly how or why 
Jeremy died.  
Harris County Assistant District Attorney Mike Trent declined to comment 
because the agreement is not final. Rossino is due back in Alcala's court May 
20 with her attorney, Dick DeGuerin.  
Assistant District Attorney Denise Oncken, lead prosecutor in the case, was 
in another trial Thursday and declined comment. DeGuerin did not return a 
phone call asking for comment.  
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Rossino reportedly complicated the situation Monday by telling Alcala that 
she wants to plead no contest, which means she does not necessarily accept 
responsibility for the infant's death.  
Such a plea is particularly unacceptable to child advocates.  
"Ten years with deferred adjudication in a child's death is criminal in itself," 
said Barbara Baldovin, casework director for the Houston chapter of Justice 
for Children.  
Mary Weaver, president of the Houston chapter of the Shaken Baby Alliance, 
called the proposed agreement "totally unacceptable."  
"This case deserves to go to a jury trial in order to obtain justice for Jeremy," 
she said. "Probation is not justice."  
Dianne Clements, president of the Houston chapter of Justice for All, agreed.  
"If the district attorney's office wants to plea-bargain, more power to them," 
she said. "But in a case where an infant is a victim of homicide, a probated 
sentence is an outrage. 
"It just seems that our smallest and most vulnerable victims are the ones that 
receive less attention unless it's a sensational case like the (Andrea) Yates 
case," Clements said, referring to the Clear Lake woman convicted in the 
June 2001 drownings of her five children. "Why don't we pay attention to 
these other infant homicide victims? This is just as horrific." 
Weaver and her family went through two trials in Harris County in the 1997 
death of her niece, Christina Dew, who was 10 months old when she was 
shaken to death by unlicensed day-care provider Trenda Kemmerer.  
The first trial ended with a hung jury in 2000, she said, but the second trial, in 
October 2001, resulted in a 55-year sentence.  
"We had conflicting medical opinions," Weaver said. "That's not uncommon 
in any kind of case." 
Still, she said she understands the Hendersons' position. 
"When you go through a trial, you're going back through the death of your 
child," she said. "It's a form of revictimization. It's too hard for some family 
members." 
A plea agreement also eliminates the prospect of the case dragging on for 
perhaps years as a jury verdict is appealed, Weaver said.  
"A trial doesn't bring the child back," she said. "With our family, and for my 
sister, it brought her that peace of mind and heart knowing that (Kemmerer) 
is where she can't hurt another child and she's being held responsible."  
While she doesn't fault the Hendersons, Weaver does fault prosecutors.   
"He received a death sentence," she said of Jeremy. "His mother received a 
life sentence of missing him. So how can you justify giving probation to the 
person responsible for taking his life?"  
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THE PROSECUTOR ASSUMES THE ROLE OF 
REPRESENTING THE VICTIM AND MAKES DECISIONS 

TO SATISFY THE VICTIM’S INTERESTS 

THE PROSECUTOR REPRESENTS THE VICTIM DURING THE CHARGING 
DECISION 

1. Observational data 
August 28, 2000 – District Court.  There were several criminal cases and 
three civil cases set for hearing.  One of the cases set was a criminally 
negligent homicide case.  The MADD representative was sitting on the front 
row behind the prosecutor’s table.  There were a man and a woman sitting 
next to the MADD representative.  The couple had a child – about 2 years old 
– with them.   They were the deceased’s parents and sister. The judge called 
the criminal negligent homicide case for sentencing.  The defendant had 
previously plead guilty.  The assistant district attorney and the defense 
attorney announced ready.  The case had a 98-cause number so it was two 
years old.  The MADD rep. was in court but there were no allegations of 
booze, just excessive speed, loosing control of the car, and hitting a tree 
killing a passenger. She was there as support for the victims. 
During a break, I talked to [the defense attorney]. He said the accident 
happened in October of 97 and was not indicted until August of 99.  The case 
was not originally investigated as a crime until the Victim’s dad harassed the 
prosecutor.  About a year after the accident, the District Attorney’s office 
requested a skid mark analysis to b done by [a neighboring county’s 
investigator].  The defendant’s dad has been very active and has made several 
threats to defendants at the grocery store where the defendant works.  After 
harassing the prosecutor, he (the victim’s dad) finally got the prosecutor to do 
something and defendant was indicted for criminally negligent homicide with 
a deadly weapon.  This type of charge is important because it is a 3rd degree 
felony with no probation from the judge.  The plea offer is five years deferred 
to criminally negligent homicide – a State Jail Felony, without a deadly 
weapon finding. The victim’s dad is upset with the plea because he wants jail. 
Restitution is $15,000. – $5,000.00 to insurance, $5,000.00 to Attorney 
General’s Victim Compensation Fund, and $5,000.00 to reimburse victim’s 
dad for in vitro surgery so his wife can get pregnant.    Because of the 
victim’s dad’s complaints, the prosecutor went to the judge before court and 
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explained the weaknesses and strengths of the case to the judge.  The 
defendant decided to plead guilty because the issue is a “soft” issue with no 
clear cut answer and there was no deadly weapon finding. 
During another break, I talked to the Assistant District Attorney.  He stated 
that the facts are a bunch of kids were at a party.  The victim was fifteen 
years old.  The victim and defendant get into a car to go home.  The 
defendant was driving around a curve, lost control, and hit a tree killing the 
victim who was not wearing a seat belt.  Our accident reconstructionist says 
the defendant was going 70, defense expert says 40, speed limit is 30.  There 
is a dispute as to whether defendant had consumed one beer. Plea offer was 5 
years to criminally negligent homicide without a deadly weapon finding with 
restitution.  The victim’s dad has had lots of input.  He claims to have had run 
in with defendant at grocery store.  The case would have been prosecuted 
even without the dad’s input.  The Dad is not happy with the pea – he wants 
jail.  But, he has not given the District Attorney lot of flack about plea.  Why 
taken so long?  Accident reconstruction took a while.  The District Attorney 
is happy with plea even without jail because it would have been tough to try 
it.  The defendant is accepting responsibility and is not walking away from 
crime. 
After sentencing, I talked to the Victim’s Dad – “I am not happy.  This has 
taken three years.  I lost my only son and he is not even going to jail.”  
He is because defendant got five years deferred adjudication and no jail time.  
Dad is also upset because Defendant objected to restitution of 15,000.  If 
there is no agreement, then they would have a restitution hearing.  Over the 
last three years he has laughed at me and my wife.  The way the system 
works if the defendant does not have any prior convictions nothing happens 
to him.  The accident happened in Oct 97 and the investigation was done in 
Nov. 97.  I requested a speed analysis then. 
 
July 17, 2001 – County Court:  This was an ordinary county court docket 
with many different types of cases set for various hearings.  The judge called 
the cases and announced he was taking a break to give the lawyers a chance 
to talk about the cases.  The prosecutor took his files and went into the jury 
room.  The defense attorneys milled around and waited to talk to the 
prosecutor.  I went into the jury room to listen to what was going on.  A 
defense attorney waited for his chance to talk to the prosecutor. When it was 
his turn, he handed the prosecutor a file and asked him to review it.  The 
prosecutor looked at the file and stated he remembered the case, the 
defendant was charged with harassing his female employee and the offer was 
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ninety days probated for one year, with a $300.00 fine and court costs.  The 
defense attorney said, “We’re not pleading to that.  I can’t believe you filed it 
in the first place.”  The prosecutor said, “Why he harassed her.”  The defense 
attorney said, “After she was fired, she filed a claim for unemployment, and 
EEOC claim for sexual harassment, and a claim for back wages.  We have 
won all of these cases.  And, the Administrative Judge in the employment 
compensation claim made a finding that she was not truthful in the hearing.” 
The prosecutor stated, “That’s all I can do.”  After the defense attorney left, I 
asked the prosecutor what happened, he responded, “She claimed she was 
harassed, the deputy investigated it, the statement alleges probable cause, and 
she wanted to file charges.  Once we file charges, we don’t dismiss.” 
 
%%%%%% , 2001 – County Court:   This was a regular court day.   Many 
cases were on the docket for arraignment, plea, pre-trial, and sentencing.  In 
this court, the prosecutors meet with defense attorneys in a small office 
outside the courtroom door.  Several defense attorneys were discussing cases 
with the prosecutors.  One of the defense attorneys gave the prosecutor a file 
and sat down and started talking to him. The defense attorney said, “This case 
needs to be dismissed, it’s a dog case.”  The prosecutor asked why?  The 
defense attorney said, “This was basically mutual combat.  My client was 
married to the victim’s girlfriend.  He was over at her house delivering the 
kids when the victim started a fight that he lost.  So he called the cops and 
had my client arrested.”  The prosecutor replied, “That’s not what my file 
says.”  The defense attorney left the office and went into the courtroom.  
After he left the courtroom, the defense attorney was asked what happened.  
He responded, “The victim lost the fight and filed charges.  My client went 
later to the police to make a complaint but they did not accept it.  It was 
basically a race to the cops and he lost.” 
 

2. Interview data 
October 10, 2001 – District Court:  After a hearing on a Motion to Withdraw, 
the prosecutor asked the judge to raise the bond because the victim is afraid 
as long as the defendant is out of jail.”  The judge raised the bond from 
$3,500 cash to $100,000.  After the hearing, the prosecutor was asked why he 
requested an increase in the amount of bond.  The prosecutor responded, 
“The victim feels safer with the defendant in jail. So I asked the judge to raise 
the bond.” 
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%%%%%%%% 2002, - District Court:  After a hearing on a Motion to 
Reduce Bond where the judge denied a bond reduction from $50,000.00 to 
$10,000.00 the prosecutor was asked why he argued against a bond 
reduction.  The prosecutor said, “The victim really didn’t want the bond 
reduced.” The prosecutor was then asked what difference this made, he said, 
“I usually do what the victim wants about bond.”   I asked the prosecutor why 
victims are so worried about bond.  He stated, “The victim usually wants 
immediate relief.  A high bond is one way to do that.” 
 
%%%%%%  2001, - District Court.  After the Court denied a bond reduction 
in a case where the defendant was charged with aggravated assault causing 
serious bodily injury, the prosecutor was asked why he argued against a bond 
reduction.  She stated, “the victim is worried that if he gets out he will finish 
what he started so I argued against lowering it.” 
  
 
April 4, 2002 – Interview with Assistant District Attorney:   
Q: When considering which cases to indict and how to indict them do you 
receive input from the victim?   
A: I usually do not talk to the victim before indictment unless they approach 
me and want something different like change their story, add to it, or 
something else.  I try to rely on the police and the victims’ rights’ office.   
 
August 28, 2000 – Interview with various parties involved in the criminally 
negligent homicide case discussed above. 
Victim’s dad –  
Q: Do you think you were instrumental in the case being indicted and 
prosecuted? 
A: I don’t think this case would have been prosecuted if I hadn’t been 
involved.  I told the District Attorney, “I want him prosecuted to the fullest 
amount.” It took me going to see (the Assistant District Attorney) to get 
something done. 
Q: How did you get something done? 
A: The accident happened in Oct 97 and the investigation was done in Nov. 
97.  I requested a speed analysis then. 
Q: Why do you think this made a difference? 
A:  At first I thought they (DA) cared but after a while it became an old case 
and no on cared.  It took me going to see [the assistant district attorney] in 
order to find out what was going on.  If it would have been someone more 
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important than me it would have been harsher. He got off easier because we 
are relatively unimportant. 
Defense Attorney: 
Q: Do you think the victim’s dad made a difference in this case? 
A: Sure, after harassing the prosecutor, he finally got the prosecutor to do 
something.  I think he harassed the prosecutor into hiring a Reconstructionist 
expert and that lead to the indictment. 
Assistant District Attorney: 
Q:  Was the case was charged because the victim’s father demanded the 
prosecution? 
A: Victim’s dad has had lots of input.  But, the case would have been 
prosecuted even without the dad’s input.   
 

3. Document data 
 
March 25, 2001 - The Houston Chronicle 
BYLINE: ROSANNA RUIZ 
HEADLINE: Slaying victim's kin irked about charges;  
Family wants case handled as hate crime 
The family of Panfilo Ponce, who was fatally stabbed during a fight with two 
other men, complained Saturday because his killing is not being prosecuted 
as a hate crime and one of the men involved has been charged only with a 
misdemeanor.  
Ponce, 33, was killed outside an Eastex Freeway gasoline station on March 
17 when he went to the aid of Matthew Simmons, 27, who was fighting with 
the two men. Ponce was Hispanic, Simmons biracial and the two men they 
fought with are white, investigators said. Randy Dale Tibbs, 26, was charged 
with murder while Brian Clark Brown, 24, was charged with assault with 
bodily injury. Brown had initially been charged with aggravated assault. 
Brown has been released on a $ 3,000 bond, and Tibbs' bail has been set at $ 
100,000. 
Sheriff's investigators have said that Tibbs was the only one to use a knife 
and that explains why he was the only one charged with murder. Ponce's 
family members disagree, and they said both men ought to be charged with 
murder.  
District Attorney Chuck Rosenthal has said he does not intend to prosecute 
the case as a hate crime. He said he may change his mind if more evidence 
indicates otherwise.  
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During a news conference at a Houston law office, family and friends 
Saturday said they have no doubt Ponce's killing was a hate crime. His 
widow, Maria, said that Ponce would often stop and pick up hitchhikers or 
anyone he could who needed his help. That explains why he could not turn 
away when his friend Simmons was in trouble.  
"I just want justice for his murder. It's not right what the district attorney is 
doing right now," said Maria Ponce, surrounded by her three children, other 
family members and friends. 
Simmons, who was at the news conference, said the two men made racial and 
ethnic slurs and both should face stiff punishment. Simmons was stabbed 
once in the back, but he said he was unsure which suspect stabbed him. 
"I believe this is a racial situation," Simmons said. "And I believe it's not 
being handled right."  
Brown is set to appear in County Criminal Court No. 2 on Monday.  
 
June 17, 2002 - Corpus Christi Caller-Times  
BYLINE: Mary M. Moreno 
HEADLINE: Family violence assaults are very rarely prosecuted in Nueces 
County  
Other areas take action by pressing charges without victim's consent  
Even in the most serious of assaults committed by family members in Nueces 
County, charges are rarely pursued against the assailant when the victim 
refuses to cooperate, said prosecutors and family violence advocates. 
District Attorney Carlos Valdez said that more often than not, when a victim 
decides not to pursue charges, the case is dismissed.  
That puts the county behind some other areas that have developed the ways 
and means to aggressively enforce domestic violence laws even if victims are 
not willing to cooperate.  
In 2001, Corpus Christi residents reported 255 cases of aggravated assault, 
classified as felonies, but the District Attorney's office pursued only 132.  
Refusing to cooperate  
Although no one keeps track of why the remaining 123 cases were dismissed, 
Assistant District Attorney Jack Pulcher, who evaluates most felony cases 
filed in Nueces County and decides which are strong enough to be taken to a 
grand jury, speculated that in about half the cases reported, the victim refuses 
to cooperate. When that happens his office generally dismisses them. He said 
without victim cooperation, only about one in 10 cases is picked up. "That 
gets rid of the majority," Pulcher said.  
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Pulcher said he seeks prosecution on a felony family violence case in which 
the victim is uncooperative when there is an extensive history of violence.  
"I like to take all those cases if we have a victim who's in the cycle and they 
can't stand up for themselves," Pulcher said.Assistant District Attorney 
Michael McCaig proceeded with a case of a pregnant woman who was 
stabbed more than a dozen times by her boyfriend, but pleaded with 
prosecutors to drop the charges. Prosecutors compelled her to testify, and 
from the witness stand the woman told the jury that being stabbed repeatedly 
didn't hurt her. Despite that, the boyfriend received a nine-year prison 
sentence, which he is appealing.  
Not pursuing charges  
An assault is considered a felony when a weapon is used or injuries are 
serious, meaning there is a substantial risk of death, serious permanent 
disfigurement or loss or impairment of the function of a body member or 
organ, according to the Texas Penal Code.  
But most family violence assaults are classified as misdemeanors. In 2001, 
3,064 family violence assaults were reported in Corpus Christi, according to 
statistics provided by the Corpus Christi Police Department. But no one 
tracks how many were prosecuted or how many were dismissed for lack of 
victim cooperation. 
Assistant District Attorney Lance Kutnick who prosecutes misdemeanors 
said he wouldn't try to speculate what percentage is prosecuted or how many 
are dismissed.  
Catrina Steinocher, executive director of the Family Violence and Sexual 
Assault Prevention Center of South Texas, The Women's Shelter, said that in 
most cases victims refuse to pursue charges for several reasons including fear 
of retaliation, reconciliation with the suspect or financial dependence on the 
suspect. She said that in the 17 years she's been involved with family 
violence, only once has she heard of a suspect being prosecuted against a 
victim's wishes.  
"The right thing is not always the easy thing," she said. "The message is that 
it's OK to perpetrate family violence because you're not going to be held 
accountable."  
'Something's wrong there'  
Prosecutors can pursue a case without a victim, as is done in murder cases, 
but a case without a victim requires more resources. 
Valdez said a lack of resources and heavy caseloads hamper his office's 
ability to prosecute without victims' cooperation. His office has a prosecutor 
assigned to gang-related cases partially funded by a state grant, but no one to 
handle only family violence cases.  
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"We have to come up with evidence other than the victim's statement," 
Valdez said. "To prosecute a case you have to prove the causation of the 
injuries. More can be done from our end of it, but I don't think the problem 
can be solved with more prosecution. When these women get beat up and 
they go back to their abuser, something's wrong there."  
Cases dismissed include a woman whose children, after several years of 
seeing their mother beat by their father, called police, according to a police 
report. The woman, at her children's urging, reluctantly told police how her 
husband had pulled her by the hair, pushed her into a wall and dragged her 
into a bedroom. Police arrested the man, and as the officer left the family's 
house, the children begged the officer not to tell their father they had called 
the police. The woman later signed a form saying she didn't want to pursue 
charges and the case was dismissed, according to police reports.  
In another case a woman accused her boyfriend, a police officer, of grabbing 
her by the throat and pinning her against a door. She, too, later signed the 
form stating she didn't wish to pursue charges, and the charges were never 
filed, according to the District Attorney's office.  
'Pressure on their back'  
But charges against suspected family violence offenders aren't always 
dismissed because of lack of victim cooperation. In Tarrant County, the 
district attorney's office has a unit created in 1997 and staffed by five 
prosecutors and five staff members dedicated to prosecuting family violence 
cases, mostly misdemeanors. Leticia Martinez, chief prosecutor of the unit, 
said her office tries to minimize the role of the victim and tries to prosecute 
even without the victim's cooperation whenever possible. She said that less 
than half of cases where the victim refuses to cooperate are dismissed. Her 
office prosecutes about 3,000 misdemeanor cases a year.  
"We've had several cases where not only are the victims reluctant but come in 
and testify that it didn't happen," Martinez said. "We evaluate our cases to see 
if we can prove our case legally without having to call on the victim. If we 
keep dropping charges because the victim wants to drop the charges, we're 
putting the pressure on their back." 
Martinez said in the cases where the victim doesn't testify, the police officer 
who reported the assault testifies for them. She said the "excited utterance" 
exception to the hearsay law allows for the officer to testify about what the 
victim said while she was excited, crying or shaken immediately after the 
assault. Her office also uses photographs and diagrams of the injuries, 911 
tapes and medical records to prosecute without victim cooperation.  
Handling the situation  
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In Denton County, the Criminal District Attorney's Office doesn't rely on 
victim participation and in 1995 adopted a "no drop" policy on family 
violence cases. 
In Travis County, victims wanting to drop charges must first take classes 
about the nature and consequences of family violence. The classes clarify 
their legal options, give them information on resources and encourage them 
to craft a safety plan, according to an evaluation by the Institute for Law and 
Justice.  
But Nueces County isn't alone in its reluctance to prosecute without a victim's 
cooperation. A 1998 report by the American Bar Association and National 
Institute of Justice found that one-third of jurisdictions covering populations 
between 250,000 and 500,000 said their decision to prosecute was highly 
affected by victim cooperation. A study in the report concluded prosecution 
did reduce violence with 70 percent of family violence victims battered in the 
six months before cases were taken to a prosecutor but only 40 percent 
battered in the six months following the settlement of a case.  
'A serious issue' 
Steinocher said she would like to see more cases prosecuted here at least to 
get the suspects counseling that might end the cycle of violence. She said the 
Family Violence and Sexual Assault Prevention Center provides counseling 
for the abusers, usually as part of their court-mandated punishment, but 
Nueces County refers fewer than 10 a month. She said she thought that was 
because so few are prosecuted. Even with legal changes that compel police to 
arrest a family violence suspect against a victim's wishes, Steinocher said 
local action in thwarting family violence has been painfully slow.  
"The community I chose to make my home isn't willing to take a strong 
stance on a serious issue," she said. "If we don't do something about the 
person perpetuating violence, they're just going to go out and make more 
victims."  
 
 
January 2, 2000 - San Antonio Express-News  
BYLINE: Lisa Sandberg  
HEADLINE: Open-and-shut cases no longer; County pursuing domestic 
violence charges even when alleged victims recant 
In her initial account to police, a bruised Rosa Gonzalez claimed she had 
been attacked by her husband and feared for her life. Roberto Gonzalez was 
whisked to jail and charged with assault.    
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What began Oct. 19 as a seemingly clear-cut case of domestic violence 
became murkier a day or two later when Rosa Gonzalez, a 49-year-old home 
attendant, recanted her allegations, insisting she fabricated the story of abuse 
after she and her husband argued.  
To her horror, Bexar County officials have not dropped the charges against 
Roberto Gonzalez, opting to prosecute him based on Rosa's original account 
and physical marks police officers noted on her   
body. 
Bexar County has followed the lead of cities like San Diego, New York and 
Duluth, Minn., in pursuing domestic violence prosecutions involving alleged 
victims who change their stories or those who refuse to cooperate. 
These so-called victimless prosecutions are based on the belief that batterers 
exert enough fear and control over their partners that - when the air clears - 
they inevitably will come to their abuser's defense.  
"The standard now is, 'Do we have enough physical evidence to prosecute a 
case?'" said Jim Custer, an assistant district attorney in the Bexar County 
Family Justice and Victim Protection Division, otherwise known as County 
Court No. 7.   "We assume there is not going to be a (cooperative) victim."   
In adopting aggressive tactics like these, the courts have come to 
acknowledge the distinct challenges domestic violence pose, from the 
emotional ties binding victim and batterer to a cycle of abuse that often 
consists of periodic eruptions of violence.    
"This is the only crime in which a victim continues to have a relationship 
with the perpetrator, continues to live in the same house and share the same 
bed," said Judge Bill C. White, who helped establish the Family Justice court 
in 1995.  
"People joke about this courtroom being a little 'Love Boat,'" he continued. 
"We get victim and defendant coming in hugging each other and getting 
lovey-dovey. She doesn't want anything to happen. This is the best time 
they've had, while the case is being adjudicated."  
The pursuit of cases involving recanting victims in Bexar County is largely 
responsible for the 18 percent rise in the number of domestic violence 
prosecutions between 1995 and 1999, to 2,049 cases from 1,731, experts say.  
The number of domestic violence prosecutions in municipal court shot up 75 
percent between September 1998 and September 1999. Officials attribute the 
rise in misdemeanor cases to victimless prosecutions as well as better 
tracking of nonfelony cases. 
If prosecutors once felt daunted by the prospect of trying cases without a 
cooperative victim, they for the most part are feeling confident today. The 
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vast majority of accused batterers plead guilty, Bexar County court records 
show.    
In 1999, less than 2 percent of the court's 2,049 defendants were tried by a 
jury. 
Juries have turned out to be a prosecutor's best friend. they have been 
unusually receptive to the idea that battered victims often are too scared or 
too devastated to stick by their initial accusations, prosecutors and judges say. 
In fact, experts say, juries have been as quick to convict accused batterers 
whose partners defend them as they have in cases in which a partner takes the 
stand against them. 
“Sometimes (cooperative victims) come off looking like they're out for blood, 
and juries don't go for that," said Kimberly A.F. Piechowiak, assistant city 
attorney with the San Antonio Municipal Court. 
For all the successes the domestic violence court has achieved in the past 
half-decade, officials there say more must be done.  
They say they could reduce the number of dismissed cases if more evidence 
were collected at crime scenes.  
But the problem, they say, lies with the San Antonio Police Department, 
which has equipped few patrol officers with cameras that could be used to 
record injuries.   
"There's nothing better than a photo of a woman bawling with a red spot on 
her face," Custer said. "Then when she comes in and says she was angry and 
made the story up, you can ask her to explain the red mark on her face."   
Police officials say they support the idea but don't have the money to put 
cameras in every patrol car.  
Those involved in victimless prosecutions note that batterers are less apt to 
become violent with their partners if their partners are not actively involved 
in sending them to jail.   
"This takes the victims off the hook," Piechowiak said. 
"I tell the defendants all the time, 'This is between you and the state of Texas, 
and I'm the state of Texas.'" 
In a recent pretrial hearing before Judge White, Roberto Gonzalez, a 55-year-
old produce manager who pleaded not guilty to assault, was told that his 
criminal case was out of his wife's hands. That much was evident to everyone 
in the courtroom.  
Taking the stand as a defense witness a few moments earlier, Rosa Gonzalez 
sat erect as she defended her husband of 29 years.  "I'm not afraid of him, and 
I've never been afraid of him," she said, denying he ever had hit her. 
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When Roberto Gonzalez's attorney, Roy R. Barrera Sr., asked her if she 
needed "the help of this court or this jury to try to reinstate this marriage," she 
said firmly: "No." 
While her testimony painted a portrait of a caring though sometimes 
philandering husband, her Oct. 19 account to police depicted something 
altogether different. 
According to a police report, Rosa Gonzalez said her husband had kicked her 
on her right leg, then thrown her with such force against a garage door that it 
took the hinges off the door. 
She said he had threatened to kill her before and she became afraid for her 
life after she noticed he was holding a pair of scissors. Rosa's oldest daughter, 
who made the 911 call that afternoon, said she saw her father holding her 
mother in a headlock and "hurting her." 
The police report alleges Roberto Gonzalez called police in the days leading 
to the Oct. 19 incident, saying "his wife is going to be dead in a few 
minutes," and that there would be "a triple murder tonight between 9:30 p.m. 
and 11 p.m."   
Speaking in their Northwest Side home, Rosa and her husband, the parents of 
three grown children, said prosecutors seemed bent on wrecking their 
marriage.   
"In what marriage don't you have your ups and downs?" Rosa asked, holding 
her husband's hand. "I don't want to press charges. I keep telling them they 
are not going to keep me away from my husband. 
They say, 'It's no longer in your hands.'" 
To a degree not seen in other courts, cases like Gonzalez's are in the hands of 
the judge. 
From the time they set foot in the courtroom - perhaps weeks before their 
cases are resolved - domestic violence defendants typically are subject to 
conditions ranging from domestic violence classes to frequent court 
appearances.   
"I'm in his life, I'm sending him to (violence intervention) class," White said, 
referring to the court's mostly male defendants. "They want a reduction in the 
bond, I want them to make it to class. It's a real dance you play in that court." 
   
The ultimate goal, he said, the reason for the new court and the aggressive 
prosecutions, is to prevent defendants from taking the lives of their victims. 
He said he doesn't want Rosa Gonzalez to wind up like Pamela Henry 
Henry and a co-worker were fatally shot by her ex-boyfriend, Charles Ruben 
White, in October 1997. 
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Henry was killed a few weeks before her ex-boyfriend was scheduled to go 
on trial for assaulting her.  
Said White: "I worry about whose name I'm going to read in the morning 
newspaper. You worry about each and every one of them." 
 
June 26, 1996 – Austin American-Statesman  
Clinton endorses rights for victims  
WASHINGTON President Clinton on Tuesday followed Republican 
challenger Bob Dole by a month in endorsing a constitutional amendment 
guaranteeing extensive rights to crime victims. The prospective 28th 
Amendment, two versions of which are pending in Congress, is the first 
proposed change in the nation's fundamental document to gain Clinton's 
support as president. Abandoning a hurried attempt within the administration 
to offer its own legislative language, Clinton said he would work with 
Congress to overcome prosecutors' objections that an amendment could 
expose governments to victims' damage suits or make it tougher to win 
convictions. 
 
July 19, 1995 – The Houston Chronicle  
 
HEADLINE: Victims' kin protest dropped charges  
BYLINE: JOE STINEBAKER 
Relatives who say their family members' bodies were lost by a local cemetery 
owner complained to Harris County Commissioners Court Tuesday that the 
District Attorney's office improperly dropped criminal charges against the 
owner.  
 Five county residents complained that assistant district attorneys in the 
Consumer Fraud Division dropped theft charges against Jimmie L. Masters, 
56, the owner of Restlawn Cemetery, even though Masters has not yet 
located all the missing corpses. ""My main concern was to find my daughter,'' 
Linda McClenon told Commissioners Court. ""They did this. '' But, she said, 
the District Attorney's office never told her ""this was going to give Jimmie 
Masters the opportunity to walk.” 
Masters was indicted on charges of theft by receiving last August. But Jerald 
Graber, the prosecutor handling the case, told Commissioners Court Tuesday 
that because Masters later came forward with records the charges against him 
had to be dropped last month. In exchange for dropping the charges, Graber 
said, Masters agreed to find all remaining missing corpses and plans to locate 
some this weekend.  
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""I cannot force him to do anything,'' Graber said. ""They want the man to go 
to jail, and they don't understand that that's not going to happen. We have 
busted our butts on this case, more than any other case in our division. ''  
 
March 26, 1993 – The Houston Chronicle  
BYLINE: CINDY HORSWELL 
 
HEADLINE: Victim's mom incensed over reduced charge  
Sherry Casanover had thought that burying her only child, not long after 
losing her husband to cancer, was the hardest thing she would have to do. But 
seeing the alleged killer of her 14-year-old daughter, Cristie, face a charge of 
manslaughter instead of murder is much worse, she said.  
Casanover and her aunt, Nancy Craft, were incensed at the indictment and are 
pushing for a rehearing by a new grand jury. ""My whole family has been 
wiped out,'' said Casanover, 36. ""There is no way this was an accident. Even 
the chief of Humble police told us that. ''  
An 18-year-old Humble High School student, Jim Opry, originally was 
charged with murder but a Harris County grand jury indicted him Wednesday 
on a reduced charge of manslaughter.  
Police said Cristie had been among several teens Opry invited to his home at 
3618 Misty Ridge in Atascocita Forest for a New Year's Eve party while his 
parents were away. Investigators said Opry displayed his father's new 12-
gauge, semi-automatic shotgun, thinking the gun was unloaded.  
He pointed the weapon at two other teens and clicked the trigger, according 
to statements given to police. But when the gun was pointed at Cristie, it fired 
less than six inches from her cheek and killed her instantly, an autopsy 
showed.  
Afterward, two other teens helped Opry clean up evidence of the shooting, 
police said.  
The trio then got a car and hauled the girl's body to a wooded area near the 
U.S.59 and FM 1960 interchange, dumping it in 2 feet of stagnant water in a 
cistern, police said.  
Prosecutor Jeannine Barr said a murder indictment might have been 
preferable for plea-bargaining reasons, but added that she could only present 
grand jurors with the facts.  
Casanover said she is angry that Barr left the grand jury room while a 
videotape of Opry's statement was played and that the other students were not 
called to testify.  
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""I don't think she was very prepared for this case,'' said the mother. ""You 
don't point a gun at someone, pull the trigger, cover it up and call that 
manslaughter. ''  
Humble police Detective Charles Smith said ""Personally, I don't think you 
could get a murder conviction. Manslaughter will be easier to prove in court. 
There was no reason to think it was other than accidental. ''  
 
July 23, 1992 – The Houston Chronicle  
 
A 43-year-old Baytown man, wounded in an attack by eight alleged members 
of the Pelly Rats youth gang, refused to press charges although his car was 
set afire the next night police said Wednesday.  
Investigator Gene Sutton said Rudolpho Rocha went outside his home on 
Edna Street to investigate the sound of gunfIre Monday night and was 
assaulted. A 16-year-old suspect in thE attack was released Wednesday after 
Rocha refused to identify any of his alleged assailants.  
In another gang-related incident -- an attack by 13 youths on four men who 
were using a pay telephone -- two of 13 suspects in custody have been 
identified by victims or witnesses. Both have been referred to juvenile 
authorities, and the rest were released.  
The victims -- Martin Zawisza, 18; Robert Zawisza, 19; Casey Garrison, 20; 
and Johnny Lee, 20 -- were treated at an area hospital and released. 
 
September 22, 1991 – The Houston Chronicle  
BYLINE: T.J. MILLING  
HEADLINE: Slaying victim's family, friends protest suspects' aggravated 
robbery charges  
Family, friends and neighbors of a 29-year-old grocer killed in a holdup last 
month are enraged that two men arrested in the crime are charged not with 
murder but with aggravated robbery.  
Prosecutors say the robbery charge will stick in court, while a murder charge 
would be risky. But more than 2,500 residents of the Sheldon area in 
northeast Harris County, who signed a petition calling for a murder charge, 
angrily disagree. “Who's to say they won’t find 12 people that'll find him 
guilty?” said Debbie Gonzalez, sister of the victim, David Gonzalez. “I 
believe if you take a life, your life should be taken. I don't care what the 
circumstances are.”   
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Gonzalez and more than 100 Sheldon residents rallied Saturday outside the 
Parkway Community Clubhouse, 12003 Tidwell Road, to voice their 
objections.  
Children waved signs beside the road, chanted ''Justice for David,'' and 
neighbors took turns at a microphone shouting scalding criticism of every 
level of government from the county district attorney to the White House.  
Gonzalez was killed Aug. 17 at Brockway Groceries, 8005 John Ralston, 
when three men entered the store and held him and clerk Christie Kornele, 
17, at gunpoint.  
Gonzalez, 6 feet tall and almost 300 pounds, slipped behind one of the armed 
teen-age assailants and held him in a bear hug.  
As they struggled, Kornele ran and locked herself in a booth. Then she heard 
three shots. When she emerged from the booth, Gonzalez was dead and the 
assailants gone.  
There are still bullet holes in the walls and the cooler door.  
Charles Moore, 18, and Marion Abrams, 17, were arrested two days later 
during a a robbery of another convenience store at Federal Road and Market 
Road and charged in both incidents. The third suspect is still at large, said a 
spokesman for the Harris County Sheriff's Department.  
One of the suspects told police that the gun went off accidentally.  
He said he didn't know it was loaded, and he said he warned Gonzalez not to 
fight.  
But because no one actually witnessed the slaying, the district attorney's 
office filed only aggravated robbery charges.  
''We have talked to those people until we were blue in the face,'' District 
Attorney Johnny B. Holmes Jr. said Saturday. ''We have a good robbery case, 
and the punishments are the same (as murder, 2 to 20 years). We're going to 
go with the best case we have. '' 
By pursuing a robbery case, Holmes said, the jury won't have to establish that 
the assailant intended to kill Gonzalez. 
 

THE PROSECUTOR REPRESENTS THE VICTIM DURING THE PLEA 
BARGAINING PROCESS 

1. Observational Data 
 
October 11, 2000 – District Court:  There were several different types of 
hearings set for hearing.  The courtroom was crowded with almost every seat 
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taken.  I sat on the front row.  The judge called the next case.  The defendant, 
the defense attorney and the prosecutor went from the audience and stood 
before the judge.  The defendant was charged with criminally negligent 
homicide, for running a stop sign and killing a bicyclist.  The judge asked 
where the case was and the defense attorney said, “we want a jury trial.”  The 
judge grimaced and said: “Isn’t there anyway to work this out?  Is there an 
offer?”  The prosecutor responded: “No, the family of the victim is still really 
upset.”  A man sitting next to me said said, “Damn right.” The Judge set the 
trial for January of the following year.  I followed the case until it had 
concluded with a guilty plea.  The defendant plead guilty to Class ‘A’ 
Misdemeanor and received deferred adjudication. After the defendant was 
sentenced, I asked the defense attorney what happened in the case.  He told 
me the state claimed the defendant was speeding, ran a red light, run over the 
victim who was on a bicycle, and killed him.  The defendant was charged 
with criminal negligent homicide with a deadly weapon.  He said the victim’s 
parents were very upset about the accident and wanted the defendant to go to 
prison.  They hired an accident reconstructionist who said the defendant was 
not speeding but the state’s expert said he was.  The defendant’s insurance 
company paid “a lot” of money to the victim’s parents and they have only 
recently been able to work out a plea agreement. 
 
November 5, 2001 – District Court: This was a regular court day with several 
cases set for hearings.  In this case, the defendant was charged with 
Aggravated Assault with a Deadly Weapon and the case was set for Non-jury 
Trial.  The judge called the case and the Defendant’s attorney went up to the 
bench.  The defense attorney asked for reset on the jury docket.  The judge 
called the prosecutor up to the bench to find out if there was a plea offer and 
what it was.  Prosecutor responded there was no plea offer because “there has 
not been any victim contact.”  The judge asked the prosecutor what the 
problem was with contacting the victim.  Prosecutor said the phone numbers 
were bad but they were still trying to contact her.  The file indicated they 
were scheduled to send out a letter next week.  The judge did not reset the 
case on the jury docket but reset it on the TBC docket because “after they talk 
to the victim, they might not be able to work out this case without going to 
trial.” 
 
 
November 5, 2001 – District Court District Court: This was a regular court 
day with several cases set for hearings.  The defendant was charged with 
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stalking, a third degree felony and was in court for pretrial hearing.  The 
defense attorney approached the bench, and the judge asked what the offer 
was.  The defense attorney said 2-years on a third degree felony stalking and 
we want 2 years in the state jail for attempted stalking. (Defendant would do 
more time on a SJF in the state jail than 2 years TDC)  Defense attorney said 
we want state jail because it is not enhanceable later.  Prosecutor said no.  
After this conversation at the bench, the defense attorney and the prosecutor 
walked over to the table where the prosecutor has her files.  Defense attorney 
said “why can’t you do that, he would do more time?”  Persecutor said: 
“because the victim would be mad with an attempted stalking.”  Defense 
attorney said, “you can sell this because he will do more time.”  Prosecutor 
said, “I’ll talk to her.” 
 
July 26, 2001 – County Court: This was jail call in county court.  The 
prosecutor was in the prosecutor’s office talking to defense lawyers who had 
clients on the jail call docket.  The first two cases discussed were defendants 
charged with assault - family violence.  The prosecutor looked in the files and 
saw that the victim had been sent a letter but had not yet contacted the 
County Attorney’s Office.   The prosecutor did not make an offer on either 
case because there “was no victim contact.”  The cases were put off six days 
so there could be victim contact.  I asked the prosecutor why?  The 
prosecutor said, We (my office) have a policy to contact the victims in cases 
of assaults, DWIs with damages, criminal mischief, etc.  The purpose is to 
discuss restitution, desires about result, desires, the facts, previous history, etc 
before an offer is made.  If there is no victim response within a reasonable 
time, we go ahead and make an offer.  “We try to take the victim’s wishes 
into consideration.” 
 
August 15, 2000 – County Court:  I went to docket call at the County.  This 
court is takes care of misdemeanor domestic assaults. The prosecutor was 
sitting with a male investigator at the prosecutor’s table.  There were about 
15 to 20 defense attorneys sitting in the courtroom.  The judge came in and 
announced he was going to give the lawyers time to talk before he called the 
docket.  The judge then went into his office. The defense attorneys then 
began forming a line to talk to the prosecutor. Two or three lawyers talked to 
the prosecutor and the prosecutor told them, “just set it for trial.”  The next 
defense lawyer approached the prosecutor and they begin discussing a case.  
The defense lawyer told the prosecutor: “You know this is a dog case.”  The 
prosecutor responded: “Go ahead and announce ready.  We plan to dismiss 
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but we wasn’t to have victim contact before we dismiss.”  The defense 
attorney said OK and left. 
 
November 5, 2001– District Court:  This was a regular court day with several 
cases set for hearings.  The defendant was charged with murder and was in 
court for Jury Docket Call.  Defendant and attorney approached the bench.  
Judge asked if they were ready for trial.  Prosecutor said “we want to offer 30 
years but we have not gone over the offer with the family so we cannot 
finalize it.”  Both the prosecutor and defense attorney asked for a reset so the 
prosecutor could contact the victim’s family and see if they could work it out.  
Judge reset case for 11-26 to see 1. If state had contacted the family and 2 
whether they were going to be able to work the case out. 
 
September 13, 2001 – District Court:  The judge was conducting jury docket 
call.   The judge called the next case.  It was a family violence assault with a 
deadly weapon.  The judge asked the attorneys whether they were ready for 
trial.  The defense attorney and prosecutor told the judge they had worked out 
a deal but were not ready tom enter the plea.  The prosecutor said, “I have to 
speak to the victim and see if they are comfortable.”  The judge re-set the 
case for trial. 
September 13, 2001 – District Court:  The judge was conducting a sentencing 
hearing.  The defendant had previously plead guilty to aggravated sexual 
assault of a minor.  The defendant was sentenced to ten years in prison.  After 
the defendant was sentenced and escorted to the holding cell in handcuffs, the 
prosecutor went over to the victim and hugged her.  
 
July 24, 2001 – County Court: Jury Docket call.  The defendant was charged 
with family violence.  This happened at a Hotel in Austin.  Both the 
defendant and the victim live in Florida.  The victim does not want to testify 
and the State cannot subpoena her because she is from out of state (cannot 
subpoena across state lines for a misdemeanor).  The prosecutor admitted that 
she could not get the victim here because she did not want to come.  The 
offer was one year deferred prosecution because “the victim does not control 
the prosecution.  It is a crime and we prosecute.” 
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September 13, 2001 – District Court:   
Interview with Tara Stanislav (Prosecutor 3 years) – Assistant DA in Hays 
County, Texas. 
Q: why in the case above she said “I have to speak to the victim and see if 
they are comfortable.”  Sometimes victims refuse to cooperate and do not 
want to testify.  “If the victims don’t want to testify, he won’t go to prison – 
then I offer probation and get what I can.”  
“I evaluate cases based on the attitude of the victim – whether they cooperate 
or not.  I ask whether it is worth going to trial and outing the victim on the 
stand if they are going to ask for probation.” 
“Most of the time the victims do not ask “parole or prison” they just ask 
“how much.” 
“Most of the victims will take my advice on what should happen with the 
case.” 
“Once the case has been indicted, if the victim is not happy with the plea 
offer and demands a trial, we will try it even in a marginal case.  But, if we 
have a case that cannot be proven, we will not file it even if the victim 
demands it.  But, those cases are few. If there is enough to indict, then we 
prosecute.” 
Q: Review the plea offer with victim?  “Sometimes” 
“Child sex cases – If deferred, we review the case with the defendant and 
explain what deferred is, terms, etc.” 
If the case is marginal, if the victim wants prison and the defendant will take 
probation we talk to the victim.  Victim should have say.” 
Child sex case – the defendant gave gonorrhea to the 13 year old victim.  
Mom testified for defendant and asked for probation from jury.  He got 60 
years.  What makes me mad is the mom is treated as a victim even though she 
isn’t.  She gets to come to the office, have counseling, etc. and she isn’t really 
a victim except under the Texas CCP. 
 
Family violence cases – “In some cases I don’t represent the victim even 
though by statute I should.  In some cases when they let me, I represent the 
victim.” 
 
“You have to advocate for the victim because they are the person who suffers 
the effects of the crime.” 
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“Never gone to trial on a case where victim pressured into trial when I didn’t 
want to go to trial because most of the time when I take the time to discuss 
the case and explain the law to the victim, they understand.” 
 
Q: What is justice?  A fair and truthful outcome.  Fair to everyone – fair to 
State, Victim and defendant.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“if it is a serious case where the victim has a stake in the case, assault, 
murder, etc. then I get their input on whether a plea should be offered.”   

“I have a face to face meeting with the victim 
to discuss the case when the victim doesn’t 
agree.  I spend as much time as it takes to make 
the victim understand the process. I feel that 
victim’s are part of the process and should 
understand what’s happening.” 
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